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BROOMSTICK vs. BUS

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, September 1 I, 1937

“DR.” GOULD, NOW

LIVED A CENTURY

______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______

Authority to abandon Its street
Editor
railway and discontinue Its service In
WM. O. PULLER
Waterville, Fairfield and Oakland
Associate Editor
was given the Waterville, Fairfield
PRANK A. WINSLOW
& Oakland Railway Thursday by the
Subacrlptlona *3 00 per year payable ln
Maine Public Utilities Commission.
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon clrcula-1 The commission, which set Oct, 11
tion *ndfJ^J8pJ^JbJJISTORT
j of this year as the date of discontinuThe Rockland Gazette was established ance. said for several years “the sysIn 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated witR the Oazette tern has not been a paying proposi!n
an?lnFr59l7hsngTiU namehW tion and that the Clty of Waterville
the Tribune. These papere consolidated raised no objection to the dlsconMareb 17, 1897.
| tinuance of this service if satisfac■
tory bus service should be Instituted."
s«s
•••

Rockland Boy Progressing Aunt Abbie Wooster of East
In Scientific World—His
Warren Celebrates Her
New Booklet
100th Birthday

THREE CENTS A COPY

THOMASTON WINS THE HUNDRED

I

Saturday'
Issue

Volume 92.................... Number 109.

TWO SEAMEN DROWNED

-J

Two Victories Settle Second Place—Pirates Go Were Returning To U. S. S. Dahlgren When Skiff
Sank—One Man Rescued
Down With Colors Flying

“Solubility of Casein” ls the title Mrs. Abbie (Grant) Wooster, “Aunt
of a 65-page booklet, the author of Abbie" to all who are acquainted
which is Stephen Philip Gould, B. S. with her, observed yesterday her 100th
James O. Robertson, boatswain's , have been temporarily out of cornThe special series to determine the Felt coupled with errors at short and
M. A., submitted In partial fulfill birthday anniversary, at her little
mate.
1st class, of Martinsville. Va. mission, and It was Impossible to loment of the requirements for the de home In East Warren, where she winner of the $100 offered by Curtis second gave Thomaston two more
j L. ,
____i.
cate them in the darkness.
gree of Doctor of Philosophy in the stays as many months throughout Bok as a second prize in the Knox ' runs in the fourth, and another run and Charles W. Norris, seaman, 1st
,
.
„
,
xt
u
Lieut. Commander R. C. Jewell, in
Faculty of Pure Science of Columbia the year as she can, the coldest Twilight League was quickly over. J was added in the fifth on a double by class, of Cowles, Neb., were drowned
,
j , ,
a
charge
of the Coast Guard Inland
University.
months, a guest of one of her nieces
Thomaston won two straight games In e. Robinson and a single by Upham, ln Rockland harbor yesterday morn- patrol( was notified of the tragedy,
The following sketch of the author in East Corinth.
ing by the capsizing of a skiff In which and wlth characteristic thoroughness,
♦
Heaven often smites In mercy. ♦
is given;
.
Her day was a memorable one, with a very decisive manner, and right- | The (Pirates did not score until the
» even when the blow Is severest ♦ , In 13 Maine towns. 118 local offlStephen Gould was born Ir. Rock- calls from many friends and rela- fully earned the generous award,! iast inning, which provided a goodly they and another seaman were re- made immediate plans for a thorough
—Joanns Balllle.
•••, cials are elected to govern less than land, Maine, on February 2, 1897. He tives, cards and gifts from friends,
turning to the U. S. Dahlgren.
, dragging of the inner and outer harwhich follows the $250 to be pre- | number of thrills, thanks to the three
All three (men were members of the bors. Three Coast Guard boats and
|(^.^.^.^.^.e«.s«ss»ss»se«es«..»..«. * 500 people.
attended the schools of that city, Among the many gifts which gave sented St. George, winner of first
issued by Upham, two errors
Dahlgren's crew, and had been ashore two naval boats were used, but a
was graduated (salutatorian) from her the most pleasure perhaps, was
at second base and a hit by Thomas— on liberty. They had evidently failed 1 wide area had to be combed and
prize.
the Rockland High School ln 1915, that from the Warren Baptist Church
• • • •
the combination netting three runs. to catch the last boat and undertook when darkness came on last night no
AN APPRECIATION
and the same year entered Bates of which she Is a member, having
Tiie First Game
The bases were still filled when Up to row out to the destroyer in the bodies had been found.
College Here he was student asslst- transferred by letter from the North
I have sold my Service Station at Highland Square, Rockport, to
An over-anxious Rockland team ham fanned Spofford for the third frail skiff.
The services of the police were also
Frank Johnson. At this time I wish to express my deepest appreci
ant in Chemistry during his senior Haven Baptist Church, several years
out.
feu
easy
prey
to
the
Jealous
man

One
man,
whose
name
could
not
ation for the patronage of the many friends and customers who
promptly
furnished by City Marshal
year; and ln 1919, received the de- ago. The committee from the church
The Thomaston pitcher, while
have stood by so loyally during my long Ulness.
gree of Bachelor of Science. In 1928 who presented Mrs. Wooster with a aged Thomaston team Thursday rather generous with passes, allowed be learned yesterday, managed to A. P. Richardson.
The Dahlgren is at this port to fur
he was granted the degree of Master gift and a lovely bouquet of fall flow- night in the first game of the series only three hits, two fo which were reach the Dahlgren and was hauled
HARRY H. BROWN
of Arts In Chemistry from Columbia ers, Included Mrs. Chester Wyllie. Mrs. which wiU decide which gets the made by Thomas. It was not quite out of the water. Gurgling sounds nish oil fuel supply for the destroyer
University; and in 1933 he resumed e. V. Oxton and Mrs. Reta Coburn, hundred-dollar second prize offered clear to some of the fans why this could be heard in the vicinity, but Moffitt, which is having a series ot
the Dahlgren's searchlight is said to trials.
graduate study at this university, Another gilt worthy of mention was by Curtis Bok of Philadelphia and ! poy
not appeared more frequently
1
working
toward
a
doctorate
In
Chemthat
of
a
birthday
cake,
huge
and
Camden. The closeness of the score 1 jn
Uneup.
POULTRYMEN—DAIRYMEN!
ical Engineering.
I handsomely decorated from a well
does not indicate the one-sidedness j The game was marked by some
Stretch your dollars by patronizing the new Co-operative Grain A
The first year out of college (1919-! known baking company.
of the game for it was not until the' fla^y playing, Including two fast
Feed Store, New County Road. We handle a complete line of United
20), he was employed as a chemist
Mrs. Wooster was born Sept. 10,
last inning that the Pirates came out double plays.
Farmers' and Elmore Feeds at attractive prices. A small additional
Rockland Elks Are Sponson- Ever Growing Interest Drew
for the Miller Rubber Company of 1837, at North Haven, one of the 12 of their trance and gave the visitors
charge for delivering.
Karl was the star of the infield,
Akron. Ohio. Later In 1920. he was children of a North Haven farmer,
ing a Remarkable Show
Very Enthusiastic Crowd
a scare that will last them part way accepting nine of hls ten chances.
UNITED CO-OPERATIVE FARMERS INC.
engaged by the East Coast Fisheries' That Grant farm is now a part of the through the winter. When Putnam
Moody
showed
the
youngsters
a
few
Sept. 20-21
In Camden
New County Road
Koekland. Maine
Telephone 1144
Company of Rockland. Maine. This summer estate of Mrs. Dwight W —with a chance to drive In the win
tricks at first base.
H»&lll’Thl28
company falling, he went to Bow Morrow.
'The Circus,” a comedy shown with
ning run—hit a harmless grounder
The opera house was well filled
To the credit of the Pirates be It
Mr. Grant used an ox team for his
doinham. Maine, ln 1921. as princi
circus back ground, is to be pre last evening when the 13th annual
to Moody at first base, there was a said that they never quit.
pal of the high school and instructor farm work altogether until Mrs. sigh of relief ln the Thomaston sec
sented by the Elks Club on Monday Bok Garden Awards meeting was
The score:
in the physical sciences. In 1921- Wooster was 30 years of age. a horse tion which could be heard all over
and Tuesday, Sept. 20 and 21 at the held. The meeting was opened by
Thomaston
22, he was engaged in consulting j on the island being unknown,
Community Hall. The show is un- j the president, Mrs. P. O. Willey with
the grounds.
ab r bh tb po a e
practice and the manufacture of, Lobsters at that time were so
usual in type, portraying as it does brief remarks and Rexford Daniels
Thomaston launched Its attack in
Why pay more when you can get a
3 0 0 0 1 1 0
chemical speclalites at Rockland, plenty that the fishermen speared the first inning, scoring twice when, ^ay
the trials and tribulations connected i was made chairman.
Glover. 2b ........ 3 1 0 0 2 1 2
Maine. During 1922-23. he served as them among the rocks where they
with running a circus ln an amusing
PERMANENT WAVE for
Lincoln Colcord of Searsport, wellHeald hesitated just long enough on
Felt, 3b ..........
4 13 3 12 0
principal and instructor of the phy- were hidden.
ly exaggerated way.
a grounder to place Robinson safely
known author, was the speaker of
sical sciences at the Franklin, Maine.' Mrs. Wooster attended at one time on first. Heald made two nice one- A. Robinson, cf 4112010
Suppose there comes a time ln the evening and his subject was
Bucklin, c ........ 2 1117 10
high school. He was instructor in! a private school in Rockland, and
your life when you are obliged to "Penobscot Bay Shipping.” Mr. Col
hand stops during the game, but
Chemistry at the Edward Little High made good marks in every subject needed all of the philosophy of his Moody, lb ........ 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 raise ten thousand dollars ln a few cord was a most entertaining orator
School in Auburn, Maine, from 1923 with the exception of the languages new-found title (jolliest player in the Robbins, rf ....... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 hours. Will you know how to do it? and hls remarks were listened to with
TEL. 122
to 1928.
j She sang for many years in the
E. Robinson. If 3 2 1 2 1
0 0
ROCKLAND
League) because things sure did
Have you ever have a bearded lady much interest. Maine shipping ls al
340 MAIN ST.
OPP. STRAND HEATRE
In November. 1928. he came to hts North Haven Baptist Church choir, break badly for him before the cur Upham, p ........ 3 12 2 12 0 fall in love with you? In order to ways of Interest to the natives and
present position with the Research 1 During the Civil War one of her tain fell. Putnam’s double account
further your education ilong several especially to those living on the
25 7 8 10 24 8 2
Laboratories of the Bureau of Dairy , brothers. Joseph Grant, and an uncle ed for "Rockland's score in that inn
diverting lines, it will be necessary to water front- He was instrumental In
Industry of the Department of Ag- Captain John Grant and several of ing, driving in John Karl, who had
Rockland
set this laugh riot show “The Circus.” starting the Marine Museum at
flculture at Washington, D. C.. where her cousins, served in the Union walked. Lord was thrown out at
ab r bh tb po a e
The BP.O.E is pleased to announce Searsport and hls books about Maine
TONIGHT
he ls engaged ln chemical research Army.
the plate on a nice heave from Cen Stahl, p. rf ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 that Howard Dunbar Is the general ar? famous. Music was furnished by
Mrs. Wooster, though her sight Is
on dairy by-products.
Last Dance Of The Season
terfield to the plate, by Robinson.
Karl, 2b ............ 3 0 1 1 4 5 1 chairman. Mrs. W. R. Foster and the Camden High School orchestra.
He has been a member of the Amer-1 nearly gone, is able to be about, and
Following the address. Mrs. Mary
Thomaston scored another in the : Perry. 3b .......... 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 Mrs Cliff Conary have charge of the
lean Chemical Society since 1919. wait on herself. Her mind is bright.
BOB PERCIVAL AND HIS BAND
Putnam, c ........ 2 0 0 0 1 3 0 advertising; Joshua N Southard ls Lcuise Bok. in her usual charming
g made by
and is listed in “American Men of and her memory could put to shame by
following
Spofford, p ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ticket chairman; Austin Brewer, pub- ' manner, awarded the
many of a much younger generation CondQn A
by
Science.”
Admission 40c. Dancing 9.00 to 1.00
8ullivan, lb ..... 3 0 0 0 9 0 1 llcity; and Mrs. Howard Dunbar, tai- prizes:
gaye Thoma
A list of Dr Gould's publications than she. She is interested in the
Best gardens. Fred S. Beale, Cross
[ Fd Winchbch,rf,c 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 ent committee chairman.
Is appended to the sketch—formidable topics of the day and could pass for
street. 1100; Mrs. Oscar Grinnell. Jr.,
[Heald, ss .......... 2 1 0 0 1 3 1
scientific publications. He ls a son a much younger woman than she acBonnie Brae street. $50; Mrs. Georgia
Lord, cf ............ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 tually is.
of Judge and Mrs. E. K. Gould.
Brewster. Chestnut street, $25; Mrs.
i *Fk. Wlnch'bach 0 1 0 0 0 0 9
A member of the Republican party,
Harold Kaler, Rawson avenue, $25.
two more Infield errors were made. Thomas, cf, ss .. 3 0 2 2 2 1 3
j she rode last September, the 34
Nearly 250 Will Be Aband- Honorable mention. Mrs James
Then came that last inning cyclone
MIRIAM REBEKAH
miles to the polls to cast her vote.
. n
i— .
e! Brown, Washington street.
which so nearly uprooted Thomas
24 3 3 3 18 13 3
oned By the rirst or New gardens. Helen Louise Sta
FAIR
Years ago. both she and her late
ton's hopes. Briefly it happened this
Prank Wlnchenbach batted for
I. O. O. F. HALL, ROCKLAND
husband. Levi Wooster, lived in Lynn,
ples. Union street, $100; James Cars
October
way: Perry walked, Heald. Sullivan! Lord in the seventh.
Mass., where they were employed in
Tuesday, September 14
well, Union street, $50. Honorable
and Ellis singled in a row, Stahl (Thomaston .............. 4 0 0 2 1 0 x—7
the shoe factories.
The Civilian Conservation Corps mention. Mrs. Gertrude Water
Free Afternoon Entertainment
walked, and into this combination . Rockland ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 3—3
will
abandon nearly 250 camps Oct. 1, man. Cross street, Mrs. E. J. Thomas,
I
Public Supper, 5.30 to 7.00
entered a wild pitch and an infield Two-base hits, A. Robinson, E Robreducing
the number to the lowest Mountain street, Mrs. Charles Bur
error. giving them five runs, and inson Base on „aiu off Upham 7
mark since 1933.
gess, Mechanic street.
landing them just one notch short of off
3. off Spofford 1. Struck out,
Officials
said
the
retrenchment
Homes attractively planted, Mrs.
by Upham 8. by Stahl 1. Double
Woods Still Very Dry and a tie.
'
*
1 Condon held the Pirates to five plays. Upham and Moody: Karl. Heald program was necessary because of j Cora Lamb, Chestnut street, $25;
budgetary limitations, completion of Leroy Wasgatt. Sea street, $20; Mrs.
Several Bad Fires Are hits, including one double. Spofford
On D
cAIL-▼su«e
'tmev, W
left
and Sullivan. Umpires. Dimick (at work programs and a desire to main- I Joseph Greenlaw, Llmerock street,
UNION, MAINE
UL.ox,
| ettOKe
|SMus
Raging
allowed
six
hits,
including
two
DUNT THC >
the plate); Wotton (at first); Mealey tain the enrollee strength of each $15. Honorable mention Amos Lord,
doubles, and Makinen. who replaced (at third). Scorer, Winslow.
I
camp at 200
j Limerock street.
Commissioner Waldo N. Seavey of
him ln the fifth allowed one hit,
• • • •
, Maine's forestry service hopes for
ANYTHING?;
Director
Robert
C.
Fechner
ad-1
Small homes attractively planted,
which happened to be a triple.
In this paper's report of the Rock vised state enrollment agencies that1 $10 to each one, Donald Clegg. Alden
rain to relieve what he describes as
Karl and Perry turned ln some nice
land-Camden game Wednesday night the corps would start Oct. 1, to fill street; John J Kennedy, Collins
I “a very bad forest fire situation
plays, and the latter certainly looked
"Bar" Lord was credited with mak vacancies, estimated at more than street; Carroll M. Burrill, Mt. Battle
throughout the state.”
“All-League."
ing the double which won the game 100,000.
Seavey said the extreme dryness
street; Oeorge H. Thomas, Bay View
The score:
for the Pirates. It was John Karl
low humidity and “very high winds
Nearly 90.000 enrollees will be dis street; Sam Salvo. Mechanic street;
Thomaston
who had that distinction and the charged then because of limitations Allie U. Dougherty Mechanic street;
in some sections" had created a "very
ab r bh tb po a e sports editor hastens to put the
bad condition.”
prescribed by the act which extend Mrs. Gertrude Knowlton,
John
If ............. 3 2 1110 0 credit where it belonged. The mis
"Rain is needed very badly in all | Gay,
ed the CCC three years. The act street. Business buildings Improved
Glover, 2b ...... 3 2 1114 0
Z
108-109
take was one which would be readily prohibits enrollment of youths for by planting. Florence Villa Inn,
sections to relieve this situation," he I
Felt, ss ............ 3 0 1 3 0 2 1 understood by anybody familiar with
If you've got a wife like this yon said.
more than 18 months and sets the Chestnut street, $20; A. B. Bennett,
probably don't need burglary in
The ban which was placed in effect Robinson, cf ___ 4 10 0 110 scoring Intricacies.
maximum age and the maximum Elm street, $15; William Pullen, Bel
surance. But if you haven't, stop | Aug. 31 by proclamation by Gov. Bucklin, c ,........ 4 112 5 10
strength at 300,000.
mont avenue. $10. Honorable mention,
taking chances and take out in I Barrows to prohibit smoking and Moody, lb ........ 4 1 1 2 9 0 0
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Fechner has estimated that the Camden Publishing Company, Bay
UNION RACE EVENTS
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON,
surance instead. Every type of 1 building of firees In the woods “Is Upham, 3b ,...... 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
number will fall below 200.000 by Oct. View street; Camden Fire Depart
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
policy for every type of burglary still on. and likely will remain on Robbins, rf ___ 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 Nine Races Have Been Announced
1—the lowest point since creation of ment .Washington street; J. H. Hobbs
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
protection.
j until we get some rain;' Seavey said. Condon, p ........ 3 0 110 10
With Prizes Aggregating $2520
(Eastern Standard Time)
the corps. He attributed the drop Company, Bay View street.
Seavey said no serious fires were
Best lawns, Mrs. Etta Wright. Brook
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
to the mandatory discharges and ac
31 6 7 11 18 9 1
The daily program for the three celerated private employment.
affective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
raging at present. Firefighters, howside avenue. $100; Leslie Marshall,
PC
MORAN
J
Rockland
Read Down
day North Knox Fair to be held here
Pearl street, $50; George Boynton,
*4,
INSURANCE
,‘C. I ever, had subdued "a lot of small
Daily Ex - Sunday
Dally Ex- Sunday
ab T bh tb PO a e Sept. 28. 29 and 30, was announced
fires which have broken out the past
Norwood avenue, $25 Mrs. George
J
COUNSELLORS “
THEY WANT HIS BODY
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
Karl. 2b
.... 3 1 0 0 1 2 1 this afternoon by race secretary
AM. P.M. P.M.
few days in numerous sections," he
Simmons. Rawson avenue. $25.
AM. P.M. A.M.
425
MAIN
ST.~
PHONE
98
Lord, cf
.... 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 Robert M. McKinley. Entries close But Discoverer of Gold In California
Ar. 11-55 7.00 5.35
said.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
New lawns. Herman S. Bowley,
Putnam, c ... .... 4 0 1 2 5 0 0 Sept. 21. Pari-mutuel betting will be
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Had Little Encouragement Alive
Mountain street, $100; Roger McSeavey
ordered
the
department's
3.25
5.00
Ar. 9.50
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Perry. 3b
.... 2 1 0 0 0 4 1 in vogue.
Cobb, Jacobs avenue, $50.
seaplane kept in Washington county
$.15
Lv. 8.45
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
1.50
Heald. ss
.... 3 1 1 1 0 3 5 The program of racing follows:
Removal of Gen. John Augustus
Community planting. $20 to each
for
use
in
"spotting"
fires
which
Read UP
Sullivan. lb .... 3 1 1 1 10 0 0
Walker Delaware Feed Store might break out in that section.
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Tuesday Sept 28
* Sutter's body from Lititz, Penn., to one: H. A. Duffel, Elm street; Walter
Ellis. If
.... 3 1 1 1 0 0 0
Daily Ex- Sunday
.
Daily Ex- Sunday
San Francisco in connection with the Bowden, Elm street; Charles E. Dlp2.14 pace, purse $300.
38 Park St., Rockland
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
Winchenbch, rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
World's Fair so far has met with a lcck. Elm street: Rock Garden, Mad
Truck
covers,
spray
hoods,
canvas
2.16 trot, purse $300
Managed by Ted Walker
A.M. PM A.M.
AX PM P.M.
Makinen, P .... 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
cool
reception.
eline E. Glidden, Elm street, $15.
cf all kinds. Power machir.; stitch
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 530 5.30
Former manager of
2.22 trot and pace, purse $240.
Spofford, P ..... 1 0 0 0 1 2 0
Several California emissaries recent
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VLNALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
Walker Feed and Grain Co.
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn
(• Por horses that have not beaten
* Stahl
88-T-S-tf
.... 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
Tel. 616
108-110 ing Co., 16 Willow St.
ly visiting Lititz pleaded for permis
2.13.)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
sion to (return tha body to the West
Wednesday,
Sept.
29
Coast where, they said, the General
24 6 5 6 18 11 6
If I had my life to Hve again I would
made a rule to read some poetry
2.18 pace, purse $300.
* Stahl batted for Spofford in the
SEPTEMBER 11
should remain. They would build a have
SATURDAY ONLY
and listen to some music at least ones
6th.
Evening seven and nine
(•For horses that have not beaten monument near the site of the mill a week The loss of these tastes la •
Matinee 2.30.
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Thomaston
............ 2 0 0 1 2 2—7 2.08).
where he discovered gold.
Rockland ................... 1 0 0 00 5—6 2 20 trot, purse $240.
THE GREAT ADVENTURE
Sutter was (credited with starting
(• For horses that have not beaten the trek of the Forty-niners who,
Two-base hit,Bucklin,
Moody,
Today I'm on my way to school;
Presents
I have a book!
Putnam. Three-basehit, Pelt. Base 212).
crowding around the mill creek,
And see my orange big and round
The most amazing film of today
2.24
trot,
purse
$240.
I have two pencils and a rule:
on balls, off Condon 5. off Spofford
eventually founded the colony which
Today's
my very first at school!
“THE SPANISH EARTH”
(• For horses that have not beaten became the City of Sacramento.
2. Struck out by Condon 5, by Spof
STONINGTON, ME.
Photographed by John Ferno with running commentary and nar
My
brother
Billy's only three—
ford 3. Sacrifice hit, Pelt. Umpires, 2.15).
Lititz officials, however, insist that
Too young for school.
ration by the world famous novelist Ernest Hemingway. “THE
Wotton
(balls
and
strikes);
Dimick
Sutter found it necessary to go there
Thursday, Sept. 30
I left him swinging on the gate
SPANISH EARTH" is one of the most touching films ever to have
Situated on Main Street in a Thriving Business Town
With Rags my dog—disconsolate.
(first base); Mealey (third base).
been made. It is the essence of history given in the particular,
Free-for-all trot and pace, purse to prosecute his claims of California
Poor Billy! He ls only three;
Scorer, Winslow.
precise, unforgettable detail which slower eyes and heavier imagina
That's why he has to wait for me.
property. While his suit was ln liti
$300.
WILL BE SOLD IMMEDIATELY
tions would not perceive.
• • • •
gation ln Washington. Sutter died,
2.13
trot,
purse
$300.
My Daddy said to me last night;
At personal risk and for no reward, Jorls Ivens, John Ferno. and
And smiled and tucked me Into bed.
Owner Forced To Sell Because of IU Health
reportedly a poor and disappointed
Second Game
2,20 pace purse $300.
Ernest Hemingway gave a true account of Spain at war, so simple,
“Your Oreat Adventure s Just ahead!"
man.
At school perhaps, lt I am bright
so real, so patently the voice of truth that thousands of people whose
(• For horses that have not beaten
The series was all over at the end
I'll find out what he meant last nlghtl
eyes are open to the realities of today will want to see "THE SPAN
of the first .inning, for Thomaston 2.11).
ISH BARTH,'' and the eyes of tens of thousands more would be
Production by farm flocks hs of
I’m not afrsld! My I want to know
Time appyes to performance over
scored four runs in that chapter on
What school ls like
opened if they could see it . ..
August 1 showed the largest number
half
mile
track
prior
to
closing
date.
the
strength
of
two
passes,
an
error
And how to play with other boys.
TELEPHONE 7-3
STONINGTON
Also on the same program
107-108
But.
Oh. If only Rugs could go!
of
eggs
laid
per
hundred
hens
for
at first, Felt's single and A. Robin- Sept. 31 Three seconds allowance
He'd love a Oreat Adventure so.
RICHARD DIX in “THE DEVIL IS DRIVING”
109*110
that
date
in
the
past
13
years.
—Dougiaa Cary Wendell,
son's double. Singles by Upham and tox trotters In mixed classes.

“CIRCUS” COMING

WHY ? ? ?

$2.00, $3.00 or $5.00

Economy Beauty Parlor

OaklandPark.
J)ancing f

C. C. C. CAMPS

I NORTH KNOX

FAIR

SEPTEMBER 28-29-30

SITUATION IS BAD

i

TSrJED.MORAN

HORSE RACING, LEGALIZED BETTING
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
FIREWORKS
I
5

CO

Wa/do

Theatre

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

GRAY’S DRY GOODS STORE

CLIFFORD GRAY

GARDEN AWARDS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

But seek ye first the Kingdom of
Ood. and His righteousness; and all
these things shall be added unto you.
—Matt. 6:31-34.

Every-Other-Da?

Rcckland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, September 1 1, 1937
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At The High School
(By the Pupils)

STORE FIXTURES
FOR QUICK
CLEAN UP!

The Home Economics,
Consisting of the
Department is rejoicing1
over the new equipment
Following
which has just been in- j 3 SILENT SALESMAN DISPLAY
stalled. This equipment has been i
STANDS
18 TEA BINS
planned to meet vocational home
1 CASH REGISTER
economics requirements, since the de-|
(nice condition)
partment has changed from general
3 LARGE DISPLAY TABLES
to vocational home economics. The
1 OAK TOP T.ABLE
(long one)
new’ equipment includes two regular j
COFFEE MILL AND STAND
types with high back kitchen cabi- |
ELECTRIC FIXTURES
nets, four low type kitchen cabinets, j
CO!FEE ROASTER
four electric ranges each with four ■
LARGE QUARTERED OAK
COUNTER
top turners and one oven and broil- !
18 TIN BINS
er. two sinks, four porcelain top,
ROLL TOP DESK
kitchen tables, and an electric re- ,
COUNTER SLOW CASE
frigerator. The equipment has been
AND SOME OTHER ITEMS
so arranged as to form five unit j
kitchens, each caring for four pupils j
About 110 girls are enrolled in this j
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
course, taught by Miss Nottage.

VIEWS ON THE C.C.C.

ELLIOT EXPLAINS

Writer In the Saturday Eve
ning Post Tackles a De
batable Subject

Says Norman Lermond Was
Trying To Take State “For
a Ride”

Under the caption “A Change In
Thomaston, Sept. 10.
A'former pastor of one of the Rock
the C.C.C.” the New York Herald
Editor of The Cburier-Gazette:—
land churches. Rev. Howard A Welch,
Tribune publishes this editorial:
I have read with some Interest and
was the speaker at yesterday's meet
"An anonymous writer in “The
amusement the several letters and
ing of the Rotary Club. He said that
Saturday Evening Post," who for four
articles which have appeared from
it was a rather interesting day for
years has been in command of C.C.C.
time to time in your paper in regard
him. In the morning his boy left
camps, has written an enlightening
to Knox Arboretum. The late item
home to enter college. In the after
article about the C.C.C. boys and
entitled “Two Replies" in The Cou
noon he was to call upon his oldest
their work which deserves attention.
rier-Gazette of Sept. 9 needs some
parishioner. Mrs Abbie Wooster, who
Among other things, it points to a
explanation.
wal 130 years old that day. He took
new factor which the general public
SERMONBTTE
Everyone is entitled to know all
for his talk “Reminiscence of i’lustrihas not yet grasped—that the
that
transpires in the Legislature,
ous men he had seen or met.’’ glv.ng
character cf the enrolees in the C.C.C.
John the Baptist—Preacher
and inasmuch as this last article con
many pleasing anecdotes in connec
camps is different now from what it
tains a letter from Norman Lermond
Herod the King, was dead. Jesus
tion with them. Alan L. Bird, the
was in 1933 and 1934. While this
which infers that I refused 'to fight it
had grown to manhood. Archelus,
new president of the Water Company,
does not in any way serve as an
out
” I feel that he is quite forgetful.
Herod's
son,
reigned
in
Judea.
remembered the members with cigars.
argument against the continuation Herod Antipas was named a te
Under the last administration the
Visiting Rotarians were E. L. True of
of the camps, it does point out the
State of Maine spent the sum of
trarch by Herod and his terri
Camden, and Prank E Poland of Bos
need cf changing somewhat the policy
$15,468.22
to complete the museum
tory
was
Galilee
and
the
land
east
ton. H. C. Cowan of this city was a
which has been followed to date with of Jordan, south of the Sea of
building, and ln addition some $5000
guest.
secretary and treasurer. Woodrow respect to vocational training.
in salaries. Tills amount was spent
Tlie High School is offering a new
Galilee, called Parea.
Anderson; student council, Ruth
“According to this expert the boys
without any authorization from the
| science course to the seniors which,
At this time, or as the Scrip
in 1933. while to a certain extent J tures state it “in those days came Legislature.
The Bowdoin football coach has . aecordlng t0 the instructor. Mr Rob- Thomas and Richard Marsh.
Juniors: President Grant Davis; more confused than - those today
been discussing the approaching State , inson „offers complete appreciation
During the last session of the Legis
John, preaching in the wilderness
vice
president, Roger Perry; secre were, for the most part, mere ready
series: He looks for a closer com- | Qf al] clements and substances which
lature Mr. Lermond asked me to pre
of Judea. 'Repent ye for the
petition. With a new coach and a new go to make life possible and easy." tary, Inez Bowley; treasurer. Charles to become self-sustaining.
They I Kingdom of heaven is at hand.' ” sent a bill which would make the
spirit at Colby, the Smith-Elliott- clafis at present has an enroU. Duff; Student Council, Edith Berg- came, many of them, from better
He came from the desert breath Knox Arboretum a State institution.
gren and James Skinner.
Hamlin combination intact at Maine . mfm Qf 33 members
stock. Unlike new recruits, they had ) ing a fiery indictment of Israel. It being the duty of a representative
Sophomores: President. William not grown up from adolescence under
ana good prospects at Bates de....
to introduce any bill which any voter
He said absolutely nothing against
Eicknell; vice president. Kent Glover; the double impress that jobs were
spite the loss of Barney Marcus and
may request. I did so, telling Mr.
All musical organizations started
Rome,
though
the
Jews
hated
the
some fine linemen. Outside the series this week including band, orchestra, secretary. Laura Pomeroy; treasurer. hard to find, that if they didn't find
Romans, but he scourged his own Lermond then that there were certain
Bowdoin will also meet stifler op- i boys’ and girls' glee clubs. Tryouts Daniel Munro; student council. Jean them the government would look after
Israel.
I features of the bill which the Legis
position all along the line. Mass., are being held activity periods and nette Gordon and Perry Howard
them. Large numbers of them on
lature would definitely oppose. For
Not
for
centuries
had
that
Na

Freshmen: President. Elmer Hav-' leaving camp found work. But the
State had a fine freshman team and after school for the various groups.
tion heard such a message. What example. the bill set up a salary for
ener; vice president. James Moulai- new enrollees show a lack of initia
good holdovers. Wesleyan’s sopho-,
• • • •
sort of man was John? A man of the Director of $3500 per year <$67.30
son; secretary. Ruth Seabury; treas tive—a great willingness to accept
more outfit last year handed Bowdoin
These Class advisors have been
the desert. He had -educed life per week) and a salary for an assist
urer. Oeorge Ellis; student council. ■ their fate as members cf the "sub
a four touchdown lacing and is al- !
appointed for the ensuing year:
to its simplest terms. A profound ant director of $2500. the director to
most intact. Williams, always tough.’ Seniors, Mr. Dun-ell. Miss Stahl. Mrj. Mary Lamb and Christie Adams.
merged third" without caring to do
thinker, a simple man. He was have complete charge of any other
had a fine freshman team. Tufts lost Spear. Mr McCarty; juniors, Mrs.
anything to help themselves.
born in the hills of Judea about funds appropriated for the institution.
Keith, its great punter, but has a fine
The camp commander’s practical
Robinson. Miss Salmond. Miss Has
six months before Christ. He had Anyone could see the absurdity of one
crew available. And last but not ■ kell; sophomores, Mr. Chick. Miss
reaction to this is that lt entails the
spent the greater part of his life man handling a fund of this size.
least. Bowdoin being on top, will be Farker, Mr. Robinson; freshmen
need of paying more attention than 1 in the desert, a recluse.
However, the bill as drawn, with the
W. H. Clifford of Portland heretofore to training the camp
the objective game of practically
Miss deRochemont. Mr. Bowden. Mr
Coming of priestly stock, he was exception of the last paragraph which
every one of its opponents.
First President — J. N. members for some sort of trades. At
Matheson. Miss Additon. Miss Notwell versed in the •ellgious life contained the salary clause, was re
Southard a Director
j tage.
present the allowance for this ls in- i and literature of Israel. His par ported out by the committee on
Keen public interest is being mani• • • .
flnitesimal. Such training as is of- - ents named him Johanan which State Lands and Forest Preservation
William iH. Clifford. 3d. commo fered is in no sense compulsory. Many .
tested in today's opening
of
Approximately 450 students gathmeant in Hebrew “Jehovah is that it "ought to pass." The Appro
Parker E. Worrey’s Frigidaire-May- ered Tuesday morning for the first dore of the Portland Yacht Club, was cf the new enrollees are indifferent to gracious." He first appeared in priation and Financial Affairs Com
tag 3how rooms at 65 Park street. Senior High assembly of the year. chosen president of the recently the chances of learning something I the lower Jordan valley, clad in mittee. realizing that an appropri
Evrey modern unit of these great Dorothy Frost lead the devotional formed Association of Maine Yacht which will be useful to them when
homely garb and eating the ation would be necessary of at least
lines may be seen in operation, exercises and William Karl intro- Clubs Thursday at an organization they leave camp. Their work ls for
simplest food. Hearers thought $8300 a‘year, succeeded in gathering
Frozen desserts will be served from duced the speakers. Mr. Durrell, our meeting of club representatives in the most part the simplest kind of
about him. The whole countryside enough opposition to defeat the
opening time 1 o’clock, until 9 p. mJ sub-master, knowing that students the State Senate Chamber at manual labor.
This they learr.
was aroused, and vast crowds measure.
The association was hew to perform passably well.
and among the novelties will be dis- are very fond of humorous stories, Augusta.
On my return home the next week
gathered.
played the largest ice cube ever fro- started us off with three good ones, formed this summer at Augusta to At the same time they learn
His whole ministry compassed end I went to Mr. Lermond and told
zen in a Frigidaire. Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Matheson, our athletic coach promote Maine yachting.
elements of discipline and co-opera
less than two years but what a him that inasmuch as the State had
Twelve representatives of six of the tion. But as the author of this article
Citizen and all the little Citizens ever watching for an opportunity to
ministry lt was! John the Bap spent over $15,000 on the museum
will want to be on hand to greet bring football into discussion gave us 23 Maine clubs elected a board of points out. the boys would have much
building there might be a possibility
tist, eminent preacher of Israel
the jovial Parker and wish him well an appropriate “pep talk." Principal directors and adoped a constitution greater chances to become profi
that the State would have some claim
William A. Holman.
on his new venture, also to sample Blaisdell, who has been welcoming and by-laws. Chosen on the beard cient breadwinners if. on leaving the I_______________________________ on the property. He agreed with me
incoming classes here for ten years, were Mr Clifford. 3d, J. N. Southard , camps, they were equipped to follow
those tasty desserts.
then, that it would be a good plan to
Services at The Salvation Army, introduce another bill which would
made announcements and interesting of Rockland, Henry Rawle of North 1 seme kind of trade.
Capt. R. C. Bowness and Lieut. Alfred clear up the title and actually make
east Harbor. Arthur F. Porter of
remarks.—Doris Borgerson.
“Speaking as an individual camp
Rockland's new lawyer, Frank F.
Vincent fn charge, will be: Saturday. the Kncx Academy of Arts and Sci
Boothbay Harbor, and Dr. Morris P
• • • •
commander and not as a policy
Harding, made his initial appearance
7.30. open air; 8. praise meeting, topic ences a gift of the building. I then
The football squad has been prac King cf Bangor.
maker
sitting
in
Washington,
he
ex

in Municipal Court, in that capacity.
“Fear. Sunday, 10. Sunday school; introduced the bill and it was passed
The directors elected Mr Clifford,
ticing diligently since Tuesday night
presses the belief that this can be
Thursday appearing as counsel for
11. holiness service, topic. “Withered by both branches of the legislature
president; J. Hallowell Vaughn of
in
preparation
for
its
game
with
done at no materially greater cost
the
respondent
in
the
case
Hands;"
6.30. Y. P. Legion, Virl Alley and signed by the Governor.
Bucks
Harbor,
vice
president;
and
Skowhegan, Sept. 18 Season tickets
and at no loss of time from project
of the State vs. E. E.
Pierand Barbara Simmons; 7.30. open air;
Edgerton Sawtelle of Cranberry Isle,
Mr. Lermond now says that he
have
recently
been
issued
at
the
high
werk. His suggestion ts that dif
pont of Washington
Pierpont
8. salvatiqn meeting, topic. "Captured would be satisfied with $25 per week.
treasurer. Everett F. Greaton, exschool
and
a
campaign
organized
to
ferent
camps
should
specialize
in
a
pleaded “not guilty" to the charge of
i ecutive secretary of the Maine De
By Christ."
1 It certainly appears that he was try
driving while intoxicated, w’as found promote their selling. Stickers with velopment Association, under the few types of training, and that e^ch
• • • •
ing to take the State of Maine for
the
football
schedule
on
them
have
boy
should
be
assigned
to
a
camp
of

guilty and fined $100 and costs H?
At the Universalist Church Sunday a ride when he asked the legislature
1 direction of which the association was
fering the kind of training he wants
appealed. Manford Magnuson of also been given out and are now seen
morning 10.45 Dr. Lowe, returning for a salary of $67.30 per week.
formed, consented to serve as the
and is suited for. This means, of
Clark Island was found guilty on the on automobile windows.
fiom his vacation, will occupy the
! secretary for the first year.
I presented the first bill as request
Do
your
part!
course, introducing an element of
same charge, fined $100 and costs,
pulpit. His subject will be ‘Being ed and it failed of passage for obvlRepresentatives attended the meetPromote
our
activities!
schooling into the camps—a thing
and paid.
Religious According to Our Gifts.’’ j ous reasons. The second bill was pre
I ing from the Portland Yacht Club,
Buy a season ticket!
which has been opposed by many dif
The altar flowers for the morning sented. which met with the approval
• • • •
the jPenobscot Yacht Club, the Rock
ferent special interests, including
Rev. Charles E Brooks, will preach
from Dr. Lowe's gardens in Round of all including Mr. Lermond, and it
The new fence of 32 cement posts land Community Yacht Club, the
at the Methodist Church in Rich- and chains surrounding the building | Northeast Harbor Fleet, the Boothbay organized labor. But if the camps Pond will consist of rare specimens
j passed.
mend, Sunday morning in exchange1 is a great improvement. Last year s ; Harbor Yacht Club and the Buck’s are to become a permanent fixture of gladiolus including the prize win
Albert B. Elliot.
—
as
the
present
Administration
with the Rev. Mr. Edgett, who will i graduating class furnished half the Harbcr Yacht Club. Herbert Payson,
ning Picardy. Music by the quartet
plans—there is certainly much to be
• • • •
conduct the service here. By special I money for this new fence
Jr., represented the local club.
NEW TYPE LOCOMOTIVE
■ said in favor of doing more than has
request, Mr. Brooks will speak. Sun-• • • .
Services
at
the Pratt Memorial
Annual meetings will be held in
day evening, at the Farmington
The class of 1941 the present Augusta and special meetings may be yet been done to help the boys ac Methodist Church on Sunday will All Prilrcxd Men WiU Find Interest
Methodist Church, which he left 18 Freshman class, entered the Fresh- called by the board of directors. Plans quire training which they can use in start with the Friendly Men’s Bible
In This Story
order to pull themselves up the Class at 9 30 a. m. At 10.30
years ago after a pleasant pastorate j man reception last night with much
for regattas and other affairs will be ' economic—and social—ladder."
Rev. G. E. Edgett of Richmond, a
of four years, the occasion being the ftar and anxiety Their anxiety was made in the future, officers said.
The first of 50 new Improved type
former pastor, will be the guest locomotives, used on the Twentieth
reopening of the church after ex ir regard to initiation. This feature,
Revised editions of two popular
preacher. Miss Carol Gardner will Century Limited and other trains of
tensive alterations and improvements. headed by Dorothy Frost, included a
poultry bulletins are now available
play the organ and Mrs. Lydia Storer the [New York Central System, was
He will return Monday, being accom series of games, jokes and tricks.
from the University of Maine Ex
will be the soloist. The church school placed in service Thursday it was anpanied on the trip by Mrs. Brooks.
An entertainment was presented in
WATER PIPES RENEWED
tension Service, Orono. These are
and the Baraca Class will meet at ncunoed by Frederick E Williamson,
the auditorium at the close of the!
AND WIRED OUT
j "Hatching and Rearing Chicks.' and t.oon. Evening worship is at 730
The Farm Bureau held an inter initiation with Richard Ellingwood
NEW SEWERS LAID
"Poultry House Insulation and Venti o clock with Rev. H. R. Winchen president of the'line.
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
| The engine, yvas built by the
esting meeting Thursday, the subject acting as Master of Ceremonies. The
lation." Copies are free.
PLUGGED
baugh in charge Prayer meeting on American Locomotive Works at the
being "Household Buying.”
Miss program included singing by Victoria 1
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
Tuesday night.
Schenectady. N. Y.. plant. The loco
Esther Dunham, home demonstra Anastasio, George Huntley and the
In 24 of the last 25 months Ameri
AND CEMENT WORK
• • • •
tion agent, gave a helpful talk on Havener Swing Sisters, featuring
motive has four wheels on the front
can cigarette production has set a
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
“Substance" is the subject of the
“Floor Coverings." Mrs. Frances Far- Eernice and Norma Havener. Lorraine
new monthly peak. An all-time Lesson-Sermon which will be read in truck, six driving wheels and four
tand and Mrs. Blanche Osborne had Rich, Dorothy Howard, and Laura
menthly high was established In July, churches of Christ. Scientist, next wheels on the trailing truck. All
charge of dinner. Twenty-two mem Fomeroy. Barbara Derry gave a tap TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME.
when 15.290.027.227 cigarettes were Sunday. The Golden Text is “Thine axels in both locomotive and tender
bers were present. Mrs. Mabel Brown. dance.
and all main and side driving rods
, manufactured.
• • ■ 0
O Lord is the greatness, and the
Mrs. I. W. Stinson and Mrs. Hazel
are of high tensile strength alloy
power, and the glory, and the vic
Richard Marsh is acting as football
Dunbar being special guests. At the
steel.
tory, and the majesty.’’
next meeting the East Union Bureau manager and has as hls assistants
Shape and size conform closely to
The citations from the Bible in
Harold Heal and Richard Barnard.
will visit as a groupprevious models, although the bar
• • • •
clude the following passage: “I know
rel of the boiler Is larger. Boiler
Friday the Freshmen wearing green
that, whatsoever God doeth, lt shall
Completing 13 years of service at bows in prominent positions, were
pressure will be 275 pounds, 50
be for ever: nothing can be put to
Oak Grove Cabins Walter Dodge an seen bowing to all the dignified mem
' pounds higher than in previous
it. nor anything taken from it; and
nounces that he will discontinue his bers of the senior class, who were
1 models. The total gross weight of
God doeth lt. that men -hould fear
restaurant and devote his entire time wearing white bands on their left
J the engine proper wiU exceed that
i before him."
to the cabin service. He is disposing arms.
! of previous models by only 8000
• • • •
TOME
of his restaurant fixtures, and during
• • • •
The services of the Fir-‘. Baptist pounds. Forty of the new engines
lPROJECTOR„
the fall season will remodel the
Tire first orchestra rehearsal of the
Church will be conducted by the pas- 1 will be equipped with aluminum
building.
school year brought out these play
j tor Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, who cabs to reduce the weight. All will
ers: Trumpets, Gordon Richardson.
has just returned from a tour of the have automatic stokers.
It is expected that three or four
Richard Spear, Robert Stevens, Carl
Holy Lands and Europe His ser
ton Wooster; clarinets, Margaret
mons will be illustrated by several of engines will be produced each week
Graves, Charles Libby; violins. Shirhis experiences. At the morning serv and that idelivery will be completed
leen McKinney, Ruth Nichols. Gor
ice his subject will be “The Hill Called by the end of the year. Ten locomo
don Burgess. Perry Howard. HenryCalvary." The subject at 7.30 will tives will incorporate a new design
Dodge. Kenneth Low; saxophones.
be “Two Great Charters of Liberty." in streamlining to conform with the
Barbara Griffin, Edwin Jones. Pris
MONITOR
Charles Wilson will sing at these new streamlined Twentieth Century
cilla Staples. Virginia Rackliffe; bass,
services. The church school will Limited, now under construction.
Robert McCaslin; euphonium. Ken
meet at noon and the Christian En
drick Dorman; trombone, Jack Wood;
deavor with Carlton Gregory as lead Summer cottagers. Let us take down
CJTo U> Printing is mors than
alto horns. Ethel Hayes. Virginia
your awnings, store them, insured
er will open at 6.30.
“
just putting words into typa.
• • • •
Wood; drums, Daniel Munro, Richard
through the winter, make necessary
It is the creation of a work of art,
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller has re repairs and rehang them next spring.
be it a simple little announcement
Havener; piano, Grant Davis Dorothy
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
turned from hls vacation and will Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
Sherman, Stanley Murray. Ethel
we take all the pride of an artiat
occupy the pulpit of the Littlefield Rcckland Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
Hayes was elected manager and -Rich
in his craft, in each job; and that
Memorial Church Sunday. The ser
ard Spear and Edwin Jones, librari
ia the secret of the auperlative
ans.
mon topic at 10.30 will be “An En
quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
• • • •
Printing.
couraging Message.” A children's Profound Admission." Prayer meet
Each class has elected officers to
story will precede the sermon Church ing Tuesday evening at 7.30. The
442 MAIN STREET
,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
serve for the school year.
School is at 11.45; junior C. E. at 6 Woman's Missionary Society meets
Seniors: President, William Karlo'clock and praise service and ser Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Hattie
vice president, Bernard Thompson;
mon at 7.15. The topic will be “A Brown, 730 Main street,

What Else
CAN WE

DO

If you are a customer using

IN THE CHURCHES

only one or two of our depart

ments, we want you to be fa
CHECKING ACCOUNT*

miliar with our other services.

LOANS

Check them against your

SAFE DEPOSIT
BOXES

financial ne^ds. We have pro
vided complete banking fa

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

cilities for your use. You are

CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT

STEVENSON’S

MAINE YACHT CLUB

FOR YOU?

invited to use them completely.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE

TRAVELERS'
CHEQUES
COLLECTIONS
CHRISTMAS CLUB

TRUST DEPARTMENT

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND,

F L Yto the islands
Leave
ROCKLAND
8.00 A. M.
11.45 A M.
3.00 P. M.

VINALHAVEN,

UNION,

CAMDEN,

way

$2.51 ) RSD $4.00
Standard Time
NORTH HAVEN
8.30 A. M.
12.15 P.M.
3.30 P. M.

D aily Except Sunday
VINALHAVEN
8.15 A M.
12.00 M.
3.15 P. M.
SUNDAY
9.35 A M.
1.55 P. M.
5.35 P. M.

9.20 A. M.
1.40 P. M.
5.20 P. M.

99-tf

9.50 A M.
2.10 P. M.
5.50 P. M.

1

Telephone 338

AIRWAYS, INC.

Next To Public Landing

WARREN

DON’T SHIVER
burn
D&H ANTHRACITE
ODD

Don't let these chilly fall nights
make your family cold . . . and shiv
ery! End Fall discomfort. . . and at
the same time—assure them winter
warmth .... by ordering a binful of
D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite
TODAY,. .Call487.

&

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 487,

APPROPRIATE
MONUMENT DESIGNS

to suit widely varying prefer
ences can be selected from our
catalog of modern memorials.
All are beautifully sculptured
from enduring stone and marble
obtained from the best quarries.
Expert workmanship is guaran
teed. Whether the monument
you require is to be simple or or
nate, you can obtain it here at a
substantial saving.

NOW IS THE TIME!

WILLIAM t DORNAN & SON
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

S. E. EATON

45TAR

* ,

iao**

HOUSE SHERMAN,INC-

The Courier - Gazette

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Portland,

Maine
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
18-19TAStf

HOME LOANS
We have been making loans to worthy people in
Rockland and vicinity for fifty years to help them
own their homes.
We have ample funds end can help you to build,
buy or repair a home, or to refinance the mortgage
that has been frozen so many years.

Inquire about our Direct Reduction Loan. It can
be adapted to pieet almost any requirements as to
time and size of monthly payment. Each payment
reduces the loan and interest. It is an ideal arrange
ment.

Rockland Loan and Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

R
ROCKLAND, MAINE
103Stf

"
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Every-Other-Day
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Turkeys will be a few cents higher
at Thanksgiving Time it is reported.

There will be a meeting of Ander
son Camp Auxiliary Wednesday at
7.30.

Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
will meet Monday night at 7.30.
Members are asked to make a special
effort to attend in order to dispose
of many business matters.
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The Bok prize game at Camden
will be played at 3 o'clock this after
noon. The contestants will be the
championship St. George team, and
the Camden team, with which the
Bok prize game must always be
played.
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Let Us Do Your

Maurice R McKusic has entered as
a student at the Eastern Radio Insti
tute on Ecylstcn street. Boston.

LORING

Sheriff Burnell end Deputy Sheriff
Maurice Davidson called upon Sheriff
Ludwick yesterday. A South Thom
aston man was taken into custody.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Russell Funeral Home

REPAIRS!

Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
sponsor a card party at Grand Army
Hall • Monday night. Mrs. Mae Reed
and Mrs. Gladys Thomas, hostesses.
Play will begin at 7.30.

TEI- CG2

9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

Attractions at Strand Theatre next
Important business will come up
week are: Sunday, Monday and Tues
' at Monday night's meeting of Clare
Canton Lafayette P M., I.O.O.F.
day, Sonja Henle In her newest pro
mont Commandery.
will act as host to the Third Bat
duction “Thin Ice.” with Tyrone Pow
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
talion at a meeting to be held at
er;
Wednesday and Thursday, “Be
Sept 12—Concert by Rockland City
Lewistcn
Journal:
Katharine I.O.O.F. hall Friday. Sept. 17. Watch
Band at Public Landing
tween Two Women" with Virginia
Tuesday's paper for full particulars.
Sept 12—Waldoboro—Kaler family re
Bruce and Pranchot Tone; Friday Brush has been spending the sum
union at Orren Black's.
Cept 14—Annual fair ol Miriam Re and Saturday, "Angel's Holiday," with mer at Friendship. Do you remem
Dr. Jchn Smith Lowe will speak at
bekah Lodge
ber dwhen 'Young Man of Manhat
Sept. 14—Rockport—Garden Club at Jane Withers.
the fall conference of Maine Federa
tan" was on the best seller list? And
Lester Shlbles'. Beech 6treet.
tion of Women's Clubs, at Poland
Sept 16 (Football)—Skowhegan High at
The first fall meeting of Ralph Ul the hit Jean Harlow made of her Spring next Wednesday. Dr. and
Rockland
Sept. 16—Reception to Hector
G.
story. "Red-Headed Woman?" Miss
Staples. Department Commander of the mer Camp and Auxiliary, held Wed
Mrs. Lowe will leave for Poland
American Legion
nesday night was largely attended, Brush has yet to write a book that Spring Tuesday.
Sept 20-21— The Circus" by Amateur
does not make the best-seller list.
Theatre Guild, at Community Building, | the excellent supper being ably served
auspices Rockland Elks Club.
'
by
Mrs.
Josie
Wall
and
Mrs.
Ella
From Washington Naval Orders of
Sept. 22—Lincolnville—Annual town
. Hyland. At the -beano game, prizes
fair.
Ponzi Cochran was on the rug Sept. 7. it is learned that Lieut. Com
I were won by Mrs. Annie Trundy. Wal three times in his bout with Tommy mander Tyler W Spear (formerly of
FAMILY REUNIONS
ter Weeks, George Miller and H. W. Regan at the Tillson Avenue Stadium Rockland) has been detached to the
East Palermo—Boynton re- Thorndike. A vote was carried at the j Thursday night, and the Bangor boy
12 -----Sept. —
Naval Training Station at Great
union at Grange hall.
------------------A. business meeting to donate $5 to Com j was adjudged to have taken six Lakes. Ill.
Everett Frohock. Charles (Chuck) munity Chest and Mrs. Laura Ran j rounds out of the eight- Knockou’s
Kncx Lodge and Miriam Rebekah
Ellis and Richard Snow left yesterday lett, as delegate, gave a very inter were the order of the night in the
for Illinois to resume their studies esting report of the National Con ! other bouts, Butch Wooster laying Lodge will have a get-together and
vention at Columbus, Ohio. Mr. and away Mike Sutela of Thomaston in ' picnic at Oakland Park Sunday. All
at Wheaton College.
Mrs. George Higgins of the Freeman the third, Gifford White of the Cam Cdd Fellows and Rebekahs ir this
Everybody was glad to hear Howell Herrick Camp and Auxiliary. Cam den CCC., trimming Casey Jones of district are cordially Invited. Take
Rcckland in the first. K. O. Briely of picnic lunch. All members having
Culllnan's voice on the Herald-Trav den, were visitors.
Belfast putting away young Staples baseball gloves and playing material
eler news broadcast this week. Hope
Used Cars For Sale, R. G. Shubbuck. snd Kid York of Belfast best are asked to take them. All come as
he enjoyed his vacationDonald Peters
or Rock this will probably be the last picnic
-------Ik) - Harry C. Rogers, agent. South Wal ing
! of the year.
doboro.
109*111
land
ln
the
first.
The Friendly Foto Fans will meet
next Tuesday evening at 7.30 d.£t.
at the Congregational Church. Fans
are urged to make it a real meeting.

Expert

TALK OF THE TOWN

Charles H. Thornton of the Burpec Furniture Co.'s staff goes to
Boston Monday, to give the Red Sox
a few tips while on his annual yacation.

OIQ

AMERICAN LEGION BUILDING
ROCKLAND, ME.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps pic
nicked yesterday at Dodge's Cabins.
Glen Cove, with a good attendance,
nearly 50 being present. A fish
chowder was made by Mrs. Elizabeth
Gregory and Mrs. Hattie Davies, with
plenty of good things to go with It.
Beano was played in the evening at
the Cabins, prize winners being Mrs.
Clara Cates. Miss Lois Rollins. Mrs.
Elizabeth Mills. Mrs. Nettle Griffin,

Mrs. Carolyn Davis, Mrs Gladys
Murphy. Mrs. Ellie Knowlton. Mrs.
Leaa Rollins. Mrs. Minnie Dodge,
Mrs. Maude Cables, Mrs. Bernice
F: eeman and Mrs. Lilia Elwell. The
beano parties will continue through
out the winter.

ROCKLAND

^8^1

THIS FULL-FEATURED
.6 CUBIC FOOT
Sx

—

fot Onfo

FACT 1

r The new Kelvinator 1

is Plus-Powered. It has
as much as double the ]

? runs only half as many 1

capacity

ators of equal
siie.

The Washer pictured above
is the Model 5-A. Finished in
two-tone gray. Tubs of Por
celain enamel inside and out.
Lifetime lubrication."Pressed
steel wringer.

KELVINATOR ELECTRIC IRONER
Model 33A. Easy to-operate. Per
forms all types of ironing, Kelvin
ator Quality Throughout.

CARD OF THANKS

TODAY—
If you’ve been promising yourself a new and
better washer and freedom from ironing

drudgery here's a chance to have both at a

BURPEE’S

ing the rest of the time
it maintains low tem

real price Come in and see this remarkably
low priced combination Small down pay

i

FOOD TASTES BETTER-KITCHENS

peratures l

current at all.

Gives you all these Features

ELECTRIC WASHER

rw—

\

minutes per doy—dur

known refriger

MARRIED

Her Family.

of j

many other well-

SHIELDS-LOOMIS—At Thomaston. Sent
4. by Rev Mildred P MacLean, Wil
liam Shields and Isabel Loomis, both
ot Rockport
HALLOWELL-BRONKIE—At
Rockville.
Sept. 9. by Rev. Charles A. Marstaller.
Edgar M Hallowell and Miss Jane
Bronkle. both of Rockport

1

■

FACT 2

Tha new Kelvinator1

cooling

KELVINATOR

•

■ •: '■ ■

$179.95

IRONER

I’

* ?

I■
['■£ '■$

ELECTRIC

H

May we extend our deep appreciation
and thanks to each and everyone who so
kindly gave their services during the
long Illness and death of our wife
mother and slater, Ellen Mitchell.

VINALHAVEN
Harry H. Brown of this city has sold
his Highland Square Service Station
Dr. Stratton will be at hls Vlnal
in Rockport to Frank Johnson of haven office from the arrival of tha
that town. Mr. Brown is retiring be boat Monday afternoon. Sept. 13, until
cause of ill health.
! Its departure Wednesday morning.

I —adv.
A well baby clinic will be held
Monday from 2 to 4 at the Red ross
ROCKPORT
Harry H Brown has sold the High
Mrs. Evelyn McKusick will be the room. Dr. Charles B. Popplestone,
speaker at Ingraham Hill Chapel clinic physician -will be in at land Square Service Station to Frank
tendance.
' Johnson of this town.
Sunday at 3 o'clock.

This brand new 1937
KELVINATOR WASHER

109*lt

ROSS—At Rockland. Sept. 10 Nellie
Frances, wife of Leslie A. Ross, aged
70 years, 5 months. 11 days Funeral
Monday at 2 o'clock from residence.
Interment ln Achorn cemetery.
TURNER—At South Waldoboro. Sept. —,
Augustus Turner.
WINSLOW—At Rockland. Sept. II. Allce.
widow of Herbert H Winslow, aged 80
years, 11 months. Funeral Monday
at 10 o'clock from St Peter's Episcopal
Church.

S

to inspect this complete line of truly beautiful appliances

Roller skating every night but Fri
day at Spanish Villa Rink. 107-109

DIED

R

Ranges, Gas Ranges and Electric Hot Water Heaters fot this territory. We invite you

Special new low prices on school
togs for boys are being featured at
Lindsey's. Watts Block, Thomaston.
109-110

---------------

E.

M

We have been appointed authorized representatives for Kelvinator Refiigerators, Washers, Ironers, Electric

Funeral rites for Nellie Frances,
wife of Leslie A. Ross, who died yes
terday at her home on Old
County road, will be held Monday at
2 o'clock from the residence, Rev.. J.
Charles MacDonald officiating. Burial
will be in Achorn cemetery.

2-page comic section in colors
every week with the Boston Sunday
Advertiser beginning with the Sep
tember 12th issue. Nice popular
ccmlc characters and all the oldtime favorites in twenty big pages.

kX

r.-ryarw TT7.7?

TO

Two football coaches are having
their hands full with the large squad
from Rockland High School at Com
munity Park each week night. The
beys are very enthusiastic and begin
ning to look rather impressive.

Golden Rod Chapter held its first
fall meeting last night with the reg
ular officers filling the chairs. Speehll
rehearsals are called for Tuesday and
Wednesday at 7 as the official in
spection will be held Sept. 17 with :
Lyle Woodard, worthy grand matron ;
of Greenville Junction as inspect tug
officer.

ORD

L . <fc

C

KELVIN-HOME

The funeral of Mrs. Clara A. Green
who died yesterday at 10 Bunker
street, will be held Monday at Bur
pee's parlors at 2 p. m.

Nell Little, operator at the Economy
Beauty Parlor, who is on a vacation
trip to Boston and Hartford, Conn.,
had the unfortunate experience of
having his pocket picked enroute. _

WORKMANSHIP!

This special low-priced Kelvin
ator gives you all the big features
of modern refrigeration. For in
stance a Kelvinator Thermometer
that assures you of safe, low tem
peratures. Rubber grids in all ice
trays for quick, easy removal of
cubes. Plenty of ice — 88 cubes —
9 pounds at a single freezing. Fast
freezing — regardless of hot
weather. See this full-featured
Kelvinator today.
• A small weekly payment will buy
a big, family-size Kelvinator like this
—but that's only half the story. Come
in and we will prove to you that this
Kelvinator will save'more than it
costs a week — every week you use it.

ARE COOLER-MEALS ARE PREPARED QUICKER!
Once you’ve tried modern electric
cookery, you’ll be amazed at how
clean it keeps your kitchen! And it's
safe, convenient and fast. Food tastes
better, kitchens are cooler!
The Kelvinator Electric Ranges add
TWO important improvements to
the many features of modern electric
cookery. The Single Unit Oven bakes
better, broils better! The "Armored”
Surface Unit assures faster heating
and lasts much longer! Sec the new
Kelvinator Electric Ranges Today!
Convenient terms can be arranged!
• YOU CAN BUY A KELVINATOR
ELECTRIC RANCE FOR AS LITTLE AS

(Above) The “Armored"
Surface Unit-

(Below) The Single
Unit Oven

$1.17
« WUN

AND IT'S PLUS-POWERED FOR ECONOMY
CUTS THE COST OF

BETTER

COME IN AND GET YOUR FREE ENTRY BLANK AND ENTER

LIVINB

ment and easy terms if you like.
KELVINATOR'S RADIO CONCERT

MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

161-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

119-tf

McLOON SALES & SERVICE

21 Limerock St.

Tel. 730

Rockland, Me.

Eviry-OtKer-Day
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WITH MRS. CLARK
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At the STRAND Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

been occupying their cottage, White ' Elroy H. Gross and children reNORTH HAVEN
Cedars, Beauchamp Point, left Friday turned to Bath, N. Y„ with them
for their winter home ln Madeira, after spending several weeks in town.
Services under auspices of the local
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Stewart of church will be resumed Sunday at
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Goff and Broad Cove w-ere guests of Mr. and 11.30 daylight. The church sent
flowers yesterday to Mrs. Abbie D.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy French of Provi Mrs. Ernest Eugley Sunday.
School commenced here Tuesday Wooster of Warren with a letter from
dence, R. I., are guests of Mr. and
with Mrs. Dorothy Coombs of East the pastor bearing greetings of con
Mrs. Kenneth Daucett.
Waldoboro as teacher.
gratulation on her 100th birthday.
Mrs. T. Charlton Henry is closing
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of Mrs. Wooster is the flrst inhabitant of
her cottage on Beauchamp Point and
Friendship spent Monday evening at the island to reach 100 years. She
will return Wednesday to Philadel
Melvin Genthner's.
has been a faithful, honored and be
phia. Her daughter. Mrs. John Ames,
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley was a re loved member or tne Baptist Church
who has been visiting her, returned
cent visitor at the Lookout Station for many years.
Wednesday to North Easton, Mass.
• • • •
in r'efferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Herstrom re
Leadbetter Reunion
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H. Gross and
turned Monday to Wakefield, Mass., children and Guy Andrews of Bath.
The 27th annual reunion of the
after a vacation spent with her father, N. Y„ and Mrs. Eldora Gross were Leadbetter Family was held at North
E. L. Richards. Mr. Richards accom ln Pemaquid Sunday.
Haven Orange Hall, Sept. 4, with
panied them home and will remain
Mrs. Ralph Eugley visited Mrs. Ros around 70 present.
for an indefinite stay.
A party of 26 came over from the
well prior of Round Pond last Friday.
Leslie C. Dean, who went to Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Gross of mainland with Capt. Horace LeadSunday for treatment at the Lahev North Waldoboro visited their daugh better of Camden, among them I. T.
Clinic, is now a patient at thc ter, Mrs. Frank Simmons, Saturday. Leadbetter, Mrs. Eva Gordon, Mrs.
Deaconess Hospital where he will soon
Addie Lassel, Mrs. Gladys Bunker,
undergo a surgical operation. Ralph
Mrs. Roy Crabtree and three chil
HOPE
Wilson, who accompanied him there,
dren Mrs. Sarah Fuller and son. Mr.
Recent callers at the home of Mrs. and Mrs
Beverage and family,
returned Wednesday night.
Cordelia
Bartlett
were
Mrs.
Clarence
jj
r
an(
j
j^rs.
Marston
Beverage. Miss
The Morgan Hebards will return to
_
__________
their
winter home __
Sunday
afterDaniels. Lloyd Daniels of Rockland j RUyj Owen and Miss Evelyn Mank.
spending the summer at thel/cottage,' and Mlss Georgia Harm of Allston. j other out of town guests were Mrs.

Capt. and Mrs. Ernest M Torrey
and Mrs. Cacilda Cain were down
j from their (Northport cottage for a
J few days returning Wednesday. Capt.
Torrey was in Portland Tuesday for
a check-up at the Marine Hospital.
Aug. 23 a party of four summer
His condition was reported as much
tourists left Owl's Head and Camden
improved.
for a trip to Gaspe Peninsula, with
Miss Eudice Shapiro of the Trio
j Classique left Wednesday fcr PhilaMrs Luther A. Clark as driver. Won
■ delphia after a season spent at “The
derful weather was enjoyed through
Wee House'' Beauchamp street
out the whole 12 days.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Aronoff and
The first day they drove as far as
daughter who have been occupying
Dyer's Brook. During the day the
the St Clair house on Limerock
party made stops at several points of
street, will return Friday to Phila
delphia. Mr. Aronoff is a member of
interest. A nice picnic lunch was
the Curtis String Quartet which has
enjoyed at the grove of the State
furnished the delightful concerts at
Hospital, where much fun prevailed.
the Captain Eells' Boat Barn during
The second day the party left the
thc month of August. The other
Ellis Parm at 8.30. going i n to Houl
members of the Quartet plan to
ton. where they stopped for shopping.
remain here until the 20th.
The young girl in the party was a
native of Fredericton, N B. Many
Mrs. Bertha Thomas and daughter
jokes were told her about passing
Dorothy of White Plains, N. Y„ have
from Maine into Canada, especially
been passing several days at "Shep
where our young miss had lost her
herd Place," Pascal avenue.
birth certificate, but had her ftessA service of unusual interest was
port. After they had passed both
held Sunday evening at the Methodist
Miss Fannie True. Miss Rose Wild Carrie Paige and daughter Miss Flora
Beauchamp Point.
Custom Houses all went on their
Church before a large audience.
er, Edward Wilder and Sherman Paige of Washington. D. C, Jesse
way. saying what pleasant officers
Mrs.
Flora
Shannon
and
son
Don

Abouth thirty were present from
Spear, all of Lowell. Mass., have re Ames of Boston. Mrs. Nellie Allen
they had on the border. They drove
Vinalhaven,
including
seventeen ald of Washington. D. C.. are at the turned home after spending the past and Miss Bernice Hall of Vinalhaven
to Woodstock, where they had to
members of the Vinalhaven Union Payson homestead for the week.
two weeks at the Wilder cottage.
and Mrs. Faustle Crockett of Rocklet their charming young lady ex
Carl Maddocks is a patient at Com
Church choir, which furnished the
State Aid road is under construe- landchange places with her mother for
music of the evening Several were munity Hospital where on Thursday tion on the Hatchet Mountain road.) Everyone did justice to the baked
the rest of the trip.
else present from Rockland, Camden he underwent an appendicitis op
• • • •
Ralph Brown returned to Waltham, j bean din,ler- with plent>' °f dellcioua
and Searsport. The pastor. Rev. N F eration.
Together—as you wanted them to be. thrilling—as you knew they'd be. Sonia Henie and Tyrone
Ir the afternoon they visited1
Monday night after spending the pastries and fruit to top off on. These
Atwood was assisted in tive service by
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Daucett. who
Power (upper right) are co-starred in "Thin Ice," Twentieth Century-Fox musical set against the silvery
'officers were re-elected as follows;
Grand Falls, following the St. John I
Rev. A. F. Leigh of the Vinalhaven have been visiting his mother, Mrs. weekend with his family here.
Alpine
slopes.
Arthur
Treacher
(upper
left),
Raymond
Walburn
ilower
left),
and
Joan
Davis
(lower
President. Jesse Ames; vice presiRiver to St. Leonard. What a change j
Miss Ernestine Wilder of New York
church. Three anthems were ren Charles F. Ingraham, returned Thurs
right), are featured in the supporting cast.—adv.
,
.... idents’ Mrs. Addie Lassel and W. L.
in the last five years from St Leonard
spent the weekend as guest of Mr. . An(3s. secretary
dered by the visiting choir. Special day to Manchester, N. H.
to Matapedia, then all wood, now ———
numbers also included two solos,
treasurer. Hiram Beverage. It was
The Warren Olivers will close The and Mrs. L. P. True.
huts and small homes with lots of around the house, very active. She
“Holy Night" by Mrs. Ruth Brown;
Mr
and
Mrs.
Ray
Wlnchenpaw
and
1
voted t0 hold next meeting gt North
Birches Sunday and return to their
clear farming land. The 94 miles of ; did not wear glasses and could hear
and “Come Ye" by Horace Sanders;
daughter Elizabeth of Friendship and Haven Grange HaI1
3 1938
home at West Newton. Mass.
beautiful woods now dotted by nu- as well as she ever could in her life,
thtee duets. "When I Survey the
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harold
Wlnchenpaw
Mrs.
Eda
Leadbetter
was
appointed
Principal Clayton Smith nnd fam
merous villages. They were told the
After tea all went to the Christ
Wondrous Cross" by Mrs. Blanche
government gave as much land to church Cathedral, first new* Cathedily have moved from Millbridge and and daughter Barbara of Allston. chairman of dinner committee for
Kittredge and Harry Coombs; “The
these people as they could clear into ral foundation on Englis.i soil since
are occupying the G. L. Pressey house Mass. called on Mrs. Cordelia Bart- nexl year and Mrs. Meribah CrockSavior for Me" by Miss Beulah Gil
lett last Sunday.
ett to have charge of program.
on
Spear street.
farming land, with so much left for the Norman conquestIn this
christ and Mrs. Flavilli Anderson
Mri. Beatrice McKinney and I A rising vote of thanks was given
thelr supply of fire wood land. This church are some very costly and
The Sophomore Class. RES, have
end "Have You Counted the Cost"
elected these officers for the coming 1 dau8hter Lillian of Malden. Mass, to Mrs. Bernard Mills for the excelstretch of land showed how hard these beautiful windows. Here they heard
by Mrs Gladys Coombs and Mrs.
lent dinner served under her leadyear: President. Ralph Marston; vice visited Mrs L. P True last week.
people had worked for their homes. a very fine sermon by a student
Mary Tolman. It was a singular
Several Hope families enjoyed a i. ership
president,
Blanche
Collins;
secretary,
The Matapedia River was more than pastor.
coincidence that ln the congrega
The eighth day leaving Fiedericton
picnic at Duck Trap last Sunday.
A fine program was then presented
grand as the sun was setting; it cast
tion were three former pastors of the Katherine Taylor; treasurer, Helen
Lowell;
members
of
student
council,
most beautiful colors, making a more two in the party had dinner at Queen
High
School
in
Camden
opened
I
Mrs Meribah Crockett, conslstRockport Church, Rev. F. F. Fowle,
wonderful picture than any artist Hotel, St. Stephen. The Customs
Tuesday morning with several Hope 'ng
mus*c- singing, readings, reciof Winthrop. Rev. Z Andrews of Ran Blanche Collins. Ralph Marston,
could paint. They drove up the officials expressed the hope they
Two hundred and twenty-eight pupils entering the Freshman class. tations. jckes. etc. Remarks were
dolph and Rev. A. F. Leigh.
Matapedia Valley as far as Causaps- would like Canada enougn to come i
Miss Connie Lincoln and Miss made by Jesse Ames. Mrs Addie LasMrs Minnie Fossett of Vinalhaven pupils are enrolled at the High School
again.
cal. staying at Hotel Bellevue.
building
for
the
present
year
as
re

Esther Hawley have returned to Mas- sell, I. t. Leadbetter, Mrs. Sarah
wa? overnight guest Tuesday of Mr
• • • •
During the night it rained very
ported
at
the
opening
session
Monday
I.
j
sachusetts
after spending the past Fuller. Mrs. Eva Gordon. Mrs Carrie
and Mrs. Clarence Fish at their camp
They came home by the of U. S.
Paige. H. T. Crockett. Lloyd Crockett,
hard. The ground never showed it
on Upper Main street. On Wednes- morning, divided as follows: High week here.
Gerald Beverage and others.
had rained so hard, but all noticed highway No. 1, until reaching
day Mrs. Fossett was entertained at : Sch0°1- seniors 9. juniors 18. sophoMiss Virginia Starkey of Portland
the dust was gone, much to their ■ Ellsworth; from there went to BucksMrs. Carrie Paige had in her pos
the home of Rev. and Mrs. N. F. mores 9, freshmen 25. Grades. Eighth | and Mrs. Emily 8. Grover of Beverly
relief.
port, 10 see the Buck monument.
session
an interesting document dat
35.
seventh
24.
sixth
21,
flfth
20.
fourth
1 Atwood.
Mass., were weekend guests of Miss
The third day they left Causaps- noted for its story in witch craft
ed June 27. 1828 the official notifi
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, Mrs. Leslie 21, third 14, se cond 9. first 6. sub Katherine True.
cal. going to Metis, where they drove days. Strangely enough they stayed
cation of the appointment of her
C. Dean and Mrs. Ralph Wilson were primary 17.
into the school yard. On the other j at the house built by the father of
father, Lewis Leadbetter, inspector
McFarland underwent a
‘at Criehaven Wednesday to attend , Everett
. .
.
.„
i Waterproof truck covers and spray
side was a French home, where some ! this Mr. Buck, now a tourists' heme f
ol pickled fish, smoked alewives and
| the funeral service of Mrs- Ella | surgical operation at Community Hos- hcods made
order o;d
of the party went to the door to purThe ninth day they left Bucksherring for the town of Vinalhaven,
i Mitchell.
|P,tal Wednesday.
! waterproofed. Awning service. Rockchase their coffee. The housewife port at 8 o'clock, a very hot day, I
ln the County of Hancock. It was
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland and ■ The Albert Chatfields who have been j land Awning Co, 16 Willow St.
•
urged them to eat dinner but having | going to Rockwood via Moosehead
signed by Enoch Lincoln, then gov
children Edward and Eleanor re- a^ lheir summer home. The Willows,
their table already prepared they de- ; they lunched at the Forest station.
ernor of Maine. There were two
turned Monday from a visit with rela- *or the season, returned Friday to
STONINGTON
dined her kind invitation to share Greenville Highlands, and stayed
daughters and a son of Mr Lewis
tives at Deer Isle. At Searsport they Madeira, Ohio.
her noon meal. The daughter of the I at Hotel Chateau Bellevue St.
called on friends.
j Mrs. Gertrude Havener is somewhat
Capt. William Billings has been Leadbetter present: Mrs. Carrie
house brought the travelers delicious! Joseph.
Paige, Mrs. Addie Lassel and I. T.
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle and | improved from her recent illness.
passing a few days at home.
Karen Morlev, last seen here in “The Last Train From Madrid," and hand. .
i
u
cultivated strawberries to add to their I Wednesday they went to Quebec )
Leadbetter.
debut in “Night of I children of Winthrop were holiday
Boris Goldwosky and family have
Mrs. Adelia Bray who has bo€n j tb
lunch, with a cordial invitation to ’ about 10 o'clock and got rooms at j some young Grant Richards, who made his screen
**'
guests
at the home of Miss Marion |j «.
returned to Philadelphia,
having
w„am.,
Mw
„a spent ~ ««■—- ■•<£'
vs
come again. After lunch was over; Chateaview, ate dinner at Kent Mystery." co-teatured in the romantic leads of “On Such a Night," gripping
they drove to Riviere a La Marte at! House, visited the Montmorency romance set against a background of a Mississippi flood.—adv.
Mr and Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham, graham house, Pascal avenue.
'
_ _______
_
_ _
j Again, and prayer by Mrs. Albert
Charles Draz and Quincy Dalton' Beverage.
St. Marthe De Gaspe where they Falls, then drove to Basilica Gallery.
Mr. ~~
and Mrs. .........
Lewis....
Daucett
and
where he was employed it hls trade I —
................
~ Mr
—1 ** Bnd MrS ® P Wooster with
and Mrs. Alvin Small and sons of their son. Dr. Ralph Wooster and
B?d M<'Guir® are at the O'**" i
stayed at Hotel Caron, this being a where they saw the Cyclorama of
RAZORVILLE
real French Hotel. After supper the Holy Land, a wonderful oil
of plumbing, Many will remember
kland attended Windsor Fair, famUy of Bangor, spent the weekend i
POR7 CI YDF
The cooler temperature is very wel- him as a.schoolboy living at Willard Labor Day
and holiday al the Ames coUgge
Mr. and Mrs. John Wallace and, SalvatoreSolitotenoroftheMetwas over the little church on the I painting, considered one of the
O enock s.
The flrst meeting of Harbor Light Spruce Head.
Mr- and Mrs. Russell Webb passed, rolitan Opera Company New York
hill was visited. They then walked ; world’s masterpieces of the Holy come after previous hot days
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Lessner oi
°'erl0CJ
ChapUr' °ES" folloWlng the SUm’
and Mrs mnk McDonnell las‘ weekend in Canada, Hts manager Eric Erickson of Newto the Cascade, coming down over a City, Jerusalem.
Next morning with a licensed New Jersey who are visiting ir. Maine H°»ara spent tne day Tuesday at
rece$g wag
evenlng have returned from a visit at Water- | Mr and Mrs' James McMahon Ycrk and Mr and Mrs Eugene De
steep mountain cliff.
driver, they saw’ all the historical spent the afternoon recently at Edith Union with friends.
I at Masonic Hall- The annual in- j ville.
, went to Sailgus last Saturday to ac-, Nault of Boston, who have been
The fourth day they left St. Marthe pjaces in old and new Quebec. They Overlock's.
spection will take place on Saturday i Mrs. Grace Hilton of Malden. Mass, company their 'ittle grandson Donald bearding at Fred Waldo's for the
de Gaspe' at 8:45. going over steep ’ left Quebec at twelve.
evening, Nov. 20 with Orand Matron
is guest of Mrs. Mabel Withee.. who has t**0 passin8 the summer; past week returned home yesterday
VINALHAVEN
The Wilbur Pitmans attended
hills, up and down for miles. They
Schools begin Monday.
j Lyle Woodard as inspecting officer.
Miss Mary Veazie has resumed her u ‘‘h them
{ Mrs. Alice Gale and daughter of
church at Appleton Sunday; also
came to a light house, where they
At a farm house near the village Maud Gleason.
Miss Louise Hardison left Friday ' At the next- meeting of the Chapter duties at the office of Register of i
>r8tuia and Georgine McGuire , paimer. Mass . are guests of Mrs. Alice
decided to have lunch. While here of Scott the party met with the ut
Her mother a picnic supper will be served with ' Probate in Rockland after a holiday ; wlt two friends front New Rochelle. | Trussell at 'Dun Roamin '.
Mrs.
Mr> Maud Howard entertained for East Orange. N. J
they found out the family were rela most courtesy and kindness from the Raymond Pinkham of Augusta. Mrs Mrs. Lora Hardisonaccompanied
Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marion i
and weekend visit at Quebec. ■ passed the holiday here.
( Massie and son of Providence. R. I.,
tives of Mr. Caron's who runs the little old lady who came lo the door Sarah Day and children Virginia and her to Boston where she will visit Richards as committee in charge.
The open meeting of the Garden ■ Mr and Mrs- A Kel*ar of Belfast were also
visitors at Mrs.
hotel where they had stayed all night. saying only “No English." A drink Raymond a few days this week.
Mrs. Addle L. Jenkins is ill at her Club will be held Tuesday afternoon have _^n the guests
her s^ter Trussell's.
with relatives.
These people gave the travelers a very of water was the great need of the ; Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Hallowell
] at the Beech street home of Mr. and Mrs. William D. Welch.
Mrs. Thomas Baum left ^aturday home on Union street.
Miss Helen Davis has returned to
r.ice time They drove to Haldimald travelers. She quickly understood )iaye been at Cecil Bradstreet’s and
Harry Smith and Maynard Bray of Springfield. Mass., where she attends
L.
True
Spear,
Jr.
left
Monday
to
Mrs. Lester Shibles. The program
for Boston.
Inn for the night. The party went thelr signs and went to the well, re-! Edward Light's the past week,
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Leigh were enter Northeastern University, Boston j whioh will feature A. D. Nutting of New London have been passing a few college,
to what they were told is the best turning with a pail of cold water and
Harold Pitman and James Henry guests over the holiday of Rev. and where he will take a course in me- Forestry Extension Service U. of M, days with friends here.
Mrs. Clara Morse was hostess to the
bathing beach on the Gaspe’ town. tumblers. She not only permitted i are cutting cord wood for Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small and Willing Workers Tuesdaychanlcal engineering.
j as speaker, will open at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. N. F Atwood in RockportOn the fifth day they left Haldi them to eat their luncheon on her ; Linscott.
Mrs. Beulah Blakley and daughter At the close refreshments will be Montie took a trip to Quoddy and
John Peppard spent the weekend
Mrs. William Pease visited in Port
mald at 9:45, drove 47 mills to Perce. lawn, but placed the seats so that: Harry Kharmann of Hartford,
Miss---Barbara Richardson and Elmo served with Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Canada last weekend.
.with his family at Ledge Lodge, re-.----land recently.
14 persons taking the boat ride to the they would face the best view, and ; conn, spent last weekend at his home ' turning Tuesday with them to thelr' Crozier of Rockland returned Satur- Marion Richards and Miss Marlon
Gwendolyn Cleveland and Edward
J. Howard Randall has returned to
bird sanctuary on Bonneventure her boy brought out a large bowl of j here hls wjfe and
who have
home jn Belmont. Mass.
j day from a visit with Mrs- and Mrs. j Weidman in charge. Each member Ahern were married at Deer Isle by Csmpello, Mass., after spending two
Island. The fog came in so tiller, delicious apples, similar to Maine s here for a time returned with him
Rev. Ralph White Aug. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Noyes and child- j J- B. Crozier at Prince Edward may invite a guest
weeks with Sidney Davis at the
none saw the birds. This W3S the Yellow Transparent. She took them
Bertha Small and Kenneth Stinson "Nanatuck."
t0 Hartford.
ren Nancy Lou and Fred Jr., who Island. They were accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider and son
only disappointment of the trip. In ,al1 over her house- a house so im-1 Mrs Glennie Delemater has been have been guests of Mr. Noyes' home by Miss Millycent Crozier who Byron will leave Sunday by motor for were married on Aug. 29 by Rev.
Miss Elsie Puffer has returned to
a few hours t e og wasgone.
e maCUlateIy clean that, as they said., with her brother Stanley Jones while mother Mrs. Mary Noyes, have re- will visit her grandmother, Mrs. Min- Boston where Byron will enter as « Ralph White.
her home in Lowell, Mass, after
Perce roc was
we "ew_- ‘ “ s, you could eat off the floor. She didhis wife and children are in the hos- i
turned to their home in Providence nle Crozier for several weeks,
freshman the Bentley School of Ac
spending the summer with Mrs. Alice
to the fog staying away. They wove everything
thoughtfulness
could pita,
:R T
’
SOUTH WALDOBORO Trussell.
Mrs. Augusta Korpinen and son of countancy. Mr. and Mrs. Rider will
to Paspebiac, staying at Hotel devise for thelr comfort, total
Willard Clark has moved across
Louise Johnson of Montclair, N. J., Rockland spent Wednesday at the visit at Keene. N. H„ before return
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rogers have
Poirier.
strangers to her as they were[ y,e road int0 ^e place he bought is a guest at the “Moors."
home of her mother Mrs. E. R. Noyes. ing home.
Leah
Andrews visited in Rockland
had
the
following
guests
the
past
The sixth day they left Paspebiac
They left this farm and house and I recentiy Of Mahlon Turner and has
Keith Crockett went Saturday to
Miss Barbara Hunt new assistant at
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Coombs visweek: • Ira Penniman of Medfield, Wednesday.
at 9 o'clock, driving to Marie, where drove to Armstrong Inn. The scene ‘ been piping water into the house,
the High School is staying at the Milo where on Tuesday he began his Mass., Graham Chubbuck of Dorches
ited Rockland Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons went
they visited one of the oldest wooden from the piazza was a brook, with
Mr cummins has been haying for
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Birnie and home of Mrs. Irvin Cain during the teaching duties.
ter, Mass., and Miss Minnie O'Neil of to Attleboro, Mass., Friday.
churches on the Peninsula, built In pasture land and hills, v»rj’ soothing ) Carrie Mears.
At the Baptist Church Sunday, Rev.
children and Harold Graves of school year.
Lawson Pinkham of Attleboro,
Rockland.
1768. they saw several wooden hitch to the tired tourists' eyes.
The September meeting of the John W. Hyssong will use as his sub
Mrs. Rose Boynton visited her old I Shrewsbury. Mass, and Miss Olive
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin French and Mass., has been a guest of his aunt,
ing posts with an iron ring ln each
Next morning they drove to Lake- > home at Liberty recently,
Russell of Hudson were weekend Farm Bureau was held Tuesday at ject at the 11 o'clock service of Wor son Stanley of Rockland spent an Mrs. Sarah Marshall.
post. To this the bull teams are har wcod. A heavy thunder shower, the
Maud Howard and Edith Overlock guests of Mrs. Margaret Birnie.
the home of Miss Emily Hall. Glen- ship, “Herein Is Love;” 12 noon, afternoon recently at Mr. Rogers’
nessed like our horses and tied to cnly one experienced during the trip,! were calling on Mrs Blanche John
Mrs. Frank Rogers is in Wollaston, ccve. About 20 were present. Dinner Bible school with classes for the in heme, also Mrs. Henry F. Carver and
the posts- Every bull team has ropes was over before the rise of the curtain
SUNSET
ston last Saturday afternoon.
Mass-, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. at noon was served under the direc struction of all ages; 7.30 p. m., Edwin L. Graves of West Rcckport
for the driving reins. The carts are on
The Lee Harveys of Bryn Mawr,
"Co-respondent
Unknown,"
evangelistic
service
and
Gospel
sing

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hayward who Charles Libby.
tion of Mrs. Margaret Maxey and Mrs.
spent Tuesday at hls home,
all two-wheel affairs with a board greatly enjoyed by the part;.
Pa. are visiting Mrs. Ernest Reed.
have been visiting at Blanche John
Mrs. A. M. Cassie is in Bath where Flora Maxey. Home Demonstration ing, subject, "Chastisement.”
• • • •
across for a seat. The whole family
Jack Strachan of Hyde Park visit
Their last morning they drove to , stdn’s have returned to Brownville her husband has employment.
Agent, Miss Dunham, was present and
Augustus Turner
rides in this conveyance; at least it Camden, where the party broke up,: junction, where he will serve as prined John Powell recently
Misses Ruth Wahlman and Kath assisted in the afternoon program,
GROSS NECK
Augustus Turner died in a Water
seems so.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Buntln were
a.l thanking Mrs. Clark heartily for cipai in the High school another year, leen Cotter have returned from Squir subject “Household Buying.” It was
ville hospital where he had gone for recent guests at Felsted.
• • • »
a most enjoyable tour and hoping to
Mrs.
Abbie
Cramer
and
Edith
rel
Island.
a
very
Interesting
session.
Mrs.
Clara
Manley
of
Kaler's
Cor

ai; operation on hls throat. It was
After lunch they drove to BathMr. and Mrs. Laurence Sellers and
have another trip together.
Overlock attended church at Jeffer
Brief visitors at the home of Mr. ner has been visiting relatives here for thought he was doing well at first and
Elwood Sails has returned from
hurst, N. B., where they stayed at
family of Woodfords spent last week
a
few
days.
son
Sunday.
and
Mrs,
H.
O.
Heistad
Friday
night
Germany where he spent the summer.
seemed well on the road to lecovery, end with Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
Hotel Carlton. This is a very pretty
COUNTRY LASS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flench of
Mrs. Pearl Simmons and children but his heart failed.
Gerold Loyde returned to Whitins on their way to Moosehead Lake for
city. After supper three of the party
I For The Courier-Oazette 1
Sellers.
Somerville were calling at Edith ville, Mass., Thursday.
fishing were Miss Margaret Tonseth have returned after visiting rela
Mr. Turner, a life long resident here
went and called on Rev. Mr. Rice, Down the shady lane she wandered,
'Neath the old oak tree.
Overlock's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brown, who have of Lunenburg, Mass., Miss Mary Har tives in North Waldoboro.
with the exception of four or flve
and Rev. Alexander Frasier, D. D., Her
eyes were blue as heaven
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mt. and Mrs. Albert Couzeror of spent the summer at Granite Isle are rington of Salem, Mass., Miss Sally
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of years when he lived in Auburn, had
Her lips were red. as red could be.
the latter recognized as the writer
Special new low prices on school
Paine
of
North
Carolina
and
Chat

Belfast
were
visiting
Mrs.
Maud
How

leaving
Monday
for
New
York.
Thomaston
have
been
at
Melvin
established
himself
as
one
of
the
of the very best coronation poem. Her golden hair ln ringlets hung
togs for boys are being featured at
ard Sunday.
Raymond Moir of Marlboro. Mass, ham, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Oenthner's recently.
Around her fair sweet face.
leading citizens. In hls early life
He has had published a large book of
Lindsey's, Watts Block. Thomaston.
She wore a plain gingham gown
Tonseth
and
daughters
Selma
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Light
of
Au

was
a
recent
guest
of
relatives
in
Mrs.
Charles
L.
Eugley
visited
her
he
was
united
in
marriage
to
Edna
poems, considered excellent and has
Which bore no signs of frills or lace.
109-110
Dorothy, of Reading, Mass., Louis daughter Mrs. Villa Morse and child Morton who survives him.
gusta have been spending the week town.
also several hymns.
She was a country lass,
Thomas
of
Sterling,
Mass..
Didrick
with
their
father
Edward
I,ight.
Mrs.
Jennie
Smith
of
Rockland
was
ren
at
the
village
Sunday.
The last rites were held at the
This maiden fair and small;
The seventh day they left Bathmilked the cows, and fed the hens
Mrs. Georgia Bowman is at Augusta a recent guest of her son. L. C. Tonseth of Boston, and Rolf Heistad
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler's Corner home on Thursday the Rev George B
hurst, N. B., at 9 o'clock. They She
And hoed the garden all.
j of New York. Returning Monday, was a visitor Sunday at the home of Davis of Aina officiating. Interment
this week visiting her sister Melissa Smith.
drove to Doaktown, from there to
Yet do you think that she'd complain
Hallowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Abbott of Mrs- Tonseth and daughters are re- her sister, Mrs. Alfred Waltz.
In the Sweetland yard. Besides the
Fredericton, and stayed with Mrs.
Though the work was hard and long?
Mr. and Mrs. Minot Boman and Quincy, Mass., were guests the past gaining at her former Rockport
Elroy H. Gross and Guy Andrews widow, Mr. Turner Is survived by two
Pond a cousin of one in the party, She lived a life courageous
And lived lt with a song.
son were calling on friends here week of her sister Mrs. Ambrose 1 home for the week.
of Bath, N. Y„ were weekend guests sisters and one brother. Sympathy is
ghe lives on _____
Brunswick Ave. The
2 \ z

Four Summer Tourists En
joy Motor Trip To Gaspe
Peninsula and Quebec

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

w»»Wptag

Sunday-

They came from Vermont Peterson,

[

J

Tbe William Chatfields who have of Mr- and Mrs. William Gross. Mrs. extended to the bereaved ones.

Every-Other-Day
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Clara Eastman have closed their Mass. were recent callers at the home
NORTH WARREN
WARREN
summer home here and have returned of Mr. and Mrs S. E. Norwood, to see
Mrs.
Dwight Cummings who was !
-----Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bickford and to Lyndon Center, Vt., where Miss their cousin Mrs. Ella Lewis.
called
to
her
home
ln
union
because
More
Details
Concerning the
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Norwood. Mrs.
children, Norman, and 3arbara of I Eastman will resume her teaching
of the illness of her father, A. H.|
Great Neck, L. I., and Harry Bick duties as a member of the faculty of Ralph Norwood and two daughters
Conflagration On Spruce
Lenfest was a visitor at Mabie Craw-1
ford of Richwood, N. J., and Dr. and the Lyndon Center Institute
and Mrs. Ella Lewis visited Jefferson
Island
ford's
recently.
!
Mrs. Harry Holt of Brookline, Mass.,
Weekend guests of Mrs Ellen Well Lookout Sunday.
Poster
Robinson,
young
son
of
C
Mrs. Otho Thompson and Mrs.
were Sunday guests of Mrs. Elizabeth man and Maurice Wellman were Es
Here is the Dark Harbor version
W. Robinson, is being treated for
Bickford and Mr and Mrs. Charles ter. Blake of Augusta, Mrs. Laura Rensforth Yeo, who spent the sum,
.
,
,
,
.
,
,,
ol
the forest ...v
fire which swept
injuries to his leg caused by a fall
H Spruce
H
Hysler.
Blake and Miss Wilma Stanley. Miss j mer with Mrs. Mary Richmond, reIsland in Penobscot Bay Wednesday,
from a bicycle. Dr. Hahn of Friend
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler were j Marion Blake of Rockland. The en-1 turned Sunday to their respective
obscuring the eastern horizon with
ship is attending him.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank tjre group motored Sunday to Port- hemes in Medford. Mass., and BrighMr and Mrs. Aarne LIpponen and grcat clouds of smok,,;
Brckford and Harry Bickford in I land LeWiston and Augusta, with Es- ton Mass., with Mr. Thompson and
child are visiting with JohnPollakka
bclleved t0 have been start‘
Mr. Yeo who had motored down for
Camden. Sunday evening.
ten Blake.
a few days before returning to their ed by a party of
has awep‘
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Smith (Hope
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd of Man them Saturday.
home in New York.
8pruce kland in Gilkeys HarbOr'
The committee at the Mystic Re
Clark) of Ellsworth were callers Sat- chester, N. H.. were weekend guests
Elmer Post and family of Lynn, leavin« the 9O'acre Uland denuded of
bekah Lodge, in charge of the sup
urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. j Qf Mr and Mrs Vesper
Mass., visited hls mother Mrs. Rilda foliage 1116 place
not lnhabiled'
per Monday night which will precede
Parker McKellar, on their way home
Post recently
but beln,t one ot the beauty spots ln
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Dalrymple the meeting, includes Mrs. Lizzie
from Boston.
Mr and Mrs. Gordon Simmons of the harbor' ha£ fr«luently been
have moved to Worcester, Mass, Waltz, Mrs. Flora Peabody and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wooster and '
Spruce Head were guests of Mr. and by campers and by folk taking a
Mrs Emma Wooster of Springfleld, where they haVe purchas“d a house Eona Moore. The Mystery Circle will
Mrs. C. W Robinson Monday.
day s out,ng'
Miss Blanche Allen of Newton, ,
a meeting preceding the lodge
Mass., were recent guests of Mrs.
Friends of Fred Jameson are sorry
“It Ues midway h*1"**" Seven*
Mass.,
has
been
a
guest
of
Mrs.
Mabel
meeting
Abbie Wooster at East Warren.
to learn he is sick.
Hundred-Acre Island, on which
Mrs. Wesley Jameson and daugh
Harry Bickford of Richwood, N. J. Peabody
Laura Daniels of Union and Mabie Charles Dana Qlbson has hU sum*
was the Wednesday guest of Mr.
Mrs. Lester Starrett and daughter ter Miss Alice Jameson have returned
Crawford were supper guests of Nellie mer place' and Dark Harbor summer
ITH
the
heaviest
list
of
entries
since
1932,
numerous
new
classes,
elaborate
breed
association
ex

and Mrs. Charles Hysler.
j Gloria returned Saturday to Flush- to their home in St. Paul. Minn, after
hibits, special contests and separate Junior divisions, the livestock show at the Eastern States Ex
Orbeton Tuesday evening
| cdlony a scant half mlle of water
Mrs. Alice Strong of Medford Mass. ing. L. I., after being theguest of ; being the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
position in Springfleld, Mass., from Sept. 19 to 25 inclusive, will not only be the largest ln the East but
Mr. and Mrs Marshall Emery and divldlng 11 from el,her place A hlgh
and sister Mrs. Maude Webber of j Mr. and Mrs. Ansel M.Hilt.
Mr. J Jameson.
promises to set an all time high record. There will be classes for dairy and beef cattle, draft horses,
family of Lewiston were Labor Day wind from the northwest blowing all
Thomaston were recent callers at the j Starrett will remain at the Hilt I Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were
poultry, etc., with livestock sales on Tuesday of 114 baby beef steers.
visitors of her grandmother Mrs. day kept the folk on both neighbor
home of Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Norwood ' home for a longer visit.
| the guests ln Auburn, Sunday of
ing islands ln a state of apprehension,
Rilda Post.
on thelr cousin. Mrs. Ells Lewis.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A Welch Fred Folsom and Miss Blanche
as hot cinders fell ln the grounds of
EAST WALDOBORO I Miss Autio is making her home with
NORTH HOPE
George Teague entertained Stuart have had as thelr guest, Mrs. Welch's , Washburn.
estates bordering both shores, but
------I Mr and Mrs. Russell Davis
mgdtu w al nnnnnn
C Burgess of Rockland and friends of j aunt, Mrs. Matilda Thompson of ' Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague of
The hot wave broke Sunday with
Mr and Mrs. Warren Taylor, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Payson of |
ixtJK 1 rl WALDUBUKU
with sundown the wind dropped
Brooklyn, N. Y., who went from War- Machias have been the guests of showers all around but only a slight and Mrs. Henry Conway and son Massachusetts are at their place here
Belfast for lunch Sunday.*
Lyndon Morris and Florence Car"A crew of men went from IslesMrs. Delia Hayes anddaughter Iren to visit with relatives in RockMr and Mrs. Edwin C. Teague in 1 sprinkle of rain here. We at Willow James of Quincy, Mass., were week- for a few days.
| rell both of Portland were guests of boro and attempted to check the fire
Miss Marie Hayes have returned to I land before returning to ner home. 1 Warren and Mrs. G. C. Welch in Brook Farm are cooler but still suf- end guests at A. J. Wiley's.
j Mrs. Augustus Anderson, children Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse last Satur- by starting a “back fire," but with
Somerville. Mass., after spending the! The Warren Women's Club will ob- Augusta.
fering from drouth. All sources of
Recent guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever Myrtle and Kenneth of Port Clyde
day night.
little success. The fire patrol came
summer with Mrs. Hayes'
brotherserve guest night at the OctoberMiss Lucy Teague returned Friday' water, well, springs and brook are were Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Reever spent several days of last week with j Lexton Mank and family who have from Camden with offers of asslst1 meeting. Each member is privileged to Cranford, N. J., to resume her gone dry and no rain in sight. A se
George Teague.
and son Gerald of Beverly, Mass., Mrs.
Anderson's
father, Albert been passing several days ir. Barre, ance in case the blaze Jumped the
Mrs. Hannah Spear who has been I to invite two guests.
teaching duties, after spending the rious condition. We are now hauling
Mrs. Bessie Monaghan of Scars- Hussey. On their return Saturday j Mass., returned home last Saturday. I water barrier. A patrol was kept
ill the past few days is improved.
Mr and Mrs. Newell Eugley were summer with her parents. Mr. and water for the first time in many dale, N. Y., Miss Myrtie Reever, Tt. they were accompanied by Mr. Hus- J Ednah Howard, who has had em- 1 through Wednesday night along the
Mrs. Edith Russell of Ellsworth, entertained at dinner Monday at the Mrs. Edwin C. Teague,
years..
N.. Miss Una Clark, R N. and Miss [ sey who will visit relatives there forployment|inNaples. Ls at E.D. Mank's. shores of Acre Island and Islesboro
was guest of Mrs. Ilda Ru«sell over Community Sweet Shop. South Hope.
Mrs. Henry MaoCraw and two
Donald Leon Perry was dinner Muriel Chase of Augusta.
i a few weeks.
j Victor Burnheimer and family at that point nearest the blazing
the weekend.
by Miss Cora Robinson of Warren, j children. Richard and Ann have re- guest of his grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. Ella Lurvey and Mrs. Minnie! Isaiah Osler who for several years ( were guests of Mrs. Agnes Townsend. 1 island.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and, With smiling skies and cool, crisp turned to their home in West New- Mrs. Walter Bowden Sunday in Rogers daughters Ruth and Eva of has been llvin* a tthe camp owned j in Watertown, Mass., over the week- j “Spruce Island is the property of
daughter were callers Sunday at the, September air. the Beulah Land, ten. Mass., after being the guests Camden.
Rockland were callers Labor Day of by B A Murphy moved to the village ‘
end and holiday- \ the heirs of the late Lorenzo Pendlehome of Miss Cora Robinson before J Company celebrated its 18th annual1 of Mr and Mrs. Elmer Jameson,
Earl Ludwig and Willard Went
Ellard Mank and family were in ton and J. F. Grindle. Two years ago
Mrs.
Harry
McIntire.
;
Sunday.
returning to Castine.
j banquet at Rockledge Inn. Spruce, ira Achorn of Monhegan Island, worth who are hauling berries to Bos
pulp wood cutters took out such wood
Mrs Harold Goodwin. Miss MarMrs Oscar Elllson dled
5 Boston Friday on business
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Soule of, Head on Labor Day.
I visiting with relatives in Waldoboro ton and New York came home the
Mrs. Frank Stetson is wot king for as could be used for paper pulp and
jorie Edwards of Quincy. Mass, have !and servlces were held Wednesday,
Pittsfield were recent guests of Mr.
As usual, Mrs. Robert Andrews pnd North Waldoboro and G. C. past weekend leaden with peaches—
j the entire island was covered with
cemetery. Mrs. Hildebrandt.
and Mrs. Leslie Soule.
I acted as hostess, entertaining the 35 Walter of North Waldoboro were which they sold hereabout Mr. Went-1 been guests of her sister Mrs. Otto burlal beln« at the
.
Mrs. Ellison was a native of Finland,
At
The
Church
of
the
Nazarene
last
“slash.” It is known that a picnic
Mrs. Wesley Jameson and daughter J members of the company who were I callers Wednesday at the home of his worth is trucking for Payson of East i Bowaencomins to this town several vears
Sunday the services were well at- party visited the island Sunday and
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Nickerson
and
|
comlng
w
tnls
town
several
years
Miss Alice Jameson have returned to given the choice of either a fish or; niece, Mrs. Isa Teague.
Union and makes a trip to New York
ago. She leaves a husband and ' tended, the pastor Rev. Mrs. Ingler, built a bonfire some distance from
their home in St. Paul. Minn., after chicken dinner. Every seat in the j Guests Wednesday of Mrs. Isa every other day except Saturday of children of Methuen, Mass., were
j preached from the subject in the the shore. There was little of value
guests of Mr. and Mrs O. I. Mank stepdaughter. Mrs Alma Hill.
being guests for several weeks of Mr large dining room was Uken
Teague were her. mother. Mrs E. D. i each Week.
Miss Carleen Miller who has been afternoon
"The New Testament on the island, except fishing nets
and Mrs. Fred Jameson.
j At the business meeting Sidney W. Mank. her sister Mrs. Lura Walter Mrs Lila Thomas of Ashland. Mass. last weekemployed
during
the
summer
at
the
Church.
”
In
the evening the pas- stored there. These were destroyed.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Black
and
Josef Vinal and Andrew Connell' Vinal was elected president for the and her niece Miss Edna Howard, all was a caller at A. I. Perry's WedRochelle cottage finished her work tor preached from the subject “A
son
Charles
of
Rockland.
Mass.,
returned home Tuesday from New 18th time; Miss Frances Spear, sec- of North Waldoboro.
nesday.
Saturday.
Divine Impossibility." The special J
EAST UNION
Work is progressing on ihe North were weekend guests of his parents,
Haven. Conn., after spending the j retary and treasurer. Mrs. Andrews
John Marshall has left the employ
Miss Helen Fales was a Monhegan singing for the day was rendered by
weekend and holiday there with surprised the company by presenting of the Portland Lawrence Cement, Appleton schoolhouse which is being Mr and Mrs T T Black
Mr.
and
Mrs. George Palmer of
I Miss Gloria Bridges visited her [visltor lafit Saturday,
Miss Ednah Howard and Miss Elsie
friends.
I the ladies with beautiful silver pins Company and will open an electric J repaired for occupancy the coming
N.
Cunningham.
Sept.
12.
the
pastor
Rocklan
d.
Miss
Cora Young of Bos1 aunts' Mrs. John Marshall and Mrs. j
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelso and and the men with newest styles in and acetylene welding shop in the term of school.
will
preach
ln
the
afternoon,
and
Miss
I
ton
Mr
'
and
Mrs
°e°rge Livingstone
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. A I. Perry suffered a severe Augusta Moon ln
Warren last j
daughter Jean returned Saturday ! cravats which she had bought on M. S. Dick Shop. Rockland
Ednah Howard, who is a student from of Provldeflce were dinner guests of
to their home in Wakefield. Mass. her recent trip to Europe.
The Weeall Club met Thursday at attack of acute indigestion last week weekThe Singing Sewing 4-H Club will the Providence Bible Institute, will i Mr and Mrs BenJamln Brayton re
Charles Bowers and family called
contest at the I u <
.u
»
after being the guests of Miss Bertha | The Beulah Land Company, wish- j the home of the Winslows with din- but is now able to attend to her work
cently.
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Little,
Brisr 10caI conlest at the | bring the message of the evening.
Starrett and also after spending two ing to show thelr appreciation to Mrs.; ner served at noon, and social time again, thanks to Dr. Tuttle.
Mrs. Annie Goff of Providence is
| Grange hall Sept. 13 starting at 7 j
______________
Frost descended on the low lands to1 Tuesday.
weeks at Crescent Beach.
[ Andrews, presented her with a beau- following.
visiting relatives at this place and
p. m. There will be a program and
SWAN’____
S ISLAND
Mr and Mrs. Byron Hurdcr. Leroy 1 tiful silver bon bon dish. Speeches
The sermon topic Sunday morning Sunday night but did no damage here Mr aPd “rs Ifa"itt Mank ad‘ awarding of prizes on the required
vicinity.
h,w
county
Rcbishaw and Miss Eleanor Ward, 1 were made by President Vinal. Ellis at the Baptist Church will be “Let at Willow Brook If only we may companied Mr. and Mrs. C. F. JackSchools in town openc 1 Tuesday
Mrs. Adelia Wilson of Winchendon
son
and
Mrs.
Edith
Dingdle
of
South
i
,
“
“
*7°'
lne
new
couruy
al. of Holliston. Mass., were over- Spear, Jr . Dr. A H. St. Clair Chase. Us Go On; " Church school will be at have a good rain before another frost
I club agent will be present Every
Miss Irma Morse went lart Satur-1 was a caller among her old friends
Waldoboro
on
the
Farm
Bureau
tour
night guests Friday of Mr and Mrs. ’ Ralph Wiggin and George W. Walker noon, and the evening sermon topic arrives there may be hopes of re
one is invited to attend. Following day to Farmington where rhe will at- ln
place Labor Day.
Fred Peabody, enroute on a motor
Mrs. Lewis Burgess gave a vivid' “After Giving Thanks.” The young viving our dahlia garden which has last Tuesday.
{
Beaver Camp” girls returned to
the contest will be the regular meet tend Farmington Normal School
Mrs.
Narcessa
Rines
of
the
village,
description of her experiences with. people's orchestra will furnish music suffered severely during the past
trip to St Stephens. N. B
ing of the Grange at which time there
Miss Leila Stockbridge is visiting;respective homes last ThursMrs, E. M. Dudley of Hudson, N. Y„
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dilloway and Mrs Andrews, when the two attended ‘ in the evening. Roger Teague, so- few weeicS of severe drouth.
will be an open session for the Lec friends in Millinocket.
j day
Miss
Leona
Rines.
R.
N„
of
Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Perry and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dilloway of in May the coronation of King , loist in the morning, will sing “Voice
turer's program to which those who
Mjss
Arlene
Bates
of
Portland
Is
Mrs Pred Spear and children are
daughter Betty of Lincolnville were Mrs. Fred Rines and son Floyd and care to remain are invited. After the with her grandmother Mrs. Eddie in Criehaven for a few weeks.
Everett. Mass, have been spending George VI and Queen Elizabeth in of Jesus" (Petrie)
Virgin
of
Oakland
were
Labor
Day
Services
will
be
resumed
Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
several weeks at the Dilloway farm. London.
| Mrs- Roland Payson, daughters
Grange meeting games will be played Scott.
callers at J. A. Rines.
Dana Smith. Sr., of the merchant at the Congregational Church, the Perry Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess of
It is hoped that many may attend
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Snell
of
Dor>a ®nd Marilyn accompanied by
Mrs. M Emma Winchenbach, L.
Recent callers at Willow Brook
North Weymouth, Mass., were guests man S. S. Texan, joined his family pastor's vacation being over. Thc
both meetings and a good time ls Kennebunk spent the holiday with ber mother, Margaret Grassow of
Sunday in this place for a period of morning subject will be, "The Help- Farm were Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bow I. Mank. Burnell and Margaret Mank guaranteed.
the weekend of George Teague.
her mqther. Mrs. Nettie Milan. They j Hope, were in Camden Friday, guests
lessness of Unbelief.” Holy Com- den and daughter Constance of Cam were Sunday guests at Perley Win
Miss Marie M. Myer, who spent several days.
Miss Avis Taylor of Glen Cove was were accompanied home by thelr ’ 01 l,er sister, Mrs. Oeorge Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. John Starrett, who j munion will follow.
den. Mrs. Richard Feyler, Tnomaston. chenbach‘s. Back Cove and callers at the guest of Arlene Keller for several daughter Betty.
the past week with Mrs. W. A. Cream} Mr- »nd Mrs. C. O. Hoyt of South
?r, returned Monday to her home in spent the summer at the Shorten j Howard A. Welch. Jr., left Friday N A. Tiffany. Providence. Mr. and Capt. Lew Wallace's and Allie Cush days last week.
A large crowd from this place at-1 Unlon accompanied by Mrs. Ida
Vew York.
house, returned Friday morning to' morning (Sept. 10) for Wheaton. I Mrs L. A Tiffany, Camden. Mrs. man's. Friendship.
Oscar Gould of Belfast has been tended Blue Hill Fair, Monday and Harrie of Massachusetts, were callers
Miss Myrtie Reever accompanied
Mrs. Samuel Williams and Miss ■ their home in Somerville, Mass.
j El with Richard Snow Charles Ellis Bessie Mac\ianus and sister Mrs
visiting friends here this week.
at the home of Mrs. May Robbins.
Tuesday.
Clara Hursom of Hopedale. Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tibbetts of ano Everett Frohock all of Rockland, Edith Hill of Massachusetts, Mrs. her sister Mrs. Bessie Monahan to
Raymond Fogler of Chicago visited
Alta and Martha Wilson ot Win
Mrs.
Adelia
Trask
who
has
been
ill
Mr and Mrs. Harold Stevens of ■ Malden, Mass., were weekend guests ' and will enter the Wheaton College
Camden. Mrs. Addie Hall Scarsdale, N. Y. Tuesday.
his mother Mrs. M. A. Fogler Tues ls very much improved.
chendon, Mass., hae been guests here
Mrs.
Sarah
Sidensparker.
Mrs.
O.
Swampscott. Mass. joined Mr. Wil-1 of Wesley Spear and Mrs. Hannah as student next week. Going by mo- and son Stanley of Gorham. Mrs.
day. He was called East by the ill
Beatrice Stockbridge cf Boston for several weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
tor they expect to reach their des Clara Hall, Hope. Miss Susie Wiley Bowden, son Charles, Mrs. H. Good
liams here at the home of his father.' Spear.
ness of his eldest son Henry who is a spent the holiday at home.
son came to this place Sunday and
tination
some
time
Sunday
afternoon.
win
and
son
Edward
were
guests
of
j
and Frank Cross. Charlestown, Mass.
Nelson Williams for the weekend,
Mr and Mrs. Henry Oliver returned
patient at a Portland hospital.
returned
home Labor Day with their
Mrs.
Margaret
Sprague
is
with
rel

Mrs. Fred Peabody and Mrs. Jud
Mrs. Alfred Little, Bristol, Monday.
and on their return Monday were j Tuesday afternoon to their home in
Miss Bernice Nutt has been con atives In Presque l6le.
daughters, who had a fine vacation
son
Benner
enjoyed
a
picnic
dinner
Mrs.
N.
S.
Reever
and
Miss
Una
accompanied by Samuel Williams and Abington, Mass., after spending the
fined to her home by a severe cold.
WALDOBORO
Miss Lucille Smith of Thomaston with V. A. Torrey, their uncle.
in Appleton Thursday with Mrs.
Clark were in Portland Tuesday.
grandson Nahum Stevens ef Hope-1 weekend and holiday with Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs William Sandbloom, recently visited relatives here.
Mrs. Vinnie Hubbard of New York
Everett Whitney. Mr. Benner and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W Deering and
Arthur Brown is making improve
dale. Mass.
■ Mrs. Frank L. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joyce have has arrived at this place and is guest
Peabody are making repairs at the ments on the grounds of his apart Miss Helen Deering of Newton Cen Sr., and family returned Thursday to
Mrs, John S. MacDonald, who ob-Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Milton. Mass.
of her brother Oeorge Davis and
moved to Rockport.
Everett Whitney place in Appleton. ment house on Main street.
ter, Mass, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
served her 82nd birthday anniversary E. B. Clark were Barrett Clark. Miss
Mr. and Mrs: Plowman Rnd sons of
Mahlon Holmes of Massachusetts family.
H.
B.
Bovey
last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
on Friday was guest of honor at a Florence Blackwood and Miss June
Scarboro spent the weekend with Mr. spent the holiday with hls parents,
Mrs. Martha Young ls with Miss
Special new low prices on school family returned Monday to thenMrs. M. Emma Winchenbach and
family picnic party on tha! day at j Carroll all of Cambridge, Mass., and
and Mrs. Fred Collins, Sr. On their Mr and Mrs Will Holmes.
Nina Titus for an indefinite time.
togs for boys are being featured at home in Newton. Mass.
Miss
Dorothy
Muir
were
at
Sandy
the CCC Camp ground in Camden, j John Tyler of Newton, Mass.
return they were accompanied by
Several Odd Fellows from thi^
Many of our summer guests left
Lindsey's, Watts Block, Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Does of Everett. Shores, Monday.
Present were Mrs. Hattie Allen and j Mr. and Mrs Charles Ring, Mrs.
their daughter Viola who has been last week, leaving us all alone again Place attended Frank Lenfest's
109-110
Mass., are at the Waltz camp at'
and
L- Bowers were in spending several weeks at the Collins'
Miss Lucy Allen of Mt. Vernon, N. Y..' Ralph Crockett and three children
funeral Tuesday.
Back Cove.
J Augusta Friday.
Miss Ina Allen of Dudley. N. J.. Mrs j-'who were weekend and holiday guests
OLD COUNTRY ROADS
home. Mr. and Mrs. Collins also
Pioneer Grange after several weeks
Dr.
and
Mrs.
A.
H.
Hammond.
!
Mrs
N.
S.
Reever.
Mrs
B
Monahan,
Lucy Weaver and Mrs. Frances Stahl j of Mrs. Leslie Bidwell in Amherst,
WEST APPLETON
(For The Courier-Oazette|
had as guests their son Fred Jr., and
[ has resumed Its meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leighr and v.ho have been passing a month here Miss U Clark and Miss M. Reever
love old country road* that lead away,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert Gould . N. H.. have returned home,
a friend from Pittsfield. Mass., who I Far
Mr. and Mrs. A. U. Payson. Mrs
from blatant horn and madly rac
visited the Nordica Home in Farmof Camden and John 3. MacDonald j Mr. and Mrs. Irville Spear and daughter of Somerville. Mass., have have returned to Long Island. N. Y.
returned to that city early in the
ing wheel,
Amelia Dornan. John Dornan and
Beneath tall graceful elms that bend and 1 pnn_
“nu
Miss Dorothea Waltz has returned
Monday.
of Warren. Mrs. MacDonald received | daughter Ruth returned Monday to been visiting his mother. Mrs. Emma
week.
away
I Hope Bowley were Sunday visitors at
to Marblehead. Mass| Mr- and Mrs. G. J. Mank enterseveral nice presents, including a their home in Woburn, Mass., after Leighr, and sister Rena Leighr.
Mrs. Leila Lermond of South War
Ouardlng an ample peace end plenty, Mount Desert Island. Acadia Na
Mr and Mrs. Merle Harriman and
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Hayden of tained several friends Monday eve- ren spent Labor Day with her aunt
being guests the past week of Mr
birthday cake.
tional Park, also calling on friends
Old country roads where the turkey and at Verona
Ivan Spear of Cape Elizabeth, re and Mrs. Wilbur Spear and other daughter Pauline of Littleton. Mass, Washington. D C.. were at J. T. j nin8. honoring the recent birthdays Mrs. Alfred Dow.
the hen
spent a few days last week with Mr Gay's Tuesday.
ol Arthur Nickerson Jr. and Fredcently returned from a trip to the relatives.
Miss Hazel Nutt spent last week
May strut and scratch without a fear ln
and
Mrs.
M.
E.
Harriman.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
William
Muir
are
in
erlc
Jones.
Games
were
enjoyed
and
mind;
Miss
Bertha
Starrett
returned
to
North on the Thebaud. with Com
with Helen Leach at South Elliot re Where brooks run laughing down the
DUTCH NECK
Richard Drake and Wesley Cun Frenchboro, where they will pass refreshments were served. There
mander MacMillan, was a recent Malden, Tuesday to resume her
hill and then
turning home Saturday with her
Misses
Hazel and Anne Winchen
ningham
Jr.
are
visiting
their
sister
Regretting
thelr
haste
turn
back
to
the
winter.
,
were
29
present.
teaching
duties
there
Wednesday
caller on his grandparents, maternal
gaze behind.
Ralph Lovell of Sanford has been! The Social Club met with Mrs. sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
bach returned from Friendship re
Mr. and Mrs. J S. MacDonald, and after having spent the summer at her Mrs. Glenys Fish.
Mrs. Vernon Packard of Portland
Roads where mlld-eyed cows peer over cently where they have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stover and guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs., Nel'ie Reever Sept. 2 with 20 prespaternal, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Spear. summer home here.
who spent the weekend and holiday
walls of stone,
relatives.
Mr.
Cox
of
Houlton
spent
the
week

J. H. Lovell.
|ent at the picnic dinner. Mrs. here.
Maurice Watts has been employed
Knee deep ln yellow buttercups and
Mrs. Alice Murphy entertained at a
dew wet grass.
_ _ _
end
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
H.
Fowles.
Mr. and Mrs
Elroy Gross and two
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
C.
Flint
have
Reever
arranged
the
program:
Vocal
lobster dinner at Tenant's Harbor, the moving the Charles Wilson house
Mrs. Frank Lehtonen and daugh That cross a tiny bridge which rumbles rhildren nr
““U kWl/
The Misses Grace, Lottie and Ida been guests of their daughter, Mrs. i so'os. Miss Muriel Chase of Augusta.
in a monotone
enuaren of Bath, N. Y„ have been
following guests Mrs. J. S. Mac- several feet from where it was set to
ter Elaine who have been visiting
As lf It roared a throaty welcome as recent visitors Of Mr and Mrs. W K
| conundrums, Mrs. Edna McIntire, friends and relatives in town for
Donald. Mr and Mrs. Wilbur Spear of its concrete foundation and cellar Brown of Camden. Mrs. Charles Carl Becker.
you pass.
Winchenbach.
Carlton of East Union. Mrs. Orriet
Miss Leona Rines of Portland is! readings, Mrs. Hazel Bowers and Mrs. two weeks, were Joined by Mr. Leh
Warren and Mr. and Mrs Roy Spear built this summer
A quiet friendly road that widens where
Smith
of
Washington
called
Sun

Mrs. Linda Lord of Allston, Mass ,
visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
Fred
L.
Burns.
I
Harriet
Rines,
contest
by
Miss
Chase.
The E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V.,
of Cape Elizabeth. Mrs. MacDonald
a spring
tonen Thursday and they all have re
Splashes Its cold ambrosia In'o a tub has been a guest at the home of Mr.
Dr. and Mrs J. B. Nicholson and , Prize won by Mrs. Gammon. The turned to their home in East Brain
called while in Tenant’s Harbor on initiated two candidates. Miss Susan day on Mrs. Edith Bartlett.
of moss:
Will Robbins of Braintree. Mass., children are in town where they will following officers were elected: Mrs.
Where stately maples tov.ei high to and Mrs. H B. Stahl and Mrs. WF.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Simmons and Stevens and Mrs. Nettie Jameson at
tree, Mass.
kindly fling
Chase.
pass a month.
Edna White, president; Mrs. Delora
the first fall meeting of the order, called on old friends last Saturday.
Charles Wall.
Mrs. Ralph Thorndike motored to
Inviting shade for thirsty men and
The
Susannah
Wesley
Society
held
;
“
ank,
Jce
President;
Mrs.
Mildred
Harbor
S
‘
i
de
‘
H
Cape
”
Ros?e'r.
“
Thursday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Miller
called
George Wakefield of Bath has been
wetry horse.
Mr. and Mrs. John Connell and held Wednesday.
Mrs. Benjamin Johnson. Sr., of recently on Mr. and Mrs. G. H. its annual dollar social Friday even- Gajnmon. secretary; Miss Bertha and on the return trip was accom- I love country roads that lead away. a recent visitor of Mr. and Mrs. Astor
daughter Patricia of Auburn were
Far from blatant horn and madly rac Miller.
ing in the Methodist vestry. A pleas- st°rer. treasurer.
Next meeting, panied by her sister Miss Emily
weekend guests of John Connell and Marlboro. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Fowles.
ing wheel.
Mrs. Harry Collamore, children ing program was presented under the I
Mrs. Thomas Winchenbach and
I® w111 Pc with Mrs. Leavritt Counce and relatives from Massa Beneath tall grace elms that bend and
Benjamin Johnson Jr., and two
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Halligan.
sway
Elaine,
Dorothy,
Russel
and
Ray

three children were recent guests of
direction of Miss Cordelia Barnard Mank.
Recent overnight guests of Mr. and children of Scituate, Mass., were re
chusetts who will visit Mr. and Mrs.
°U\rhi^lsa?eaaimPle PeaCe and Plenty her Parents- Mr and Mrs. Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Neilson of Troytown, William Counce for a few days be
Mrs Clifford Spear were Dr. Reid cent callers at the home of Mr. and mond of Saugus. Mass , spent the Eighteen were in attendance.
M&daiiene Cash, i Fairbrother at Edgecomb
weekend
with
her
husband
at
the
The members of Meenahga Grange N. Y„ have rented Dr. Hahn's tene fore returning to their home.
Rawding and daughter Shirley of Mrs. Parker McKellar.
enjoyed a corn roast Tuesday evening ment, formerly the Ann Wotton place.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Wooster and home of his parents.
Weston, Mass.
Arlene Keller spent the weekend
Leonard Collamore died Sept. 41 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. P.
Mrs. Gertrude Wallace and son with her grandparents, Mr and Mrs
Miss Helen Whittemore and Har Mrs. Emma Weedon of Springfleld,
vard Wilkins of West Roxbury, Mass., Mass., have been recent guests of after being in failing health for a | Jackson. These annual events are Melvin spent several days of last Charles Maxey at Glen Cove.
Is Constipation making you feel Sluggish,
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. John Dean at East long time. He is survived by his wife I among the most pleasant of the week with Mrs. Roy Wallace at
Mrs. Ida Collamore, a son Harry Grange get-togethers.
Languid, Out-of-sorts?
A picnic Thomaston.
S. F. Copeland and Mr. and Mrs. Warren.
PORT CLYDE
Winfield Demuth who has been a
Professor and Mrs. Oliver P. Watts Collamore of Saugus, Mass., also two lunch was served with the delicious
Frank Rowe.
Remember:
daughters,
Mrs.
Nellie
Snowden
of
of
Madison,
Wis.,
were
callers
Tues

corn
from
the
Jackson
gardens
,
P
a
Hcnt
at
the
Marine
Hospital,
Mrs. Nancy Eastman and Miss
Sunday afternoon in the Baptist
day evening at the home of Mr. and Bath and Ethel Collamore who tend Games were played following the sup-! Ceering, returned home Saturday,
Chapel at 3 o'clock the Sunday
Mrs. J. S. MacDonald and later on erly cared for her father in his fail per. Forty-two members and guests' Gladys, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. School’will meet. The young people's
ing health. There are several grand attended.
Miss Georgia Mathews.
A. L. Burns, who has been a patient service will begin Sunday at 6 p. m.
DR. F. S. POWERS
For 86 years
Mrs Gertrude Starrett is in West children. Sympathy is extended the
at Knox Hospital for four weeks has Mr. Stuart will be the leader this
Dentist
this
family
medicine
for young and
Waldoboro caring for Mrs. Jack family in their time of sorrow.
Special new low prices on school returned home.
week. The evening service will be
Warren,
Tel. 10-4 Newbig
old hat been an aid in relieving constipation
M. E. Harriman has returned home togs for boys are being featured at
Harold Jameson, Robert Starrett, held ln the Martinsville Church.
Evenings and Saturdays
|
... Agreeable to take ... Try it ... At Druggists ...
Mrs. Alice Strong and sister, Mrs. after spending a few days in Massa- Lindsey's, Watts Block, Thomaston. Helen Fales and Barbara Autio are Thursday night is Prayer-meeting
Gas and Oxygen Administered

RECORD ENTRY LIST FOR LIVESTOCK SHOW

W

___________ 1O6S*115 I Maude Webber Thomas of Medford, chusetts

109-1W

attending High School ln Thomaston. night.

FIRE IN THE BAY

Every-Other-Day
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Notices of Appoiritmerl

THOMASTON

CLOVER FARM’S SPECIALS FOR

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Probate Notices

In Everybody’s Column

;

FOR SALE

'

NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements ln this column not to
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register ot ProTo all persons Interested in either of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
bate for the County of Knox, ln the , the estates hereinafter named:
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln , At a Probate Court held at Rockland, tional lines five cents each for one time
UPRIGHT PIANO, for sale, good tone,
10 cents for three times. Six small words good condition. MRS. SARGENT. 19
the following estates the persons were , an<i fjr the County of Knox, on the
appointed
Administrators.
Executors. 17th day of August ln the year of our to a line.
Purchase St.. City.
108*110
Guardians and Conservators and on the | Lord one thousand nine hundred and
, BUILDING, for sale. 23 ft. by 16 ft. on
dates hereinafter named:
I thirty-seven and by adjournment from
Orange 8treet Cftll joe ADAMS. BerkANNIE B BROWN, late of Friendship, clay to day from the 17th day of said
deceased
Melvin Lawry of Friendship August. The following matters having I
U7 A NTCn
♦ IleY >treet;------------------------------- -^9-lt
was appointed Admr DBN. CTA. July been presented for the action thereupon I
1931 IORD dump truck, for snle, steel
n Mil 1 LD
,i body,
good condition. Cash, terms or
20. 1937. and qualified by filing bond July hereinafter
Indicated it
ls
hereby
trade TENANTS HARBOR OARAGE.
28. 1937
ORDERED.
108*110
MIDDLE-AGED housekeeper wanted ln i Tenant s Harbor. Tel. 41-11.
ADDIE WYLLIE. late of Warren, deThat notice thereof be given to all
Plain cooking Older | 1935 FORD roadster, for sale, good con' ceased. Sidney M. Wyllie of Warren was persons Interested, by causing a copy of widower's home
appointed» Admr.,
*-»
Aug
a..„ 17. 1937.
mo-? without
order to be published three weeks children assist with work. 6 WATER ST., dltlon EVERETT FERNALD. City.
_____________ 109*112 !
_________
108*110
bond
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a Thomaston.
EVELYN M. VINING, late of Hope, de newspaper published at Rockland, ln
WANTED to buy place of 5 to 15 acres j BALDWIN Refrigerator, for sale at 108
said
County,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
ceased
Maynard H. Bowley of Hope
with buildings ln Rockland
Address j TALBOT AVE
108-110
was appointed Admr.. Aug. 17 1937. and Probate Court to be held at said Rock FARM care The Courier-Gazette.
land on the 21st day of September. A D .
qualified by filing bond on same date
108*110 1 SAFE 2'j by 4'- feet, for sale, $45,
________________ - I and glass wall case 8 feet long, $15. A
HELEN M LYDDIE. late of Rockland, 1937. at 8 o'clock ln the foren >on, and be
OIRI wanted for care of two children. , WIEGAND. Vlnalhaven.
108*110
deceased. Frank S. Lyddle of Rockland heard thereon If they see cause.
MRS STANLEY BOYNTON. 48 Talbot | —GUERNSEY^ COWS,---------------------------for sale, grade
was appointed Admr.. Aug. 17. 1937. and
109-lt
WILLIAM T COBB, late of Rockland, A Yr Tel 781-3.
and reg. All bred to a son of Langwater.
qualified by filing bond on same date
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
FULL shaggy male kittens, wanted. All | Heavy milkers, high butter fat. WonderZEBEDEE E SIMMONS, late of South i thereof asking that thc same may be Tiger or Grav color. One all pure white, ful family cows
Prices
reasonable
Thomaston, deceased Lena S. Simmons proved and allowed and that Letters Tes- BAY VIEW FARM, North Haven. Me
ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Me.. Tel.
of South Thomaston was appointed Exx . tamentary Issue to Lucy B Cobb ol Rock
105*110 | 292-R.
105-111
land, she being the Exucutrlx named ln
Aug. 17. 1937. without bond.
..... ..........
.............. bond;
...................
...............
; AGED LADY, wants home for' 1929 ESSEX COACH, for sale. In good
Will, without
and ,
petitioners
ELIZA U LUCE, late of Boston Mass . .said
deceased
Harriet C. Luce of Boston. further pray that the Court determine winter. Apply at MRS. H. BELYEA'S, 1 condition. 4 excellent tires. LEWIS
Thomaston St
109*111
SIMMONS, South Thomaston.
109*lt
Mass . was appointed Exx . Aug. 17, 1937. as a fact whether the omission of the I
WANTED, names MEN under 26 who | SMALL I'ARM. for sale. Oood bulldand qualified by filing bond Aug. 19. 5aST’™J Martha Cobb Wood slid Anna
wllllng t0 worg,or ,75 a month whileIngs. sightly location MRS GERTRUDE
1937. Gilford B Butler of South Thom Cobb Wlswall was Intentional ot was not ;
occasioned by mistake
1 training to become aviators or ground STUDLEY. Thomaston. Maine •.09*120
aston was appointed Agent ln Maine.
EBEN ALDEN. late of Thomaston, de- mechanics One year's training given I DiNINO ROOM FURNITURE, for sale
LENA C. CONARY. late of Rockland,
Will and Petition for Probate by U S Air Corps. Costs absolutely bed r00m bCt fireplace screen, andirons,
deceased Ralph M Spear of Warren was ceased
FLYING _ INTELLLIGENCL miscellaneous household goods
Apply
appointed Exr., Aug 17. 1937. and quali thereof asking that the same may be nothlng_
proved and allowed and that, Utters Tes- SERVICE. Box 522. Milwaukee, Wls.
fied by filing bond Aug 19. 1937.
21 OROVE 6T
109*111
tamentary
Issue
to
Nancy
C.
Alden
of
_______________
___________________
109*lt
LULIE UFPORD, late of Union, de- _
.
. ,
______
___________________
6 _
H P _BULL
DOG ENGINE, for sale.
the Executrix
ceased
Herbert L Grtnn-ll of Union ™^ton- aim t»l^ tnt
BMCUinx 1 RANGES and heaters, wanted any, VICTOR OINDLE. 105 New County Road,
was appointed Admr. C .T A . July 20 named
named ln
ln said
said Will,
Will, without
without bond.
bond.
kind Pay good price. HILL DANE. 235 clt„
109*111
1937. and qualified by filing bond Aug
WILLIAM H GLENDENNINO, SR , late : Main St
105*116! —
___ .....................................—- ■■■; - ,
24. 1937.
Of Rockland, deceased
Will and Pe- ■_________ .....__________ _
I 1928 PONTIAC COACH, for sale, good
TEL. Ash Point 375-13.
109-111
MARY E BROWN, late of Un.om de- ttUon1 for Probate thereof »,k.ng that r™ilesct„, „ome.
Llmerock St.
APPLES on trees, for sale. Wolf Rivers.
ceased
Herbert L. Grinnell of Union
be Pr°''e.d and allowed and
£VA AMES
107*109
______
Red Astrachans, etc . very cheap TEL.
was appointed Exr . Aug. 17. 1937. and
Letters Testamentary Issue to Mary
PATIENTS
109-tf
hv mine hnnd Aue 24 1937
Agnes Glendennlng of Rockland, she
_________ wsntfd
______ to care for In my. , Rockland 793-W after 4 p m
HESDEHSOS.
ol
S. S’.S.'oo^S""
!S«“to Mill?.
°'‘
“SX
«"■>'<> <*»<=» <•'
« «™

One of the attractive parties of late
summer was the tea given by Mrs .
John Creighton of Ashburham.
Mass., and Thomaston and Mrs. Al
bert B. Elliot at the former’s Main j
6treet home. The guests of honor were j
Mrs. Creightons sister. Miss Alice
LOVER
Hellier, Rockland whose marriage to j
'ARU
Charles West of Augusta will be an
TOMATO
event of this month, and Miss Elea
SOUP
nor Bird, also of Rockland, who is I
OVEN
soon to take up her duties as a (
BAKED
teacher in the public schools in Au
gusta. Mrs. John A. Black of Rock
land poured. This affair was also a
What our lightkeepers and cozst
kitchen shower for Miss Hellier and
guardsmen are doing to protect
a going-away shower for Miss Bird.
coastwise shipping by day and by
Others who attended were Mrs. Doug
night. The day's news from manv
lass Rockwell of Hartford. Conn., who
lonely outposts along Maine's
with Mr Rockwell is at their cottage
waterfront
at Bird's Point Mrs. Charles W. Babb.
Jr., of Camden Mrs. Theodore Bird,
Mrs. Joseph Doyle, Mrs. Robert Jew
Peaches,
basket 33c Steak,
lb 29c
Portland Head
For Canning
Top Round
ell Mrs Earle R. Cowell. Miss Rose
William Clark, retired carpenter
O'Neil, Miss Virginia Snow, Miss
ln the service, and Mr and Mrs. Guy
lb 25c
Sweet Potatoes, 7 lbs 19c Pot Roast,
Katherine Veazie. all of Rockland.
Stives and son John of South Port
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot and Miss Bar
land called on F. O. Hilt Sunday.
bara Elliot of this town.
*S>C
ioyerFarm Stores<™>
Mrs. Sarah Webster and Edgar
Mrs. Byron G Hahn and son David
Webster
of Danvers. Mass., were
returned to their home in Medford
guests over the holiday of R. T. Ster
GEORGE Bl'CK. Warren
1VILLIAM T. FLINT, Rockland
Hillside. Mass.. Thursday, after being
ling and family.
guests of Mr and Mrs. Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Robinson, son Rockland. Public Admr . for Knox
Hahn for the past several days. They
Jack, guests of F. O. Hilt and family, County, was appointed Public Admr. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate apt , wanted by two middle age ladles or------------------------were accompanied by Mrs. Nellie H.
asking that the same may be as boarders iri a refined lamlly. Write, TWO horses and 2 heifers for sale,
Cullen, returned to their home in Point, have taken a cottage for ten motored to St. George last Saturday August 26. 1937. and qualified by filing thereof,
of the estate of Wm M. Hoffses. Thomasproved and allowed and that Letters e. B. care The Courier-Gazette
Starrett, who has been guest of rela
bond on same date.
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Apply to RODNEY I THOMPSON.
Testamentary Issue to Etta M Teel of
days.
Lewiston Tuesday.
to visit Mrs. Lucy Robinson.
FLORENCE A. KEENE late of Rock St. George, she being .he Executrix —j——————______ Rockland.________________________ 107*109
tives here during part of the summer
Miss Clara Jameson has returned j
Mrs. William Sharpe of East Hart
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Perley N Bartlett of named ln said Will, without bond.
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FINE walnut roll top desk,
for sale,
Labor Day was party day with us. Rockland was appointed Exr. Aug. 17.
recess and who was enroute to Gen
CAROLINE E LOOK, late of Rockland
Probate Notices
4ft. good condition. JOHN L. BEATON.
ford, Conn., who underwent a tonsil home after a weekend visit with Mr
Present were F O. Hilt and family, R 1937 and qualified by filing bond Aug. deceased. Will and Petition for Probate --------eseo. N. Y., to resume her position at
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operation at the Knox County Gen and Mrs. Paul Wotton of Lynn, Mass. I T. (Sterling and family, Mrs. Sarah 27. 1937
thereof, asking that the same may be
ESTATE EVELYN L. AMES, late of
Oeneseo State Normal School.
ETHELDA C. MEHAN. late of ThomprOved and allowed and tha: Letters Matlnicus Isle Plantation, deceased. First traller forsa,,. $io c EGROTTON 138
Mr and Mrs Edmund Wotton. son
era; Hospital in Rockland, a few days
Webster. Miss Marion Sterling, Mr aston. deceased Florence E. Fessenden Testamentary Issue to Harold W Look and final account (Including privatef camden St Tel 1214-M
The Ladies' Baptist Missionary
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ago. is now convalescing at the home Lee. daughter Joyce of Owls Head
of
Newton.
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Conference of the Lincoln Associa
ln said Will, without bond
allowance by Weston L. Ames. Admr.
ATTRACTIVE COTTAGE, partly furof her brother and his wife, Mr. and spent the past week with relatives and
tion will be held at the Church in
and Arthur Harlow. The ladies mo bond Alfred M Strout of Thorton
wrLLIAM p HURLEY. late qt Rock- ESTATE IRVINO E MURCH. late of
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land,
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and
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final
I
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lake Inquire 41SEA 8T . Camden.
Camden. Tuesday, Sept. 21. beginning
tored to the Desert of Maine in the
HERMAN RAWLEY. late of St George piobate thereof, asking that the same account presented for allowance by Lola J___________________________ ______104*109
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street.
i Albert Wall of New York city is
at 10 o'clock in the morning and con
afternoon. In the evening they were deceased Eva Wellman of Thomaston may be proveb and allowed and that M Culver. Exx
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ESTATE
CHARLES
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Stoves,
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been employed at the Wanakah ccttage. Martins Point.
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Sunday School will be held at the
F. D Hilt and family were in
the Executrix named ln said Will, with- final account presented for allowance i' GUARANTEED HOUSE PAINT, for sale
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register. [out
Country Club in Hamburg. N. Y
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sampson and
bond
by Clarence E. Waterman. Exr
—$1 93 gal Red Barn Paint. $1.05 gal.
usual hour, 9.45 o'clock at the Fed105-S-lll
~during the summer arrived home sou Richard of Augusta were callers Thcmaston Thursday to attend the
KATE J OVERLOCK, late of Warren.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire. 1 Freight paid on 7 gallons or more. JOHN
era ted Church Sunday morning. Tne
funeral
services
for
their
uncle,
Peter
deceased Will and Petition for Probate judge of Probate Court for Knox County. H DURGIN PAINT CO . 40 West St.,
Wednesday to spend ten days with Sunday at Albion Wottons.
I Blcdeford. Maine. Tel. 718.
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morning and evening services will be
mar school. We wish him the best of thereof, asking that the ,ame may be Rockland. Maine
proved and allowed and that Letters Teher mother Mrs John Creighton.
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Atl!! ™*B! FS L VEAZIE Register
™E ATWO°D LEVENSALER Property.
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attend the Katherine Gibbs Secre- j ir.g a guest of the Shapiro family at
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enjoyed visiting at the Light and Arnold spent four days last month tioner prays that the Court determine
tarial School this winter.
Martin s Point.
whether the omission of tever, other
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HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD. Tenant's
smajler parties here recently was
came as often as he could. We are
Latter Day Saints Reunion living children was Intentional or
nil
I (ill (111 I KIAL finf
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house.
Mr. and Mrs Marstin T. Simmons
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Simmons and
II ILiLi CIV veil iixiix
condition, lights, bath, living spring
the luncheon at which Miss Mildred
sorry for his family. Their home was Grounds in Brooksville. The Reunion otherwise.
left Friday morning for Detroit. Mich., children Clara. Richard and Willard
______
In
cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
MARGARET
A.
BENNER,
late
of
Rock

I. L. Demmons entertained Thursday
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.
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V
» Prlce attractive
GRANVILLE BACHwhere Mr Simmons will attend the were recent guests of Mrs.AlmonM.
Amelia
Merchant, ELDER. Tel. 16-12. Tenant's Harbor
at the home of her parents. Mr. and
out of State people were present, also Probate thereof, asking that the same Mrs.
' be deeply missed.
National Convention of the Brother- Wallace.
may be proved and allowed and that
Charged With Murder, Is bUMBER Stdlng. Matched Bourn*.
Mrs. Percy E. Demmons. Her guests
cars from seven States.
Letters Testamentary Issue to George T
Capt. Ingalls has been appointed
Miss Ruth Shapiro has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Colberth and Stewart of Rockland he being the Execu
were Mrs. Waldo A. Clapp. Mrs. hood of Maintenance of Way EmSaid To Be Sane
Berry Crates. Mill Wood, for sale. L. A.
Cincinnati after spending the sum as the new superintendent and we
PACKARD. RF.D. Thomaston Me Tel.
Forest W Stone Miss Jane R. Miller l’:0>eesfamily have returned from a six-day tor named ln said Will, without bond
Rockland 446.
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JULIA L. ASTLE. late of St. George, demer with her father. Isador Shapiro extend our hearty congratulations.
According to an unofficial but auleave which would have been a very ceased Will and Petition for Probate
and Miss Dorothy L Starrett.
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proved and allowed and iliac Letters t
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’ various sizes
Write for particulars,
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Carter of extend sympathy to a bereaved
Brasier Post. American Legion and ‘
Ba>’— Church,
the death of Mrs. Colberths father Testamentary issue to Blanche k chant, who on Not. 20. 1936. is al- henry a thorndike, Newport. R. I
Thomaston were Sunday guests of Mr. family in the Lighthouse service. We which occurred the day before they ^mrix'n^med'in^d
legsd
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Roland
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were sorry to learn that Capt. Harry
and Mrs. George Carter.
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.
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to
come
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Morton's Beach, ln Friendship. SunFRIENDSHIP
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Matt B Jones and L Nye. keeper of Doubling Point
We were saddened to learn of the
pip,e£ Iate z! RockP°rt Eeer Isle and who was committed for 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
day. Sept. 12.
------.
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.
deceased Will and Petltlan for Probate
daughters Grace and Sarah have re Range, is dead. Keeper Nye Was .
f 105-tf
death of Lester Beal which occurred thereof, asking that the ume may be observation to Bangor State Hospital,
Harris S Shaw returned to Boston ' Miss Blanche Prior and John Fulpennant Ind
fast I?1 hU h°"’e “
turned to their home in Waban, awarded the Efficiency
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MrT^ye
Portland
He
T^'meXyI^Vto
Hattie*P*P&Vtf
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fCUnd
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the
Ban
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Thursday after spending a few days ton have returned to Whitinsville,
Mass after spending the summer in January. Keeper
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mass., after visiting her parents. Mr.
’___ /
E
had worked at our station at differ- £ock??rh.8.1?e b?1.*18 th? Ex.-c-utrix named gor News.
Georgia Burns house.
daughters have been guests of R. T
said Will, without bond
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.
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,
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ent times and we always enjoyed his InMARY
B Shaw on Pine street. He was ac- and Mrs. Crosby Prior
m SINEX. late of Edgewater
Followln8 the formal report by Dr,
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton and j Sterling and family at this station stay.
Park. New jersey, deceased
Exempli- Carl Hedin. superintendent of the „
companied by Miss Abbie Morton who
Miss Hazel Winchenpaw of Dutch
Mr and Mrs. Markley De bon Fell of a number of times. There comes to
Jasper Cheney. 2d assistant and g«h“PwithWa“1pS?ti^>,fo? Probau ‘of institution, she will be taken to the! piano vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
returned to Wakefield. Mass., after Neck, who has been guest of her aunt, Staten Island, N. Y., are spending mind a verse from Alice Carey s Light
family went recently to Lubec. Mrs Foreign wm. asking that the copy oi Hancock County Jail in Ellsworth,, c'a^lundell Friendship. llO94e*96-tf
spending the summer with Mrs. Ed- Mrs. William Pottle has returnjd a week at the Wotton summer home and Love:
Cheney will not return as school will j corded' la^he 'probate6cour- Jof"snox being put on trial at the September j ' watchmaker—Repairing
win Orcutt at Elmore and had been home.
watches,
“Light waits for us ln heaven: Inspiring
here.
soon commence.
(County, and that Letters TesiLmcntarv term cf Superior Court.
' clocksg ■‘n^.l^klnd.^all^nd^e.
thought!
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Shaw for the
Mrs. Myron Mank and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Creamer, That when the darkness all ls overpast.
be issued to Mary Slnex Cowan of Edgepast several days.
Norman Shaw, countj’ attorney, burv st.. Rockland. Tci 958-J
105-tf
---------------------i water Park. N J . and Haro.d B Wells
Lucille of Rockland visited last week , daughter Marguerite and son Gard Thc beauty which the Lamb of Qod
has bought
ROCK VII I r°f Bordentown. N. J., without bond
CIDER MILL start! Sept 24 and runs
Mrs. Frank Leach and daughter with her parents. Mr. a^i Mrs Albion
said when questioned by the News:
IXVJVPx V ILkL.
ESTATE B STANLEY GREGORY, late
ner of Waban. Mass . are spending a Shall flow about our saved souls at last.
..tv.
.. u
.i Fridays and Tuesdays Sweet elder 25c
Miss Hilda Leach, who have been Wotton.
them from all night-time and
The law in such cases provides, gaj: ajs0 k> tons blue joint grass for
-------1 of Rockport, deceased
Petition for
few days here at their summer home. And wrap
all woe;
There will be an out Joor service Administration, asking that William w that the superintendent of the hos- £alc cheap simonton. Rockville^
spending the past sixteen months
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Miss Rcse Carter and Joseph Fer Or. their return Lorenzo Jr., will The spirit and the word assure ussa.”
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock on Mrs
with her son and his wife, Rev and
pital to which the prisoner is com-, - yQUR FUTURE Amaz,„.?ly heiPfUi
nandez of Woolwich spent the week accompany them after having spent
Addison Collamore's hill with several °ut bop(i
Mrs. Hubert F. Leach on Main street,
mitted shall make his report to the reading Questions answered 25c and
White Head
end with Mr and Mrs. Sidney Carter. several weeks with his sister Mrs.
estate SARAH
The public is cordially Fr^dl^p.
S5?ce2edE PenuoT fo*rteAd- presiding justice of the court which,
GEoaGE A JONES' Bj“e.h1^
went to Boston Friday where they
iendshlp, deceased. Petition for Ad
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alley and four
Mr. and Mrs. Paul R Wotton of Chester Wotton.
invited.
i ministration, asking that Sarah K Jame- three days after the term opens. ' YARN—We are prepared to make your
will sail Sunday on the S. S. “Scythia''
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newbig are children of the Lighthouse ere spend
-rv.
. —
son
EYlendshlp. or some other sultfor their home in Horley. Surry Eng Lynn, Mass., spent the weekend with reteiving congratulations on the birth ing a few days in Jonesport. Mr.
Hedin of the Bangor
hospital
W00‘ Jor
‘n:osaIe
y,arn H„wA.rlteBARTLETT.
„!“r P"£Ls HarA1'°
The village school opened Tuesday, able person, be appointed Admx., with Supt.
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»
tyarn
land. They were accompanied to her mother. Mrs. Almon M. Wallace. cf a daughter. Mary Jane.
will,
therefore,
first
report
directly
mony. Maine
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After
the
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spent
at
their
KELE;
M
MAR8HALL
Alley is driving a handsome new
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb. Mrs.
Boston by Rev. Mr. Leach, who will
Justice Fisher.
[ BRICK cement, plastering and rock
summer home here Mr ancl Mrs. W of Somerville Mas,. deceased Petition to••Tt
Oldsmobile.
ie TV
1________ 1 work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W
Mueller
and
Dwight
Benner
of
Ailsremain there until Sunday, then go
it is my understanding, however, gray Tel 8533
A Barrows returned to Newtonville., h ' A^Ma™'of"'some'" Un"Ma-?'
105-tf
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow and
ing on to Errol. N. H.. where he will ton. Mass., and Joseph Benner of
Tuesday.
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Ro:ksome other suitable per-on be appointed that he will declare Mrs. Merchant
party of friends spent the day at
Admx . with bond
spend his annual vacation with Portland were recent guests of Mrs.
sane. If this is so she will co on land Halr Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders
Mr and Mrs. Leonard Packard of
ESTATE OLIVE I PFA9F ,,t. nt
.
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
White Head recently. Miss Helen Me
friends, and by his daughter. Miss Ar.gie Simmons.
Needham.
Mass.,
called
on friends j leased Petition for
m at tlw September term, which
los-tf
servey
of
Wellesley
College
and
Mrs.
Olive Leach who will return after a
Mrs Dorothy Carter accompanied
hero
a:king that Jethro D Peas? of Hone or i convenes next Tuesday.”
I
here satnrriav
Saturday.
Chauncey
Morrill
of
Rockland
called
some
other
suitable
person
bc
appointed
i
few days.
I by her parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Mrs. --------------Merchant,• -a —
middle-aged .
Daniel Shea who lived here and Admr. with bond
on Mrs A. J. Beal at the Lighthouse.
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The regular meeting of Grace Wallace of South Waldoboro motored
abbie e burgess, la*? cf Union de- w-dow. is alleged to have crept into ,
TO I FT
Messrs. Curtis. Johnson, Pettigrew attended school in the neighborhood th“eof a*im “«dh.rthion.,mer mr.^a£: the r°om where Weed lay a-sleep and
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Chapter, Order of the Eastern Star., to East Winthrop recently,
SALES AND SERVICE
of the Local U.SC.G, who have been nicre than 40 years ago was looking Liiuruui. asKin«? rnat tne same may be ,
following the summer recess, was held
isadore Shapiro and son Justin who
o? AdminlaJmtinn WHH
‘
“ 3
thr°Ugh hU braln'
SECOND floor furnished Apt., heated
a: Camp Curtis Guild at the Rifle UP old friends here recently.
beUsued t™Eda A Goff <J UffioTor fentment at hls supposed attentions to let at 14 MASONIC ST
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ir, Masonic hall Wednesday evening. haVe spent the summer at the Barnes
Range have returned and Ernest
Miss Emma Brewster of Bedford some other suitable person, with bond
‘to a young woman of the Village is
HEATED furnished apartment to let.
Plans were made to hold their an ccttage. Martin's Point, will leave
,
three rooms and bath, adults only R B.
Harmon is there this week.
spent the weekend and holiday with
ESTATE CALISTA S COLE, late of mougnt ato have been the
nual picnic at Mrs. Lilia Ames' cot for Montreal Saturday for a trip be
cause. He magune. 186 No. Mam st. Tel. 755-M
New Frigidaire Dealer
Rockport, deceased
Petition for Con- . n .
Miss Vernetta Foss who lives with J her mother Mrs. Fannie Brewster,
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tage at Spruce Head Island next fore returning to their home in Newflrmatlon of Trustee, a.-klng That the Uved onv
few hours.
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G.
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Alley
at
the
Trustees of the Methodist Ep*-copal
COZY. furnished five-room house, to
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Fred
Partridge
of
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Upton
while
Monday- Picnic supper will be served York city. Mrs. Clayton Oliver who
let. on Spruce
Head —
Island, available
of Rockport. Maine, be confirmed
, Charged with murder. Mr.s. Mer- —
~— ____
Lighthouse has gone to Tenant's Har visiting Mr. and Mrs. Percio Fiske Ls Church
as Trustees of the estate given ir. Trust c“^nt was arraigned in Deer Isle Sept 8; suitable for summer cottage or
at 6.30 and members are asked to has been cook for the Shapiro family
a
iu
’ year-round
------------- - dwelling:
u
rent‘ very
----- reason-------bor. where she entered High School assisting in the shingling of Mr for the benefit of said Methodist Eplseo- Hrinrr
take own dishes. Those desiring foi eleven weeks will return to her
pal Church of Rockport, presented by being bound over to the April term able TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 p. m.
Tuesday. She will board with Mrs. Fiske s house.
Trustees of said Church
transportation are asked to get in heme Saturday.
cf the Hancock County Superior __________________________________ 106-tf
Qenuine &n<jraved
John Reid.
ESTATE EDWARD J. MOREY, late of
ROOM apartment, to let; shed:
touch with either the Worthy Ma
Mr and Mrs. Le Roy Tolman and Rockland, deceased. First and final court. At this time she was commit allTHREE
Mrs. Nellie Birger who has spent
modern conveniences MRS MINNIE
Mr and Mrs. Roger Arsenault and
tron. Mrs. Marian B. Grafton or the the summer at her cottage, Martin's
MIES 31 Ocean St.______________ 109-111
family spent Labor Day with Mr. account presented for allowance by ted for observation.
Charles H Morey. Admr.. C.T.A
daughter Dorothy and Mrs. Katheryn
THREE apartments, to let. two fur
Worthy Patron. Edgar A. Ames and Point, has returned to Eoston.
and Mrs. William Eells who are camp
ESTATE CAROL ELIZABETH WHIT
McNutt and daughter Barbara all of
nished and one unfurnished. Good con
Al Th» Lowest Prices la History!
to meet at Ames' Market at 6 o'clock.
ing at Washington.
NEY RICHARDSON, of Cambridge Mass
dition.
rent low
F L. SHAW. 47 No.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wotton and
Worcester. Mass , and Miss Leona Ar
rj. t- t
u
rirst and flnal “count presented for alMain St. Tel 422-R
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Miss Matilda Burgess, who has been
Dr. Edna E. Lampson has returned lowance by Ellen Starr Richardson. Gdn
Visiting Cards
daughter Luree have returned home
senault of Bangor motored down
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etc
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WHEREAS Charles H Woodeoak of
after vacationing a week in a cottage
fiom Bangor. Sunday and were guests
Owl’s Head, deceased First-and flnal
elzes and 30 styles of engraving,
past two months, left for her home in
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at Washington. Maine
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UPSTAIRS tenement, to let: low price
New York city Friday.
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie E. Mabel A_Pillsbury, Exx
dated May 10 1929. and recorded
[ Norton's Island.
Mrs. Minnie Clark of Charleston.
ESTATE OLIVIA A MADDOCKS. late ! Knox RegLtry of'”beed»“ ln"Book“ 22? MiLLER^^^rRlnkm'st cit'yRENCE
Services at the Baptist Church
Wedding Announcements
of Rockland, deceased
First and final I Pa1<' 182. conveyed to Mansfield R Rob- ‘ MILLER' 692'M
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Many summer visitors have been Lamson.
Sunday will be as follows: Bible S. C.. and Levi Clark of Thomaston
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E H. Perrv is having his buildings tc?°,unLp^aenutetl for allowance by Ma- ‘«s°n of Warren In the County and State ;---------------------------------------------------at
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on
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SECOND FLOOR apt to let. opposite
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Reservations this summer. But they painted.
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-J.______________ 109-tf
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FOUR-ROOM
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camp, to let.
Priesthood." Music will include the summer with his father. Everett Carelectricity. Call SOUTH CUSHING PostMrs. Fred Maloney, R.N.. has been
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, - ' — -------- Wlnchenbach; westerly by the new ro»d office. Tel. 188-4. Thomaston.
Libby Island
anthem, “Seek Ye the Lord" by Roo- J ter of Monhegan. has returned to the
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Special styles for men and women.
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___ ___
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_____
and _______
Petition .for
Registry
Deeds' In Book 85 St., for home or combination with office
S2.25. $3,95 and up.
and 72 hours more so far in this Rokes and Elden Oxton had their bate thereof, asking that the SQme may Pa8e 422. and the same premises con- nra
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ousiue»» »iev
ard business,
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apartment at 37*2
annual
outing
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with
dinner
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Estelle Moore. Hester Foster. Marie fo? treatment. Will the Pythian SisBusiness Stationery
Testamentary Issue to Fra ax Blank of Mansfl ed R Robinson by warranty deed etc. Anolv MRS COPPING 39 Llmerock
at
Cooks'
at
Tenant's
Harbor.
It has been hard weather to pick
Brooklyn. New York, he elng the Execu- | dat,ed February 20.1929 and recorded ln St
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Clark Olive Rowell and Leah Tillson ters please send cards.
500 business cards or Hammermlll
£nox Res’stry of Deeds ln Book 222 —---------------------------------------------------—Roger Bronkie has returned to Con tor named ln said Will, v lthout bond
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1 Pa»o 106
I FIRST FLOOR apartment, to let. 5
CLUDED. only__________ $7.95
O1A1Z. WILLIAM H PR.. E lat? of ant) WHEREAS the said Mansfield n 1 rooms, bath. a. 36 Pleasant St. Apply at
able to get seven bushels. They are necticut after a visit with his mother Rockport,
reports of their two weeks' training ter Helen and sons Herbert and David
deceased. Tctltiin for Con
104-tf
Mrs. Inez C. Bronkie.
firmation of Trustee, esi-lng that Leona Robinson on the thirteenth dav nf 32 SCHOOL ST.. Tel. 883-W
fine large berries this year.
at thc School of Methods at Ocean of New York city who have been
for value xcvetiveu.
received ij Large furnished room, to let. with
Beckett of Thomaston, be r. n'irmed as August.
acdannri A D. ,1937,
— l"
• • • •
This is the last week we shall have
,mo.r'gay and the debt i bath. $4 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
Park.
guests fer ten weeks of the Shapiro I
Trustee of the estate g'-cn ln Trust for fbcrphv
Tel.
330
____
________
___________
94-tf
the benefit of Athlene Tibbetts of Rock thereby secured to the Medomak Can- St..
Ilallowell-Bronkie
our families with us. They are pack
nlng Company a corporation organized
Services at St. John's Baptist Epis- family at the Barnes cottage. Martin's !.
land. presented by said Leona Beckett.
Four
tenement to let at 38 Meunder the laws of the State of Maine
, room
..
„„„
Miss
Jane
Bronkie
and
Edgar
M.
ing
up
now
and
getting
ready
for
cop.al Church Sunday will be as fo>- ESTATE GILBERT E AMES, of Ma and having Its principal office and chanlc Et. MRS W 8 KENNISTON.
94-tf
Hallowell were married Thursday tlnicus. Petition for License to sell place of business at Rockland ln the 176 Maln st - Tel 874-W
another school year ashore.
lows: 9.30 a. m„ Holy Eucharist and___________________________ ______
certain Real Estate, situated in Matln county and state aforesaid, which as
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
Mrs Jasper Cheney was called evening at the home of her mother. icus. and fully described ln said Petition signment was r<corded In Knox Regis
Sermon; 7.30 p. m.. Evensong and
Apply
W
J
ROBERTSON.
Lumber
Yard
by Lena G Am?s of Matln try of Deeds ln Book 240 Page 86 and
home last week by the death of her Mrs. Inez C. Bronkie in this place presented
Thomaston
105-tf
Sermon.
icus. Gdn.
WHEREAS the condition of said mortWEAK AND FALLEN ARCHES
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller performbrother Irving Tyler.
STEAM heated olflce to let. central
Mr. and Mrs. William Cullen who
Is broken, now. therefore, by reason
ESTATE ANGELO M TIPEDINO. late
105-tf
must have INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT
?uiembrea?h °f the c°n6ltlon thereof location. Tel. 133.
Roland Cheney has been 111 but is ing the ceremony. Miss Edith Riley i of Union, deceased First and final ac- u
have been spending the summer with
...
... ...
.,
„ , count preented for allowance by Herbert It claims a foreclosure of said mortgage
FOUR-room apartment to let, all
No
two
arches
are
alike.
The
degree
of
arch
elevation
pr
Was
bridesmaid
and
Woodbury
Fales
*
"•-•
—
■•
■—
now
somewhat
improved.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said Me- modern Apply nt Camden & Rockland
L. Grinnell. Admr.
Mi Cullen's sister. Miss Mary B.
or lack of it varies. Your doctor will tell you that to'------ =•
Fann'n? ComPany has caused Water Co.. Tel. 634
105-tf
ELWELL R MOODY, late of Warren this instrument
Ned Flynn has been spending a best man.
correct weak or fallen arches each case must be fitted
to be Realed with its
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
individually. That is why we recommend, in such cases, a pair of light, springy
Tiie
bride
wore
a
green
traveling
n»
r
^°
ra
H
e
f«aI 4rd slgn<,d ln l,s corporate
few days with Hollis Colberth.
thereof^ asking that the same may be
DR. SCHOLL’S
name by Henry B Bird. Its President
EALANCED POSTURE ARCH SUPPORTS
and allowed and that- ,
Philmore Wass passed last weekend suit and a corsage of talisman roses. proved
duly authorized, this twenty^
Testamentary issued to Austin VJ. Moody thereunto
fifth day of August ln the year one tUiALFRED M. STROUT
Refreshments
were
served
after
the
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
and George E. Moody, both of Rockland,
»,£^,.h.uJ’drM and thirty-seven.
they being the Executors named ln said
Insurance
Wass. At the present time he is ceremony.
MEDOMAK canning company
Will, without bond.
By HENRY B. BIRD,
Mr. and Mrs. Hallowell are on a ESTATE WILLIAM A JOHNSTON, late
Fire. Automobile, and Allied Lines
employed with Teag's Publishing
Dated at Rockland. Maine
Presldent.
of
Rockland,
deceased.
First
account
Co.
Machias.
He
went
to
Andover
1
a
wedding
trip
through
New
HampTHOMASTON, MAINE
432 MAIN STREET
Mail Orders Solicited
ROCKLAND, ME.
presented for allowance by G^ace G
August 25. 1937.
'
corp. Seal
lOOStf
yesterday to be principal of a gramVermont.
Johnston, Adm/.
193-5-109

SCHOOL DAYS

WHEATIES,
WHEAT PUFF, {
CAMPBELL’S
B.&M.
BEANS,

2 pkgs
2 pkgs
can
cT^

21c
15c
7c
15c

/klN 1 LU

MISCELLANEOUS i

Call 26-W

FOR FRIGIDAIRE
Parker E. Worrey

STATIONERY

The Courier-Gazette

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

BUYa^

millTABS

Every-Other-Day
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at the vestry from 5.30 to 7 o'clock.
Baked beans, pickles, rolls, etc.
The races of the HAJ boats ended
The Cedric Boardmans have closed
for the season on Thursday and the summer home on High street and
there was an excellent breeze dur returned to Hartford, Conn.
ing the afternoon. Julia Henry of
Mrs. Henry Freytag and daughter
Philadelphia received th’ silver cup Pauline have moved to Brockton
for first prize. John Good of Camden, j Mass where thgy wm m(jke theJr
the second and Al Osgood of Chicago, fulure home Mr Preytag having
was the third winner. The capta ns employment jn tylat ci^y
race will be held Saturday and there
Mrs Howard Merchanti Harry Mer_
will be five cash prizes. The races ■ chant. Howard Merchant, Jr., and
will be followed by a banquet at the i Miss Evelyn Robinson were visitors
Camden Yacht Club.
I Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Whaley has returned from i \yarren Merchant.
a visit with his daughter. Mrs. Newell
Mrs. Edward McCormack, Miss
Sites in New Harbor.
Agnes McCormack and James Mc
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins are Cormack departed this morning on a
spending the weekend at Eastport. return motor trip to tneir New York
The Past Grands and Past Noble heme, following a few days' visit at
Grands of Knox and Lincoln coun Mr. and Mrs. Warren Merchant's.
ties will meet with Vesper Lodge at
HANSON-START FAMILY
Round Pond, Wednesday.,

CAMDEN

City Band Has Arranged a
Program That Will Please
Everybody

SEPTEMBER
SPECIAL!

(By Pauline Ricker)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Matthews
PERMANENT WAVE
Jr., of Alton. Ill., entertained in the
The Rockland City Band under the
I Mrs. Raymond Robishaw
left
Regular S5.00
lounge of The Samoset last Sunday
Wednesday for Boston to be with her direeftion of Band Leader Oeorge
evening hi honor of Sheridan W.
husband who is a patient at the New Law, assembled at city building last
Scott, whose birthday it was. Fol
England Baptist Hospital.
night to rehearse the following pro
lowing this Mrs. Scott gave a dinner
Visit our line tncdtrn shop. Every
gram to be presented at Public Land
party attended by Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Daphne Winslow went yester
thing up-to-the-minute
Edward Wheeler.
day to Fryeburg to resume her po ing Sunday night.
Ecauty Culture
March, "On the Lead," by E. Mel• • • •
sition on the faculty at the Fryeburg
Sunday afternoon the children at
Academy.
nafdus, arranged by Luther Clark.
"The Courier-Gazette March," by
The Samoset gathered in the ball
Captain John E Kelley of Boston
room to celebrate Jane Scott's ninth
is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Richard R. P. Chase.
birthday. Present were Dana and
Overture, The Silver Bell, by R.
L
Jones,
Sr.
Averyl Reed returned Saturday (
Schlepgrell, arranged by J. B. Claus.
Christopher
Jackson.
Brooklyn;
from Vinalhaven where he has spent
284-266 MAIN ST. - PHONE 826
Mrs. Harriet E. Merriam has re
Popular number, "Moonlight and
Susan and William Anderson; Joseph, |
several weeks visiting his cunt, Mrs.
ROCKLAND. HE.
turned from Orono, where for the Shadows," from the Paramount Pic
Donald and Deborah Beardwood, all'
C. E. Smith. He was accompanied by
past week she was the guest of Prof, ture, “Jungle Princess," by Leo Rob
of Philadelphia; Lee Jackson, Rock
Neil Smith who will be his guest for a
Regular meeting of Knox Temple,
and Mrs. Ernest D. Jackman.
bins, and Frederick Hollander.
Only 38 Present, But All Had Good land; and Harry B. Matthews, 3d,
few’ days.
Pythian Sisters, Tuesday evening.
Faradise in Waltz Time from
Time At Reunion In Warren
Alton. Following a program of games
The Women's Baptist Missionary
Mr. and (Mrs. Charles A. Freytag Paramount
Picture
Champagne
the children had supper.
Mrs. Mildren Barton and three and son Robert who have been occu
Circle
will
meet
at
the
church
par

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
The 31st annual reunion of the
• • • •
children of Niantic. Conn., are visiting pying the McKusic Camp ‘‘Sans Waltz..
lors
Tuesday
afternoon
at
2.30.
Hanscn-Start
families
was
held
La

The Dreamers' Waltz , by Frank
her mother, Mrs. Lena Lineken.
Mr. Prescott of Christmas Cove
Souci" at Cooper's Beach, have re Scharratt, arranged by F . Henri
The regular meeting of Megunti bor Day in Warren with Mrs. Mabel
TYRONE
SONJA
turned to their home in West Orange, Klisckman.
cook Encampment, I.O.O.F. was held Peabody and family. The day was gave a dinner party Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred True who have New Jersey.
• • • •
ideal and the place one of the pretti
Selection from Bohemian Girl, by Thursday evening.
been spending the summer in Bristol
Comique
Theatre
attractions.
SunMrs.
Andrew
McBurney, who left
est. Looking down from the huise
Balfe, arranged by F. J. St. Clair
have returned home.
Thrilling os you
Dr. M. U. O'Connor, who was lo
Intermezzo. Forget-Me-Not, by Al- i day and Monday, "Broadway Melody onto Georges River and beyond was for Philadelphia Wednesday was the
knew they d be to
cated in this city for several years, lan Macbeth, arranged by Ellis | of 1938," TueSSay, “Marry The Girl;" j an ideal view.
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott
gether ..in this goyly
Mrs. Walter Leach (Freeda Searles) with Mrs. O'Connor and two sons, Brooks.
also Get-Rich-Nite; Wednesday, Will I The number attending was much Fowler Sunday evening.
romontic musicol of
who has made her home with Mr. and was a ,recent caller at the home of
Polka, Short and Sweet, cornet Rogers and Robert Taylor in "Handy smaller than usual, on account of
undreamed
of
Mrs. J. A Jameson the past 7 years, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sheldon. The duet by T. V. Short played by Charles Andy;’’ Thursday and Friday, “The sickness, accidents and recent deaths. guests were Charles Arnold of Cen
magnificence I
goes Sunday to Bar Harbor to Join family is making a leisurely motor S. Montgomery and Frank Young, Good Earth.”
But those who were present, 38 in tral Falls, R. I., and Miss Mabel Fel
her husband, where they will reside. trip along the coast, the doctor, since band accompanying.
Mrs. William F. Carroll and daugh number, had a most enjoyable day. ton of Natick, Mass. Cards and other
his army service, having resided at
Picnic dinner was served on the games were played in the afternoon.
Encore. Romance, by F. H. Losey. ter who have been occupying “DunMr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney are Newark, N. J.
March. Canton Lafayette, by Luth wandrin" on Bay View street, have back lawn with coffee and lemonade. The reunion will be held another
spending the week at their home in
returned to Washington, D. C.
The tables were attractively decorat year with Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Moody
Nicholas Pellicane leaves today for er A. Clark.
Belmont. Mass., and will return later
Canton Molineaux and the Ladies' ed with cut flowers. The out of State East Union.
This program with perhaps a re
Leominster. Mass., for a visit with
to their Crawford Lake cottage.
quest number or two closing with Auxiliary will meet at Odd Fellows
his brother, Peter Pellicane.
National Anthem wlil be presented, hall Monday evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Wilson B. Keene and daugh
The George S. Cobb Auxiliary held I
MONDAY-TUESDAY
and all music lovers are invited to
Mrs.
Richard
Britt
and
father
ter Miss Janet Keene, who have been
its regular meeting Friday evening.
attend.
The
usual
silver
collection
Swirling,
spending the summer with Mr. and Charles M. Harrington, motored to
Regular monthly meeting of the
will be taken. However if you enjoy
whirling iceMrs. H. O. Gurdy will return Sunday Portland, Wednesday, Mrs. Britt re
outlets and songs oj
maining for a few days' visit with band music and feel that you can Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary Monday.
to Montclair, N. J.
Mrs. Adelaide Stinson of Bangor
lilting ■ loveliness that
not give go just the same, you will
her sister. Mrs. Henry Randall.
multiplybya million the
be welcome to enjoy one more con and Mrs. Davison of Brooklyn. N. Y„
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson and
delights that "One
are medical patients at the Pettapiece
David Keating and Curtis Ambler cert before cold weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Haines have
j
hi A Million"
Hospital
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
Mathews
of
The
money
taken
at
these
conrecently returned from a motor trip of Lee, Mass., are guests of the for
b
/
Henry , certs goes into the Band's treasury Thomaston and Mrs. E. L. Storer of’
mer's
grandmother,
Mrs.
to Canada going by way of Rangeley,
for
music
and
incidentals
and
to
help
,
Union
have
returned
to
their
homes,
Keating, Mechanic street.
over the Arnold train to Megantic.
pay transportation for rehearsals for • having been medical patients at this
Mrs. Fred A. Carter entertained several members who live out of the I hospital.
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Lovejoy en
NOW PLAYING
The E. Kent Hubbards have closed
tertained at a supper party recently the Home Club and a few guests Wed city and come a long way, gladly
"Norumbega,” for the season and
BOBBY BREEN
at their Crawford Lake camp in honor nesday at Ye Greene Arbour. Union, giving .their time.
returned to their home in Middleof the wedding anniversary ot Mi. for luncheon The interesting old
in
town, Conn.
|
homestead, with its many heirlooms,
and Mrs. Henry II. Stickney.
MARTINSVILLE
Col. and Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins '
was greatly enjoyed. The afternoon
“MAKE A WISH”
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harper gave a was spent with sewing and music.
“There is a Way” will be the topic left Wednesday for Quebec where
ADDED
dinner Wednesday night for their
of J. Wesley Stuart Sunday morning they will meet Mrs. Robbins’ sister.
The Crescent Beach cottage occu at 10.30 in the Baptist Church. The Lady Beit and Miss Marguerite Car
daughter Miss Ruth Harper at their
LOUIS-FARR FIGHT
home on Gurdy street. Pink decora pied by Mr. and Mrs. Philip Howard choir will sing. Sunday School will ter who arrived yesterday on the Em- '
tions were used in the dining room of New York was the scene of a happy ! meet at n.3O. Mr. Stuart will use press of Britain from London. Eng- !
Matinee 2; Eve
TODAY
and Miss Harper, who leaves Mon socialgathering Wednesday night j for hjj evening topic
"Questioning i 'and. Before returning to Camden
ning 6.45, 8.15;
iMOj
SMITH BALLEW
day for Gorham Normal School was whenthat couple entertained in jesus." The service is
Continuous Satin thc Mar- ithe Party will take the Gaspe trip,
in
urda.v 2.15 to 10.45
the recipient of several lovely gifts. honor
Rockland
Tel. 892
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P tinsville Church at 7p. m. Mid-:The ladies of the Methodist society
“WESTERN GOLD"
Those present were Miss Dorothy Hayden of Washington, D. C. Also j week service on Wednesday at 7 p. m. ' are serving a public supper tonight )
Thomas, Miss Ruth Marston, Miss in the party were Miss Caroline
Marion Marshall, Miss Marie Wil Littlefield. Mrs. Faith Berry, Mrs.
liamson, Miss Natalie Waldron, Miss Eva Bleeper of South Thomaston.
Vera Thompson and Miss Eleanor Miss Hope Greenhalgh. Mr. and Mrs. |
Harper The group rounded out the S. Constantine, Mrs. Henry B. Bird,
evening by attending a dance.
Henry A. Howard and Miss Jones of
Virginia.
Mrs. Ida Swenson of Brooklyn, has
returned home after vacationing at
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mills and j
Saunders Cabins, guest of her brother daughter Barbara, who have spent
John Westlund.
the summer at Holiday Bea^h, have
returned to their home in Needham,
Miss Julia Anderson, who has been Mass.
i
visiting Capt. and Mrs. Anders An
H. D. Cowan of Bangor, who re
derson. has returned to Philadelphia.
cently assumed the management of
Miss Virginia Tyler has returned the Fro-Joy plant, will be joined
from her summer vacation in Boston next week by the members of his
family. They will reside on Talbot
Mrs. A. C. Irving of Belmont, Mass, avenue in the Jennie Tibbetts house.
was a guest over the holiday of Mrs.
Fred S. Fales of New York visited
A. D. Morey and Mrs. Karl French.
his former home in this city during
We Are Now Better Able to Serve Your
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cradon have the w’eek.
Refrigeration Needs... For Frigidaire
returned to New Yorlf after spending
Brings Thrilling New Completeness in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wood and
the summer with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Clifford who
Charles Wade. Waldo avenue.
have been at Seven Tree Pond, Union
William Seavey entertained rela- the past week have returned to
for Home Refrigeration
itves and friends at a weekend gath Farmington, Conn., by way of Poland
1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY
ering at his camp in Cushing, Satur Spring and the White Mountains.

$3.00

ANO BARBER SHOP

HENIE

POWER

YOU

are most cordially invited to attend

qiiPFROUrr f R

OUR OPENING
TODAY-SEPTEMBER

o

IHt MHIRM1SER

1:00 to 9:00 P. M.

Be neighborly—come in and say hello!

day. A deep sea fishing trip was en
Mrs. Grace Coolidge, widow of the
joyed by the men folks, with very late ex-President Calvin Coolidge was
good luck. With tables out of doors, in the city Thursday, with three lady
25 sat down to a baked bean sup friends. Mrs. Coolidge is spending
per. Sunday 28 sat down to a shore the summer at Saturday Cove.
dinner including lobsters, baked Northport.
The party dined at
clams, and roasted corn, topped off "Trail's End.” Ash Point, and Mrs.
with pies and watermelon. Those Coolidge expressed her delight at
present for three days or part of the the beautiful seashore resort and at
time included: Mr. and Mrs. J. E. 1 the service given by the proprietors.
Drinkwater and children Edward
Mrs. Stanley Boynton and children
and Deborah and Miss Pearl Carruthers all of Brewer; Mr. and Mrs. Barbara and John of Miami have ar
Harry Drinkwater Sr. and son Leroy. rived for (a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and |Mrs. Harry Drinkwater Jr.. i John O. Stevens.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ashworth and
Arthur Ashhworth, of Whitinsville,
SOUTH LIBERTY
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Frank Manning
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rhodes and
of Camden. Miss Mabel Seavey, Mr. children, Mrs. Inez Lelgher. Bernard
ana Mrs. W. Paul Seavey and son Leigher were In Rockland recently.
Billy and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales.
Miss Flossie Jewett is visiting her
Mr. Seavey’s sister and her husband, aunt Mrs. Esther Moody in Appleton
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Rawley, of for a few days.
.
Brewer who are occupying the
Mr. and Mrs Fred Gove, Arthur
“Prior Camp" for the week joined Gove and Miss Phyllis Gove of Ply
them, with their guests, who were, mouth. Mass., visited their cousin
Mr. and Mr.s. Harley Jordan. Elwood Mrs. Inez Leigher and family over
and Dorothy Jordan, Miss Mildred the weekend and holiday.
Mills and William Mitchell, Rev. and
Howard Leigher visited his parents
Mrs. G. F. Bolster, all of Brewer.
over the weekend and holiday.

PATRONIZE YOUR

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST
Who is ready to serve you
365 days in the year

Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lOOtf

Mrs. Georgia Bowman is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Gid Hallowell In Au
gusta.
Robert Overlook and Herbert Ful
ler were business callers in Portland
Wednesday.
Miss Madeline Light is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Ethel Cheney in Chelsea.
Quite a number from this place at
tended the fair at Windsor Labor
Day.
Mrs. Inez Leigher and house guests
visited her sister. Mrs. Gertie Peaslee.
Sunday,

ALL 5 BASIC SERVICES
2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY

7WWU/UMU.

3. GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY

4. GREATER PEPEND-ABILITY
5. GREATER SAVE-ABILITY

ANEW

ONLY FRIGIDAIRE HAS THE

Prices
As Low As

Mefol-Wiwi ($114 cn
Cuts Current Cost to
the bone I

1

Sec an electric meter

DEALER

ro" ROCKLAND

Yes, Maytag is our choice of washers for thc same reasons
that it is the Nation’s choice. We are now authorized
Maytag dealers—ready to demonstrate, sell and service
the complete Maytag line of washers and ironers.

Both present and prospective Maytag owners are
invited to visit our store and see the latest models.
Only a Maytag gives you the one-piece, cast-aluminum
tub, Gyratator washing action, sediment
VERY
trap, and a score of other distinctive
features. All Maytag! are available with
gasoline Multi-Motor for homes without
electricity.»See the new Maytag Ironer.

THE

MAYTAG

ROCKLAND

•ANV^kAANUFACIUAERSjFOUND^^IVS

■ ■V W

ntmcno\

I

No Money Down
Easy Terms

prove it, before you buy !
Does SUPER-DUTY at
amazing saving be
cause it's the simplest refrigerating
mechanism ever built!

YOU ARE INVITED TO COME IN AND
SEE THE PROOF!

Our new up-to-date modern electric shop open for
your inspection TODAY, SEPT EMBER II, 1937—
1.00 to 9 P. M. We will serve frozen desserts from
the Frigidaire during the opening. 1 will appreciate
meeting old and new friends during the day. Sec
the gigantic Ice Cube, largest ever frozen inside of
Frigidaire.
Plenty of parking space.

EASY

I

NOV INSTANT CUBE-RELEASE IN
EVERY ICE-TRAY

Only Frigidaire has It I
Instantly releases ice-cubes from
tray, two or a dozen at a time. Ends
old-time nuisance . . . yields 205
more ice by ending faucet meltase
waste. Come in and see the Proof.

Knox County Agents

TERMS

PARKER E. WORREY

PARKER E. WORREY
TEL. 26-W

II

65 PARK ST.
NEWTON.

IOWA

65 PARK STREET

We service all makes of Washers.

TEL.

26-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

New Maytag loaned while your machine is being
repaired

Page EigKf
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Realm

of

Music

STATE NURSEMAID
Mrs. Lobster Is a Prolific
Mother But Neglects Her
Children

UNION
Ernest R. Cameron and daugh
ters. Edith May and Ruth of Hono
lulu. T. H„ are visiting at the home
of his brother Charles C. Cameron.
Ruth will enter Colby this fall and
Edith May is a sophomore at Oberlin
Ohio. Other recent visitors were Mr
and Mrs. Charles Anton of Shushan.
N. Y.. who were vacationing at Wells
Beach and drove over for a day to
renew old friendships.
Mrs. Lottie Bryant of North Yar
mouth is the guest of Mr. and Mrs
W. J Bryant.
Osmon Plumer and family of Port
land were holiday guests of his par
ents, Dr. and Mrs H. H. Plumer.
Mrs. Laura Daniels was a guest of
Mrs. George Orbeton of Warren Tues

THE K. C. A.
HOW RURAL RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION PROSPERS

Aug. 25 at 1.30 p m. The group have
studied about the bringing of the
"Ark of God" to Jerusalem as de
scribed in I Chronicles 15. They have
represented in card board "The Ark"
and also trumpets, cymbals and psal
teries. musical instruments used by
the priests. These will be used in the
dramatization of the twenty-fourth
Psalm which will be a part of the
Rally Day service of the Sunday
school.
The teachers' meeting of the Hope
Sunday school was held Aug. 25 at
the chapel. Only one teacher was
absent. The usual business was tran- 1
sacted and Mrs. Georgia Brownell j
was made chairman of the program
committee for the Rally Day service.
The North Warren Sunday school
closed its summer session Aug. 29
Mrs. Austin Kalloch was the super
intendent and teacher of ihe Adult
Class, Mrs. Fred Jameson and Miss
Athleen Robinson assisted ln the
teaching. Those who had perfect at
tendance record are Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Kalloch. Fred Jameson and
Nathalie Tolman. An outstanding
phase of this Sunday school, among
rural Sunday schools of the county
is in the number of men and older
boys of the community whe attend
regularly.
The East Union Sunday school will
be under the leadership of Mrs.
Allen Young and Mrs. Myrtle Gould
during the month of September.
The Clark Island Sunday school has
been showing its interest in the re
decoration of the chapel. This beau
tification aids greatly in reverent
! worship. The Sunday school will not
i meet during September.
Margaret McKnight. Director.

FERNALD’S ADVICE MAN WITH THE GUN
Waldo Senator Calls Major On the Eve of the Shooting
Oil Companies “Wolves In
Seasons Here Is Some Ad
Sheep’s Clothing”
vice of Value

The last week of August bi ought to
Something Ihad to be done, of
Speaking before the Independent
Off the presses well ln advance of
a close the summer program of work
ficials decided, to combat the i
Oil Dealers’ Association at Water the shooting season which opens next
under the Knox County Association
Glajyi St. Clair HtutaJ
shrinkage of Maine’s annual lob
ville last night Senator Roy L. Fer- ' month, Maine’s 1937 hunting and
for Rural Religious Education. The
ster catch from 19.000.000 .pounds in '
nald of Winterport said:
objective of the summer was to offer
trapping laws booklets give succinct
the opportunities of a religious serv
“The position of the Maine In advice to Ihunters about the handling
Stradivari of Cremona—two cen It is known as the “Betts." Two mem 1910 to an estimated 5.000.000
ice to the rural mothers. This was
dependent Oil Dealers Association in of firearms.
turies after his death his native city bers of the Curtis String Quartet pounds this year.
done at four places with meetings
play
Stradivarii
—
a
violin
frcm
1684.
this State today is similar to that of
So today, the Maine department i
does him honor Yes, the gay old city
First, there are the following “sug
each week for the nine weeks. In
known as the “Hallir" used 40 years ! of fisheries, under the direction of j
the
Maine Independent Grocers As gestions which if followed will elimi
of Cremona is all dressed up and is
each group there were young people
in the Joachim Quartet, and a vio- |
sociation last winter at the regular nate 99 percent of shooting acci
and children, as well as the mothers
receiving many visitors this year, to lilt of 1715 known as The Marquis Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler.
session of the legislature, when they dents:”
for whom the meetings were de
do honor to the name of her illus de Riviere Strad. The viola, too. is and cooperating with the U. S.
signed. Four young people definitely
appeared before our legislature op
trious son, Antonio Stradivari, the a Nicolo Amati of 1677. said to be the bureau of fisheries, oversees the
“Never point a gun at anything
decided for Christ and one of these,
finest
example
in
existence.
posed to the sales tax—they were un- which you do not want to shoot.
birth of thousands of baby lobsters
supreme violin-maker, who was born
with two who had previously made
o: ganized and more or less divided
Carefully it nurses! day.
in Cremona and passed his entire
"Never load a gun when it is point
their decision became members of a
Knowing many from this section every day.
in their opinion on public questions 1
Mrs. Emma Jones was in Rockland preparatory class for membership in
life there, spending all his days at a enjoy, when in Boston, visiting the them, feeds them every two hours
ed at any person.
and hopes they will eventually bring on business Wednesday.
and consequently were given little
one of the local churches; andther
bench strewn with the tools of his, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum at
“Never pull the trigger just for fun.
coin and compliments to Maine's ’ State officers were in town Wednes one of the group will join a local
consideration, if any, and exerted
trade. The end of ms labors came in Fenway Court it is of interest to 4.000 lobster fisherman.
“Never shoot at bottles or other
day and removed a very large elm • church in September. An offering
slight influence
They, however, hard surfaces from which the bullet
the year 1737. He was then 93 years ncte that the former 25-cent charge
The
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plan
is
built
old.
His body was placed in a for open days has been eliminated, around the fact that Mrs. Lobster | tree in front of J. W. Sayward’s resi was taken in each group for the As
awoke from their slumber Monday may glance.
sepulcher he had ordered to be built so that admission is now free. De is a prolific but a very poor mother. dence which had become a menace to sociation which with the offering of
"Always look to see Jf a gun is
morning. April 27, 1937, to find them
the family and traveling public.
the Christian Endeavor of Hope to
ln the crypt of a church near his i signed by the late Mrs. Gardner, the
empty
before handling it.
About every two years she hatch- ' Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sayward and taled to more than $16.
selves faced with a nightmare—a
house. When the church fell into museum residence, of Venetian archi- ■
“Never carry a loaded gun except
es
from
10,000
to
15.000
eggs,
car
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sales tax. They organized, they when hunting, and then only with
little daughter Estelle were guests of
ruins, the plate was removed, and it tecture. forms an appropriate back- ,
rying them attached to her body his parents, Mr and Mrs J. W. Say- Week
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united, co-operated and vigorously the safety on.
can now be seen in the Cremona town ground for her collection of the works
under the tail. The eggs.after rip- I ward Tuesday.
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First ....... .......... 31
hall. Another commemorative tab of old masters and modern artists.'i
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for
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mamma
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dist Church following the prayer Fifth ..... ............ 33
to its highest perfection and left Holbein. Rubens and Vermeer. The
the Grange, liberal Democrats and suffer.
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I "Always put gun through a fence,
meeting. Plans for Rally Day were Fourth ....
Cremona an imperishable name as paintings of Raphael and Fra Angeli
Republicans,
the Townsendites and
brood
to
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own
devices.
41
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co and many other famous artists of
discussed. Oct 3 was set as the date, Sixth ...... ........... 22
master of his craft."
muzzle first, before climbing through.
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and
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Helpless, they remain on the sur
80
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and the appointment of committees Seventh ... ........... 43
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disputed. As a designer of bow in phael and Early Italian Rooms. In
was left with the superintendent and Eighth ....
shooting
with it.”
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struments. Stradivari reached the cluded in the collection :een at the
and assistant, Mr. and Mrs George Ninth ..... ........... 42
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and
a
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tides and pollution. Fishery officials
The closing service at Rockville was
heights. His patterns are ‘he finest, museum is also the "The Rape of
Mansfield Other details were re
under
the
title, "Look before you
cians. Why? Because they were right,
Europe." the most brilliant of Titan's estimate less than a dozen out of ferred to a supper meeting of the held Aug 25 Special features of the
his workmanship unrivaled.
shoot!"
and
the
people
of
Maine
had
confi

....
mythological paintings of his later the 10,000 ever reach maturity.
Sunday School Board which will be program were the singing of the
“The first duty of a hunter is to
dence in them and their program.
By artificial rearing, the babies
The following is quoted from a very years.
held on Friday, Sept. 24. It .was Twenty-fourth Psalm by eight young
observe the rules of caution in hand
“
Now
the
Maine
Independent
Oil
Permanently installed in the court are raised to the fourth or sinking voted to continue the present hours women and the presentation of the
interesting article in the New York
Dealers Association have an oppor ling a gun. and to fail in this is
Times written by Ruth Wood on the ground floor, surrounded by stage in 15 to 30 days. At this stage for Sunday services, public wor pageant-pantomime. "The Way of the
tunity ln Maine today to do things criminal negligence of the most in
Thompson:
an ever-changing display of flowers, they can be safely released end de ship, with a sermon, will be held at Cross." by the young people of the
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for themselves, and for Maine, if excusable sort. The hunter who en
pended
upon
to
sink
to
the
bottom
“Cremona has cradled many gen are a Roman mosaic pavement of the
10 a. m. and 7 p. m. and the Sunday- community. The marchers robed in
(By Ermo Scott)
you
will forget some of your petty dangers lives is not a sportsman, but
I
iuses Of them all. Stradivari has j first century. A. D., and of the same out of reach of enemies.
School at 11 a. m closing at 12 noon white and carrying lighted candles
differences
and organize and co-op a public nuisance, and can throw the
But the rearing must be a It was also recommended that after were Misses Auni and Irja Hill, Doris
bestowed the most shining tame. The period Roman copies of earlier Greek
erate and go out from this meeting entire sport into disrepute.
violins that cam? from his shop were statues- Also on the ground floor meticulous process. If everything Rally Day the week night devotional and Ethel Hall, and Josephine and
On Tuesday morning. Principal
"Remember that a moment of sec
ready and willing to serve your neigh
put together with such exquisite care ’ are rooms containing pictures by is not propitious, young lobsters meeting and the Bible study class Mary Tolman. Miss Lili Hill repre William D. Hall met the students
ond thought when hunting may save
bor,
the
Maine
public.
You
must
either
eat
one
another
or
roll
over
that time has not marred them, but modern artists, such as Whistler. De
be held on the same evening, by pref sented the Missionary and Helen Hall, making up the registrants for the sell your program to the Maine peo you a lifetime of regrets."
Evans Tolman and Harold Hall were seventy-first consecutive session of
has added, rather, to their rich mel- ’ gas. Sargent. Denman, Ross. Zorn, and die. Circulation in rearing tanks erence Thursday.
Records in the Maine Department
] those who responded to the call of the the Castine Normal School and wel ple but that is easy when you are
must be just right, their liver diet
low beauty. A Stradivarius of the and Courbet.
of Inland Fisheries and Game show
The Womans Missionary Society
right.
Here
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a
few
things
that
‘grand pattern(1700-1725)—flat,! If you have never visited this mu consistent and evenly distributed and meets this week at the parsonage on faithful disciples ot Jesus. This group comed them back to another year’s
you might do. There are many more. that every shooting accident in the
gently curved with close-set sound seum. do so when again in Boston- the water temperature correct to a Thursday afternoon at 2.39. Members , was marked in the interested and work. After being introduced to the
1. Organize and unite all of the Maine woods was caused by careless
appreciation of those attending. The school faculty, including Director of
holes and low arch—gives out a round, It is a never to-be-forgotten experi degree.
wili bring the September magazine
Independent
Oil Dealers in Maine ness of someone.
' open door of the church and the Training Edith Leslie of Johnson. Vt.,
When ready for distribution the
vigorous woody’ tone of distinctive ence. and if your luck is good as mine
Last year the department started
into your association.
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J
lighted
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bespoke
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was on my first visit there, you may
acoustic quality.
and Lloyd Hatfield, coach and teacher
i an extensive campaign to keep hunt
2.
Show
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faith
by
en

nounces
these
sermon
topics:
At
10
fulness and the friendly hospitality of hand work and mathematics, the
“Fifty string instruments signed hear an intimate musical? in the long in the fourth stage, are trans
dorsing "an act relating to Licenses ers conscious of the constant danger
by the peerless master have been on beautiful shadowy music room. Any ported in large cans and released a m.. “The Question of Loyalty" and of the community.
upperclassmen were assigned to their
in the weapons they carried, and it
at
7
p.
m..
"Some
Church
Members
At Pleasant Point meetings were respective rooms and courses by Ev for Retail Stores, and to equalize the
loan this summer from museums and way when you do make your visit, along Maine's 2.500 miles of coastline.
will be continued this year.
business
opportunities
in
the
State
I
Have
Known."
I held in the different homes. The erett Nason and the freshmen spent
Tangible results will not be seen for
private owners at the exhibition or don’t feel hurried—take time—there
Part of that campaign called for
Philip Creighton and guests are on meeting Aug. 26 was with Mrs Walter the day in a testing program di of Maine." The so-called Chain Store
ganized at Cremona in Stradivari’s is so much to see. to study to think some time, since it takes a lobster five
the posting of signs in all parts of
Tax.
And
then
send
a
fighter
to
rep

a
camping
trip
through
Maine.
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Young and was planned as the clos rected by Vice Principal Ermo Scott.
name. The estimate of their com about. There is something there for or six years to grow to market size.
resent you at the special session of Maine where there is hunting—and
bined value is in excess of a million everyone to see—for the lovers of i The rearing experiment is under bec and Montreal, returning Friday ing service, but the members of the
Following the close of the testing
that ls virtually the entire State—
dollars. Performers, collectors, ex ’ books, music, painting, wood carving. the direction of Superintendent His guests are Zenas Kevorikian, di group were so interested it was de program In the afternoon. Oiett Rob the legislature to help the independ stressing the necessity of extreme
perts, from many parts of Europe ! church pieces, flowers, embroideries, Thomas Dorr of the Federal fish rector of Camp Brett at Levar.on. N. J cided to continue the meetings each inson led the school on a walking tour ent merchant in every walk of life caution at all times tn the handling
iu Maine get an equalized opportu
and America made possible this sculpture, jewels, and so on.
hatchery, and Ernest W. Barnes, and instructor at the Roger Williams week. Members will take turns in of points of interest around 'he town.
nity. and also put $100,000 in the of firearms.
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State Treasury to provide for Old
Ezra Rachlin, the young pianist bureau of fisheries. Commissioner MacQuillan. class of 38 at Yale; and Director will be present once a month.
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in
the
recent
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Eastman
of
North
Haverhill,
Books on religious training in the the fall semester are Byron Eaton of
miliar with glorious music: for cen
Feyler assigned several of his wardens
N. H.
home are being read This group of Stonington. Grethe Bray of Deer Isle, Educational opportunities for the
turies people have been going to the Rockport Town Hall concert will to learn the work.
Harold Willard of Washington. D. distinctive because of the i umber of Norma Eaton of Belfast. Martha Har young. Or else let the major oil Individual Payroll Record*
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Stradivari, who made violins second
pendent oil dealer in Maine, he or she have been set up according to Clif
Hawes were Mr. and Mrs Irving and boys of North Washington were
only to his master's in tone, though I season will be in Bridgeport. Conn.,
At a faculty meeting on Monday would be paying 25 cents for gasoline. ford A. Somerville, chairman of the
Only two more weeks reniati in
'
on
Jan.
13.
French of Belmont. James Peck of held Friday afternoon in the chapel
they were far inferior in their
afternoon Principal Hall announced
1 the Lakewood season but spite cf
3. Sell you a produce under a Maine Unemployment Compensation
• • » Roxbury, Miss Cera Hawes or Dor at Razorville and took the form of a
Joinery.
the following faculty appointments: common label. Why not "Pine Tree Commission. These records will be
closing time .drawing near one «f the
John
Charles
Thomas,
baritone,
Sunday school with four classes. The
chester and Alfred Morris.
“To Cremona, with its seventy be
Senior class adviser, physical direc Gasoline?”
finest plays of ecant years is 'o be
used as a basis for computing benefit
The annual Grange Fair will be regular teachers were: Mrs. Edith
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Orett desecrate the beautiful scenic high date when benefits are payable under
O Neill comedy which was presented
Wayne Lessler arrived Wednesday Jessie Olds, the nursery class; and the I
ra-cotta sculpture.
its graceful Sunday Evening Hour, from 9 to 10. I two seasons agr by the Theater
Robinson: Ermo Scott, N. Y. A., ways of Maine with a hideous Com the Maine law.
j His numbers will be the Prologue
Director
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of
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and
from
Iowa
to
spend
a
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at
bridges, its terraces looking off to
supervisor; teacher-exchange plan mercial billboard If you do this you
Guild with Geo’ge M Cohan in Ine
Records for all covered workers are
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes.
intermediate class Those attending
handsome vistas of river and plain— , from “Pagliacci;" the “patter" song
year book advisor; Lloyd Hat will immediately have every club being compiled as rapidly as earn
] "When You're Lying Awake" from leading role.
I
Mr and Mrs. Everett Hoosier, who every session were: James Capen, Jr.,
to this opulent city crowned heads
field, N.Y.A. supervisor, boy's athletic woman, garden club and Maine mind ings reports are received. These are
“Ah Wilderness’’ is the -inly comedy
came and peers of church and State, Gilbert and Sullivan’s “Iolanthe" as
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Her Vanessa Munsey, Alvah Jones, Elsie
director, committee on cultural ac ed man for a booster. I believe also made quarterly although the finan
ever written by O'Neill who has long
well
as
the
Chancellor's
song
from
and patrons of the arts, to hear fine
bert Bowes, leave Saturday for New- Turner. Janice Capen. Arlene Jones, tivities; Miss Edith Leslie, teacherbeen considered America’s finest
that the next State administration cial contribution is now due
Haven. Conn.
Lucille Prescott. Ronald Turner. Mrs.
music and buy fine instruments, par the same operetta, and "Th? Trumpexchange plan; Miss Gladys Milli will be friendly to such a progressive monthly.
dramtist. That fact notwithstanding
eter
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ticularly those that were ’he handi
Mrs. Myrtle Judkins left Wednes Pitman and Mrs. Overlock. Those
Maine's 164 000 covered workers are
chestra Thomas will sing Sullivan's however, the comedy .achieved as day to visit Miss Florence Judkins in who missed only one session were: ken advisor to student senate, girl's piogram of petroleum product dis
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maple trees, which yielded the wood
sence Mrs. Della Morton will visit Mrs Roy Turner. Erwin Turner, per advisor, director of dramatics;
The plaintive strains of "Koi Ntdre"
A. H. Van Buren draws the Cohan
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Turner,
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and
Beatrice
sound-boards. The quality of a vio
Ernest Cameron of the Hawaiian
W. D. Hall, chairman on cultural ac Maine to enjoy a beautiful lake dot to function in January. Increase in
throughout the world on the eve of this piece and audiences can expect1
lin's tone depends upon the wood
Islands is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Turner. The closing session was Fri- tivities. high and elementary school I
Yom Kippur, Israel's Holy Day will j something really worth while in his
ted with Socony signs, nor will the the former has been due, it is said, to
cay, Aug. 27, with 39 in attendance
Charles Cameron.
that goes into it. Consequently, it
visitation. Mrs. Ethel Wardwell, out-of-State hunters come here this three things, new concerns, voluntary
be heard simultaneously in every part ; characterization. Another of the
may be said that the trees that were
Miss Betty Boyes, who has spent plu? nine visitors The final feature music activities, committee on cul
of the globe, Tuesday, Sept. 14, ’ prominent parts is that of the boy. i
fall to shoot at Wolfs Head oil signs. election by non-subject employers
native to this countryside had some
the summer with Dr. and Mrs. Irving was a lawn party given the group by tural activities. Mrs. Edna Harwhen the Columbia network presents Richard, to be played by Drew Dev- !
But every time they look at our and determination of liability by field
thing to do with the establishment of
Tuttle, left for Parkersburg, West Vir these hostesses: Misses Ada and quail, committee on cultural activla broadcast arranged by the National ! ereaux.
This young actor has ‘
lovely Maine pine trees they may men of firms which had not believed
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ginia. Wednesday.
tles.; Mtss Ethel Friend, committee think of that good Pine Tree Gaso themselves liable.
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Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson,
on cultural activities; Mrs. Susie line that they can get anywhere in
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Increase ln the number of workers
both native and foreign woods, paying
daughter Jeannette, accompanied by of Winslow. Mrs. Harriet Esterheld of Nason, advisor to Student Christian
sing the ageless hymn from Cincin certain to add to his standing.
Maine, along with plenty of service has resulted from these three fac
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Shute
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attention always to the beauty of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Tewksbury of
Association.
nati. Rabbi George Zepin, of Cin
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Camden, spent the weekend in St. Boston and Miss Katheryn Connery
cinnati, secretary of the Union of maiden aunt, Grant Mills will be
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Randolph.
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the
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Stephen, N. B.
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and
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wood resonant and flexible and pro
LARGE BLUEBERRY PACK
A special condensed form of the reg ’ girl with whom Richard is in love.
the coming year. With the ap is willing to pay taxes to Maine and are used to identify employes and
The average attendance of these
tected it from deterioration. The
ular service for Erev Yom Kippur has Melville Burke is staging the play But Inspection Chief Cannot Give
classes was 36 plus. The group was pointment of Mrs. Grace Slocum whose profits are invested in your must appear on payroll reports each
high prices of his violins have al
quarter.
been made for this occasion. Sister with his usual fine touches and j
Exact Size at Present Time
transported by Agchie Lenfest- The Bcwden as alumni secretary, existing State and my State, the good old
ways brought (even when they were
State of Maine.”
organizations
will
be
assisted
and
hood units, throughout the world Charles Perkins has prepared the!
friends of the boys and girls provided
new. they commanded more than any
GOING FULL BLAST
have been informed of the program. settings which are always a feature j
As the Maine blueberry picking the necessary funds for transporta stimulated by a closer contact with
others) are attributable to the un
the
school
program.
New
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of Lakewood productions.
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HOPE
and packing season drew to a close tion. From the offerings brought by
remitting perfection of his construc
Maine’s corn-canning factories,
For the remainder of the week, this week A. M. G. Soule, inspection the boys and girls (and visitors), the and activities will be promoted with
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s
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including
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Catherine Annis has returned
chief of the State Department of group helped the home chapel by
to $75 for violins during his life and
were Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Merri thp State Department of Agriculture
the Lakewood Players are presenting 1 Agriculture, said this season’s pro providing varnish for the settees, and to the schoolabout twice as much for his 'cellos. home from Boothbay Harbor where
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duction “is very large and of very fine sent one dollar to India for pencils
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Spencer,
Mass., and Mrs. Ed. St. in their operations of canning this
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quality."
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Mr. and Mrs. George O. Littlefield
remembered some of the own mem
story whenever a genuine Strad
play, with its timely subject matter,' Soule said three factories “still are
White said the approximately 60
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Marshman of
carrying on packing
operations, bers who have been seriously Injured inson has entered the normal school
ivarius changes hands, or is uncov of Penobscot called on relatives and
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the
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Center
were
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callers
at
as
a
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student.
which is rather unusual for this time in an auto accident, and made a
ered by happy chance, or is insured friends Sunday.
last week, "probably will finish packFred Merrifield's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy French and run of new plays while Glenn Hunter of year, because generally the pack small gift to the Association which
for some fabulous sum
ing after next week," adding that they
has
made
a
decidedly
favorable
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Woster and
Miss Patricia Walker. ,’38 of
ing season does not extend beyond had provided them with the weekly
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and
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marcello and
The meeting at West Washington Connor '32 in her East Orland school Sunday with his mother, Mrs- A. W. did last year."
He said there were 23 tlueberrythousand instruments Stradivari pro
“Young Woodley” gives a performance I
Heath.
during
the
week.
At
intervals,
mem

packing factories in Maine, most of was held in the chapel at 8 p .m.
duced during his working life of 75 sons Edward and Robert spent a few
“Cooler weather and showers re
that is touched with sentiment, de which were in Washington County.
Interest and appreciation were shown bers of the junior class will do work
Ernest Lermond and friend of cently in some localities," White said,
years, about half have disappeared. days recently in Boston and vicinity.
termination
and
courage.
Ralph Morton has the cellar com
“There has been an extraordinary by a few and it often meant a real sac with Miss Connor during the school Boston are visiting his parents, Mr. “have helped this year's corn crop
Most of the 509 violins, violas and
blueberry season," Soule said, "be rifice for them to attend. Some are year under the supervision of Di and Mrs. S- B. Lermond.
violoncellos that can be accounted for pleted and will start building his
considerably.
cause it has been uninterrupted by trying to plan to be at the rural rector Edith Leslie.
are ln European collections, locked in house at once.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Merrifield are
WE BUY
“Apparently there is going to be a
Lillian Bryant is spending a few
rainy weather, with the result that school for lessons given there to the
show cases or vaults, admired, but
receiving congratulations on the birth pretty good crop this year—ln fact, lt
weeks with Mrs Gladys Carver in
there has been a continuous opera boys and girls during the school
for the most part soundless "
Mrs. Helen C. Laughlin Loomis, of a daughter Sept. 5. Mother and looks as though lt will be an av
AND SILVER
year.
tion of picking and packing ”
The lordliest Stradivariu- in exist Lincolnville.
'80. formerly of Portland and now of child are being cared for at the erage or possibly even better crop."
The Sewing Circle met with Mrs. CLARENCE E. DANIELS
The Christian Endeavor at Hope St Petersburg, Fla., and her hus home of Mrs. F. Berry Gould, South
Soule said lt was impossible at
ence is in the Library of Coi.gress at
White said lt was “too early to
JEWELER
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met during the summer held Its band, W. T. Loomis, were campus Union. The newcomer has been
present
to
determine
the
size
of
this
Washington, placed there through the Cecil Annis Thursday. Plans were 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
say what will be the size of thi*
closing business meeting Wednesday guests on Wednesday.
year’i pack.
generosity of Mrs. Matthew Whittal, made for a lawn party.
named Janet Bernice.
season's pack."
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